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IATRONUCTION
The
perform.
end

He

spexks

message.

Christian
stends

to man

Preacher has

in the pulpit

in God's

forgiveness.

to the open heavens

powerful

The

deepest

pert

to the

cross

to understend

and purest

oratory would

did not understand

mespage

of God

is God's

sin and God's

end

past

the

cross

beyond.

Nen must be able
massege.

His

story of man's

It points man

tesk to

es sn ambassedor

stead.

It is the ege-old

an important

benefit

whet

of the preacher's

the preecher's

theology end

the people

the preecher

nothing

was

tesk to present

the most

saying.

if they
It isa

his message

in such

@ way that those who hear will be able to understend,
One
centuries

of the devices

have

of the people

employed
more

to bring their

cleerly

Christ used illustretions.
Augustin,

end Luther used

preachers

of today.

illustrations.

which preachers

throughout

message

and forcefully

the

to the hearts

is Illustration.

Paul used illustretions, Chrysogtom,
illustrations,

Vie, too,

and

iu ou preeching

so do the great
should use

We should use them as effectively

It is the purpose of this peper

to present

as possible.

the principles

involved in the effective use of illustrations

in Christian

preeching and to show how these principles are to be epplied.
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I. WHAT ARE ILLUSTRATIONS
In order

that

we mean when we speak
all

consider

everyone

may know

of Illustrations,

the question,
1.

What are

exactly what

we shall

first

of

Illustrations.

Definition

Prof. Ozora 5. Davis gives this definition:
"an

illustration

is any fact,

incident,

or figure

that

is

used to make clear an analogous truth." s
Henry Ward Beecher
window

in an argument
Dr.

crete
ment

picture

says:

and lets

John Brown

in light."

says:

as distinguished

of truth."

"An illustration

is the

e

"The

illustration

from

the dry,

is a con=

abstract

state-

:

Franklin Ws Fisk

‘
has

this

to says

"The

etymology

of the term illustration — from !illustratide! that which
sets forth in a clear light, makes distinct and vivid —
pretty accurately defines
object

its use

is to set forth the truth

forms as shall make it luminous

in pulpit discourse.
in such

clear and

Its

striking

to the mental vision and

impress it deeply upon the mind and heart." “
We see from these definitions
are really pictures in the sermon.
I."Principles of Preaching."

pe

What pictures are in

287

2."Yale Lectures on Preaching." p. 158
5."The Art of Preaching." pe. 124
4."Manual of Preaching." p. 254

that illustrations

==

a book, that

- and even more than that, as

illustrations are in a sermon.
and impress

a.

They set forth,

+

Word

-

clarify,

Illustra

Pictures.

Words

picture.

shall see,

upon the minds of the hearers the truth of the

2e

pictures.

we

The words

are

used which are

themselves

themselves

tell a story

or paint a

5
Re W. Dale

says:

"Every word that stands for a spiritual
idea was at first a picture and a poem.
In the case of most
words of this class, the image stamped upon them by the fancy
of the poet has worn away and become undistinguishable, like
the impression on a coin which has been passing from hand to
hand for a generation: —- the colors have faded from the canvas, and have left vague and blurred outlines where there was

once a picture." 6

When we use one of these words which still causes
a picture
to rise in the minds of our hearers,
we have an
illustration,
sentences.

These
They are

picturesque words
themselves

give vitality

to our

images.

b, Simile
A simile is an expressed comparison, usually
introduced by
5.
6.

the words

"like® or "as".

"The Making -of the Sermon" — Pattison
"Nine Lectures on Preaching" — pe47

One object or action
a

~

is likened

to another.

The second

serves

as a picture

or illustration of the other.
The parables of Christ, beginning with the words

"The kingdom of heaven is like unto" are similfes.

So also

is this passages "The wind bloweth where it listeth and thou
hearest

the

sound

thereof,

but canst

not

tell hence

it cometh

and whither it goeth; so is everyone that is born of the

Spirit"’ and "As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness,

even so must the Son of man be lifted up." as
Ce lietaphor

A metaphor
no introductory word.
he called

is an implied

comparison.

John the Baptist

the Pharisees

and Sadducees

It has

used a metaphor when

"a generation

of vipers;"

So did Jesus when He referred to Herod as "that fox; nO 2180
Paul when he turned to Ananias and said:

"God shall smite thee,

thou whited wall," 2+
de Suggestion.
Instead of giving a long paragraph of description or even telling a long

story,

phrase

is

suggest

a picture.

This

we can by

similar

to the

a word or
metaphor

except that the idea of comparison has faded further into

Dr. T. Harwood Pattison explains this form of
illustration

in this ways

7, John 5,6.
8. John 5,14.
9. Luke 5,7<
10.

Luke

15,52.

ae

9

“Here by a few rapid touches the desired
effect is produced.
The mind catches the illustration as
it were at an angle, while it is giving its chief attention

to the thing illustrated.
& picture,

Just enough is said to call up

that and no more.
"Demosthenes

did not divert

the thoughts

his hearers from the voice of a united commnié,
intensified
he used one
"The people
our borders

of

but only

the impression of its irresistible power when
of the most striking suggestions in all oratorys
gave their voice; and the danger which hung upon
went by like a cloud.!

"In sermons the suggestion is not very common
perhaps because to make it needs a richer and readier imagina—
tion that most preachers possess.
Beecher illustrates the
power when he calls the twenty-third,'the nightingale of the
Psalms.’
So does Dr. Maclaren in many of his happiest turns
of thought, as when, for example, depicting the awful power
of sin to perpetuate and increase itself he says:
‘Every

sin tells upon character and makes the repetition of itself
more and more easy.!'
‘None is barren among them!. And all
sin is Linked together in a slimy tangle like a field of seaweed, so that a man once caught in its oozy fingers is almost

sure to drown, or when he puts before his hearers one of the
main characteristics of Paul in a brief statement and an equally brief illustrations ‘The apostle's mind acquires force by
motion, and like a chariot-wheel catches fire as it revolves."
e. Personification.
This
used.

is another

According to it an abstract

given the characteristics
without;

figure

she uttereth

of speech frequently

or inanimate

of a living object.

her voice

in the

object

is

"Wisdom crieth

streets."

15

f. Allegory.
dn allegory is "a story true to nature,
illustrating a series
12.

ope

Gite

of events

in a higher

sphere." 14

ppe 260.261

15. Prove 1) 20-25
14.

"Ministry

to the Congregation"

— Kern p.

210.

AA
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It is an extended parable in so far as practically everything in it has a significant

meaning.

Paul uses

the story

of Hagar and Ishmael as an allegory. 2° John Bunyan's' Pilgrin's
Progress is an allegory.

So is Spencer's

"Fairie Queene."

g- Fable
A Fable

is

"a story not true

to nature,

illustrating some prudential maxim." 16 yeny of the great
teachers

of the past

morals.

Fables

book

used

fables

are not found

on "Parables"

has this

for

the instruction

in Scripture.

to say about

Trench

of
in his

the Fable:

"The Parable is constructed to set forth a
truth spirtual and heavenly:
this the Fable, with all its
value, is not; it is essentially of the earth, and never
lifts itself aboue the earth.
It never has a higher aim
than to inculcate maxims of prudential morality, industry,
caution, foresight; and these it will sometimes recommend
even at the expense

of the

higher

self-forgetting

virtues.

The fable just reaches that pitch of morality which the world
will

understand

Scripture,
the purpose

and approve.

But

it has no place

in the

and in the nature of things could have none, for
of Scripture

excludes

it;

that purpose

being the

* awakening of man to a consciousness of a divine original, the 17
education of the reason and of all which is spiritual in man."
he Parable
A Parable

is"a

story true

to nature

illus—-

trating some spiritual truth." 2° rt differs from the allegory
in this that in the Parable there is only one lesson taught
and we dare not go beyond the point of

meaning to everything in the Parablee

comparison and give

Dr. Kern says:

15. Gal. 4,22=51
16. "The Ministry to the Congregation"=Kern pe210
17. Quoted in "The Sermon, Its Construction and Delivery"=Burrell p

18, "The Ministry to the Congregation"-Kern p.210

Pe

225

4s
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"In the Scriptures
employed with a broader meaning

the term "parable" is
than the one here givens

it includes what we should call allegory,
parables

of the Sower,

the

Tares,

—

the Wicked

eeg.

the

Husbandmane;

and sometimes the Scripture parables are so condensed that
we should call them metaphors or similes e.g.
"Physician,
heal thyself" (Luke 4,25)
"Can the blind guide the blind?

shall they not both fall into a pit?"

(Luke 6,59.)

"Now

from the fig-tree learn her parables when her branch is not
become tender, and putteth forth its leaves, ye know that
the summer is nigh; even so ye also, when ye see all these

things, know ye that he is nigh, even at the doors."(Matt.
24,532.35)" 19
Parables,

Allegories,

and Fables

are not fre-

quently used today, They were much more common
in ancient
times.
that

They do not have
they formerly had.

the

appeal

to the people

They are also very

1, Anecdotes:

hard

today
to make,

5

An Anecdote according to Webster's New
International

incident,

Dictionary

is

"a short account

of a single

especially in the life of a well-known person."

It is "A particular or detached incident or fact of an
interesting nature; a biographical incident or fragment; a
single passage

of private life."

We shall see that Anecdotes

‘often very clearly and beautifully bring out the truth of
that mhichpare presenting.

They furnish an example or instance

of that of which we are speaking, and in that

way help our

people tremendously in visualizing the truth under considera=
tions
19. ibid. PPe 210 okie

f

a=lZa

j- Stories
Stories are similar to Anecdotes.
ing to Webster

a story is

which has occurred;

Accord-

"a connected narration of that

a description of past events;

aaatoer es

an account or recital of some incident or event." Like the
Anecdotes

they are very fine

as illustrations,

Z

IT

oa ae <
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WHY SHOULD WE USE ILLUSTRATIONS
We Have

heard

that the

great

preachers

of the

world have used illustrations and that we should do so,

too. .We wonder why. We ask the question, what ie the
value

of illustrations

serve;

in the

sermon;

what do we gain by using

illustrations?

them;

what

purpose

do they

why should we use

the following are the most important

reasons?

‘Le To make truth clear.
In our sermons
and proclaiming

God's

we are preaching

truth

to men,

the Word

of God

so that learning of the

eternal will of God and of the divine plan of salvation,
men may see Christ as their Savior and believing on Him may
have

everlasting life.

The truth which we proclaim is to a great extent
abstract.
grace,

We are dealing with eternal verities,

sin, the mystery of the

Godhead,

with love,

the wonder of the

incarnation, the life of faith, and the heart and soul of

men, If we would merely proclain the plain, dogmtical
statements
of Scripture,
would not understand.

there are many,

many people who

They would be in the dark.

tions provide one way of bringing light

Tllustra-

to them, and making

it possible for them more readily to understand God and His
manner of dealing with use

as

-14-

Franklin W. Fisk

says:

"The great themes of the preacher
must be, from their nature,

abstract and remote from

common

chiefly to do with

thinking.

verities

—

They have

with God,

his

’ gracious acts toward man,
and its destiny —
ordinary minds,
and robed

government,

the human soul,

and

its. needs

and to be clearly apprehended

must be presented

in material

the province

character,

eternal

vestments.

of illustration

in concrete
This

is,

by

ferms,

in part,

in the sermon.

It puts

abtruse themes into such concrete forms as to make them
distinct to the mental vision.
an apt illustration

pours

Often in the exposition,

such a flood

of light

upon a

truth as to make it stand forth clear as the sun.

In

the development,

illus—

an argument winged

with a fitting

tration is more sure to reach its mark.
a happy illustration not infrequently

In the conclusion,

so lights

up the path

of duty that the hearer sees at once what he ought to do,
In short, illustration is to contain well-nigh every part of
the sermon to give greatest clearness to the thought." 2
It is easy to understand why our people

will

understand the truth so much more readily when illustrations
are given.

It is a principle of pedagogy. that people are

more readily instructed through illustrations.

A new thing is

1ikened to that which is already now,”
1. "Manual of Preaching"
Franklin W. Fisk — p. 255
2.

"Yale Lectures

on Preaching"

Beecher = po 154.155

ES

‘familiar
Dr.

Hoyt

things

are

explained

says:

"The teaching

by that which
of our day,

is familiar.

study more

the nature and the need of the child and the youth,
illustrative

in its method.

The

closely

is

mode by which we learn a

new thing is by its being likened

to something

which we

;

know already." : "Children love picture and men never outgrow that love."

4

‘When we use

an Lllustration,

using that which is known or easily understood

we are
to explain

and make clear that which is strange, and in this way we
shed light upon

it.

Spurgeon

é
says:."If

a man attempted

description of a piece of machinery,

to give me a

he would possibly fail

to make me comprehend what it was likes but if he'will have
the

goodness

to let me see a drawing

of the various

sections,

and then of the whole machiné, I will somehour
or other by
hook
or by crook, make out how it works." 5
Henry Ward Beecher makes
"I have

this

seen an audience,

observations
time

and again,

follow an argument doubtfully, laboriously, almost suspiciously, and look at one another,

as much as to Bay,

'Is he

going right,'

— until the place is arrived at, where the

speaker says,

'It is like ——

' and then they listen eagerly

for what it is likes and when some apt illustration is throw
out before them, there is a sense of relief,

said, ‘Yes, he is right.!

n°

B.
"Work
of Preaching" p. 242
4. "ibid. pp. 241.242

5e "Art of Illustration" pp. 72.75

6. "Yale Lectures on Preaching" p. 158

as though they

=1LO=

Dr.

Hoyt agrees

with

this.

He says,

"You have often seen the light come over
the faces of an audience

that has followed with some diffi—-

culty and possibly with indifferent
of process
thrown

of reasoning,

its Light

through

interest

when a fitting
the whole

some definition,

illustration

process

has

of thought."

7

It is also true that there are only few in the
average
train

audience who have

of close reasoning

that illustrations
they will be able

are

trained

for any length

absolutely

to understand

and make it possible

for

the

of times

So

only means by which

abstract

abstruse processes of reasonidgcs
people

themselves to. follow a

thoughts

and follow

We should remember these

them to learn God's will and

their Savior by speaking to them with illustrations.
Dr. Davis R. Breed points this out also:

"Often

times the truth can not be conveyed to the mind without an
illustration
Dr.

in which there

Austin Phelps

is thought

which

reflects

it." at

says?

"A truth illuminated by metaphor may be more exactly
true than the same truth expressed in any language which lit-

eral speech can invent.
Figurative utterance of such truths
is often the ultimate expression of all forms of them possible to the human mind.
We Satine eae CHC c Lo caeee
lightning by’ seeing

its lurid

coruscations

in the midnight

Gee than econ feta unk desarigtion of 20 possible to langwage. 80, from the biblical emblem "hell fire", we can obtain

7. "The Workt of Preaching"
p. 246
8

"The Work of Preaching”

‘

—- Hoyt pe246

9.."Yale.Lectures on Preaching" — Beecher p. 157.158

10.

"Preparing to Preach" —— Dre Davis R. Breed pp.

241.242

“Lia

a more truthful idea of the future woe than we can from
any or all of the literal synonyms
of the word "retribution."
Is, then, the "lake of fire" a literal fact?
No
but to a human mind clothed by a human body it is the
more precise expression of the reality, simply because
there is more of it.
We get but an approximation to the
reality in any form of language; but the figurative forn
11
is the ultimate form, beyond which expression is impossible."
So we can and
clear,

to present

will be able

we

should use iJlustrations to make

it to our people

to understand

we use illustrations,

in such a way

and be profited

that they

by it.

The more

the more we shall find that ee are

often the "very best form of exposition."

a

2s
t
Forth
Truth
We shell also find that illustrations are a very
convenient way of setting forth the
points

indeed,

truth.

David R. Breed

out
"Tllustration

is very closely allied

it often is a form of argument.

times be turned

phraseology,

same method.

to arguments

Argument may some-

into illustration by 4 single

change

in the

or illustration changed into argument by the ©
This is particularly

true

of the argument

from

analogy. Recall the argument
of the Savior, "If God doth so
clothe the grass of the field, which today is, and tomorrow
is cast into the oven, shall he not much more clothe you, 0
ye of little faith?’
These words of the Savior are an argu=
ment.
But had He said, "God will certainly clothe you because
you are dependent upon Him.
Just as He clothes the grass of:

the field,

though it flourishes today and tomorrow is consumed,!

this would be illustration." 15

11. "English Style in Public Discourse" —— Dr. A. Phelps ps 125
12. "The Art of Illustration" —- Spurgeon p. 72
18. "Preparing to Preach" <—— David R. Breed -. 258

ji
j
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Henry Ward Beecher

says:

"There are many very important themes which
a minister may not desire to preach openly upon, for various
reasons, especially if he wishes to remain in the parish. But
there are times when you can attain your object by an illustration pointed at the topic, without indicating whom you are
hitting, but continuing your sermon as though you were utterx
unconscious of the effect of your blow.
"When I was settled at Indianapolis, nobody
was allowed
to say a word on the subject of slavery.
They

were all red-hot out there theng
"If an abolitionist coues here,
down."
I was a young preacher.
felt, and it grew in men, that
to be preached upons but I knew
an abolition sermon they would
usefulness in that parish would

and one of the Elders

said,

I will have a mob put him
I had some pluck; and I
that was a subject that ought
that just as sure as I preached
blow me up sky high, and ny
be gone.
Yet I was determined

they should hear it, first or last.

The question was,

‘How

shall I do it?!
I recollect one of the earliest efforts I
made in that direction was in a sermon on some general topic.
It was necessary to illustrate a point, and I did it by pic=
turing a father ransoming his son from captivity among the

Algerines,
ageinst

and glorying in his love of liberty and his fight

bondage.

They all

to slavery, but I did not.
it passed

off;

thought

I was

going

to apply

I applied it to ny subject,

and they all drew a long breath.

it

and

It was not

long before I had another illustration’from that quarter. And
before

I had been there a year,

I had

gone over all the

sore

spots of slavery, in illustrating the the subjects of Christian
experience and doctrine.
It broke the ice.”
certain fault

"Thus in using an illustration pointed at a
or weakness among your people, as I have done

thousand times (and I speak within bounds), never let it be
known that you are aiming at any particular individual.

a

Some-

times a person will say to me, ‘There is great distress in
such
a family, and they will be in your church; can't you say

something that-will be useful to them?!

If I were to bring

that case right before

in all its personal

the

congregation,

details, it would scandalize the church, and repel the very
people whom I wanted to help, But suppose, while I am preaching I imagine a case of difference between husband and wife,
who are, perhaos, hard, suspicious, and unforgiving toward

each other, and I take the subject of God's forgiveness,

and

illustrate it by the conduct of two couples, one of which
stands on a high and noble plane, and the other
on a low,

selfish plane.
They
do not suppose that I know anything
about their difficulty, because, when I am hitting a man with
an illustration, I never lock at him. But such a man or women

:

a
ne

ob Ug4
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will go home,

and say,

him of my case,

‘Why, if somebody had been telling

he could not have

They take it to heart,

hit it more

exactly.!

and it is blessed unto them.

I

have seen multitudes of such cases." 14
It is very hard
interested

and profited.

preaching

so that

Children often

the exegetical

or dogmatical

parts

can understand

our illustrations.

children

can

of our

4

are

not understand

sermons,

but they

When we preach we ought

to consider them and give them the truth in the form of
illustrations,
we

so that

they

too will be benefited

by what

Saye

8 Zo Drive the Truth Home
Illustrations
of the

serve

truth of what we are

upon their minds.

also

saying

to convince
and

the people

to impress

It is for this reason

the

truth

that we illustrate

a statement which is already plain and generally

mooeptedian

Dr. Guthrst ayes
"By awakening
the

truth finds

and

gratifying

its way more readily

deeper impression on the memory.
keepa

like

it from sinking;

thefeathers of an arrow,

to the heart

The

like’a nail,

the imagination,

story,

fastens

and

like

a

a float,

it in the

makes it strike;

makes

mind;

and like the

barb, makes it stick.# 16
Tlustrations

"strike

at once

to a man's

conscience

without retard to logical form of argument." =*
14.
15.

16.

"Lectures on Preaching" - Henry Ward Beecher
"Ministry to the Congregation" - Kern gov.

"The Making of the Sermon" == Pattison

p.269

pp.166-168

u
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"Truthful anecdotes are facts, and facts are
stubborn things.
Instances when sufficiently multiplied,
as we know by the inductive philosophy, prove a point. Two
instances may not prove it; but twenty may prove it to a
demonstration.
Take the very important matter of answers
to prayer.
You can prove that God answers prayer by quot=
ing anecdote after anecdote, that you know to be authentic,
of instances in which God has really heard and answered
prayers.stake that capital little book by lir. Prime on |

the "Power of Prayer",
upon

this

subject

there I believe you have the truth

demonstrated

as

it in any proposition in Euclid.

clearly as you could

have

I think that if such a

number of facts could be instanced in connection with any
question relating to geology or astronomy, the point would

be regarded as settled..

The writer brings such abundant

proofs of God's having heard prayer, that even men who
reject inspiration ought, at least, to acknowledge that
this is a marvelous phenomenon for which they cannot account
by any other explanation than the one which proclaims. that
there is a God who sitteth in heaven, and who hath resrect

unto the ery of his people upon earth," 17
Dr,
in impressing

Kern

explains

the part pleyed by illustrations

truth upon the minds
"Now I have

trion is conviction,

said

of the hearers

that

one purpose

in this way:
of illustra-

the convincing of the judgment.

And we

find that ell classes of. illustrations, even metaphors, have
some argumentative force; for they are founded on resemblance,
which is the basis of all reasoning.
This argumentative force
is more distinctly appreciable in the case of examples.
An
example is one of a class.
The speaker makes a general asser-

tion, — declares that a whole class of objects have a certain
quality.
Then he brings forward some one member of that class,
and

shows

that in this

instance

the assertion

holds

good.

But

in doing this he’is not merely throwing light on his assertion;
he is

offering
some proof of it. And if he is

giving example after example,
as to exclude

all reasonable

able to go on,

he may make the proof so strong
doubt,

=—— each example

contributing

its share toward the hearer’s conviction.
Suppose you wishto
prove that the vision of the holy presence and glory of God
tends to humble the soul of the good man with a sense of per=

sonal unworthiness,

of Isaiah (6, 1-5),

You site the case of Job (42,5.6), that

that of Simon Peter

(Luke 5, 1-8).

And

every such instance makes your proposition not only gyearer:
but more lifelike, more reasonable
17.
18.

and convincin#."

"The Work of Preaching" -— Hoyt pe 247
"Ministry to the Congregation" <— Dr. Kern pe

212

{

;

ee

mole

logic,

"but logic

swayed

our minds

on fire,

and

we have not merely

glowing with

and captivated

our wills,"

imagery,
18

ee

When we use illustrations,

that

By means

of

illustrations we are able to show the possibility of perform
ing such an act as we are inculcating.

We show that a per=

son can take comfort in sorrow by giving instances of Chris
tians who have been cheerful in the midst of tribulations.
We show that Christ gives
referring
hopefully,

strength in the

to the many who went
and confidently.

to their

Thus

hour of death by

death joyfully,

it is that we can and

should use illustrations to drive the truth home to the hearts
of our hearers.

We show the working of the truth in daily

life, and so impress it upon their minds,

4. To Impress the Truth Upon the Memory.
If we think back over the sermons which we heard
last week, we find that there first comes to our mind the

iUlustrations which the pastors used. Illustrations remain
longest in the memory,

When we think of the illustrations,

if they were really good illustrations,

there comes to our

mind also that which the illustrations were to illustrates
And so we remember the truth of the sermons

Dr. Edward Everett Hale states thit "his audience
will not remember a sermon

telling illustration.

a year

old unless

it has

But the picture will bring with it

at last the lesson taught." °0

10,
“Wanual
of Preaching”
—- Fisk p. 256
Preaching" —- Hoyt pe 48.249
20. "The Work of

some

il

ray

Charles Reynolds Brow,
School

of Yele University

says:

"The illustration will help your people to
the truth you have taught.
It is hard to fix an
idea in the mind of a man whose main concern is

remember
abstract

with things that are seen.
who

dean of the Divinity

sit in our pews live

The picture sticks.

mainly

in the

concrete.

The people
When

these

truths are by skillful illustration elated to the plain,
hard facts with which they are accustomed to deal in home
life and in farm life, in industry and in commerce, the
meaning abides with theme"
We ought to bear
also for this purpose,
our words

——

this

in mind

and use

to aid our people

illustrations

in remembering

and the truth which we are presenting.

5e

To

Truth V:

A good sermon — one which touches the people-is
full of life.
give

life

ze

to our

We can and should use illustrations

to

Sermonse

Janes H. Hoppin

says:

"Illustrations thus¢ true, fresh, homely,
natural,

forcible, form an element of preaching that may

be called its
nothing more
forms that it
delights and

"vital expression," and which is, after all,
or less than stating truth itself in such real
comes home to the mind with living power, and
fastens it as with a nail.
Old truths are

brought out in new lights,
esque,

Abstruse subjects become picture=

The most metaphysical

discussion

beats with the life

blood of the present. There is to be found divine instruction
in everything.
The elements of common sense, truth, reasonableness,

shrewdness,

wit,

and

sagacity,

skill,

sympathy,

and humanity,
are in such preaching.
It is no longer
dry - 25
aia technical but is full of nature and the: human element."
George Whitefield was Gerecially, skilful in this

2le "The Art of Teaching" —- Charles Reynolds Brow p. 126
22. "Manual of Preaching" —- Fisk
pe. 255
ah

"Homiletics" —- James M. Hoppin

p. 407

=20—

ability of giving life to his sermon by employing lifelike illustrations.

Spurgeon tells of the time when

Whitefield was depicting a blind man walking with his dog

on the brink ofta precipice,
over the edge.
vivid

Whitfield's

and lifelike,

audience

that

sprang up and

Whitefield answer¢@,
let us hope that

his foot was almost slipping
description

was

Lord Chesterfield

exclaimed,

"Good

so graphic,
sitting

God, he's

so

in the
gone?"

‘No, my lord, he is not quite gone;

he may yet be saved.

Then he went on

to draw his application, explaining that the blind man was
being led by his reason which is only like
that a man led only by reason

is likely

a dog,

showing

at any time to

fell into hell. *

6. To Make Truth Glorious
We might be content with preaching dull, dogmatic
sentences,

and setting forth truth as clearly and as force=

fully as possible.

Hearers who pay close attention will

probably. get much from

our

sermons.

But we

ought not be

satisfied with doing-merely that. We-ought also to make the
truth appeal

to our people.

We ought

to seek to present

the

truths in as beautiful and attractive a way as possible, One
of the ways in which we can do this is through illustrations.

Wd. "het of Illustration”

p. 69

:

ee

.
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Henry Ward Beecher says?

¥It is not, therefore, in the interest of
truth

that a man

shouldsift

it down to

the merest bare
tite

nuggets of statement that’is suSceptible of; and this is
not best for an audience.
It is best that a truth should
you should clothe it with flesh,

Dit

have argument to substantiate it, and analysis and close.
reasoning; yet when you come to give it to an audience

so that it shall be fit

for their understandings.
In = other wey can you:so stir
up that fide of the mind to grasp your statements and
arguments easily, and prepare to remember them.
You cannot help your audience in any other way so well as by

' keeping alive in them the sense of the imagination,
making

the truth palpable

to the taste,
well

to them,

because

to the sense of the beautiful in

as to the sense

and

it is appealing

imagery as

of the truth."

PhilipsBrooks

in nis’ Lectures and Preaching says:

"and so I think that we confine too much
the

office

of illustration

making truth clear
allow

4nd
illustration

of making

so although

glorious

a true preacher

werely for ornament

to the

Te To
We should

sake,

will not use

nor to his

his truth beautiful,

to those who hear him,

of our people.

truth

and do not also

78

he will use it to make
glorious

it only the duty of

to the underetanding,

it the privilege

imagination."

if we give

om

glory,

attractive

and

a7

the

Feel

in our sermons

seek

our
to touch

Jence.
the

emotions

We want to cause them to desire that which is
on Preaching"

25.

"Yale Lectupes

27.

"Work of Breaching"— Hoyt

— Henry Ward Beecher

26. "Lectures end Preaching" = Philipstrooks
pe

<47

p. 175

p. 160
'
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truly right and

good and feel hatred

that which is ignoble

and mean.

One

and detest

for

of the ways

in

which we oat do this is through illustration,
Dr.

ReWe

Dale

says:

|

"In a country like this there are large
numbers of persons
proof of the great

to whom it is unnecessary
articles of the Christian

to offer any
faith, al-

though they are living in the habitual neglect of Christian

duty. That there is a living Gods that He abhors sin and
Loves righteousness; that the Lord Jesus Christ is the Son
of Gods that He died for them, and that He will come again
to judge the living and the dead, they believe.
But these
awful and glorious truths, though they have a place in the

intellect,
and
they
even
gone
much
such

exert no influence on the heart,

the conscience,

the will,
They inspire — no wonders they alarm no fear;
kindle no hopes they quicken no affections; they fail
to excite the faintest moral interest.
All life has
out of them.
But imagination is akin to emotion —
nearer akin than the logical understanding — and in
cases imagination may do something to bridge the gulf

between the speculative and the active powers;

may fulfill

the office which Bolingbroke attributes to history, and
passion on the side of judgment, and make the whole man
piece, '"
Spurgeon

*set
of a

says:

"A live illustration is better for appealing
to the feelings of an audience than any amount of description
could possibly
listen to long
hear something
comes home to

be.
What we want in these times is not to
prelections upon some dry subject, but to
practical, something matter-of-fact, that
our every-day reasoning; and when we get

this then our hearts are soon stirred."
"Many have been moved to self-sacrifice by
the story of the Moravians in South Africa who saw
a large
inclosed space of ground, in which there were persons rotting
away with leprosy, some without arms and some without legs;
and these Moravians

could not preach

to the poor lepers

with-

out going in ‘there themselves for life to rot with them, and
they did so. Two more of the same noble band of brethren
28.

"Nine Lectures

on Preaching" — Dre Ref. Dale

pe 49

}

a
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sold themselves into slavery in the West Indies in
order that they might be allowed to preach to the
slaves.
When you can give such instances as these

of missionary disinterestedness

and devotedness,

it

will do more to arouse a spirit of enthusiasm for
foreign missions than all your closely reasoned
arguments could possibly do.
"Who has not heard and felt the force of the
story of the two miners, when the fuse was burning, and
only one could escape, and the Christian man cried out

to his unconverted companion, ‘Escape for your life,
because, if you dis, you are JOB} 5 but if I die, it
is alright with me;

so you goo"

Illustrations

of our people;

arouse

the feelings

and although it is true that we mst hot be

content with mere
we should

such as these

emotional

seek to arouse

followers of Christ,

preaching,

them so that

it is also
they

want

true

that

to be true

believing in Him firmly and serving

Him with all their strengths

8. To Gain and Hold the Attention of Our Hearers.
‘
;
Lave
It is a sad fact that in practically every odd
eice
to

congregation

there

a sermon, but do

are a number

of people

who listen

not hear
it. They are thinking about

their work or they are making plans for the future or thes
are

going over their work

our best to secure
‘Tere

of the past week.

the attention

are others

whose

We ought

to do

of these people,
minds

unconsciously

and

without any consent on their part drift avay from the sermon,
They try to pay attention but their minds wander.
29.

"The Art of Illustration"

— Spurgeon

pp.

Now we

95.94

should

try to regain.the

Illustrations

are one

Spurgeon
wander,

attention

way in which we can do this,

says:

the preacher

of these people.

"As we are

should

all very apt

carry anecdotes

to

and iilus-

trations into the pulpit, sodvuseithem as nails to fasten
the people's attention

to the subject of his sermons"

"Illustrations

and anecdotes

will

OF

greatly help

to make a way for the truth to enters and they
will do it

by catching the ear of the careless and the inattentive." °
He speaks
in the aisle

of his

own experiences

"NI have often seen some poor fellow standing
at the Tabernacle, Why, he looks just like a

sparrow that hast got into a church and cannot get out
again! He cannot make out what sort of service it is; he
begins

to count how many people

gallery,

sit in the

front row of the

end all kinds of ideas pass through his mind.

Now

I want to attract his attention; how shall I do it?
If I
quote a text of Scripture, he may not know what it means,
and may not be interested
in it. Shall I put a bit of Latin

into the sermon,
text?

or quote the original Hebrew or Greek of ay

That will not do for such a man.

An, I know a story that will,

I believe,

What

shall I do?

just fit him!

Out

it comes, and the
man does not look up at the gellery
any
more; but he is wondering whatever the preacher is at.

Something is said that so exactly suits his case that he

begins to ask himself who has been telling the minister

about him, and he thinks, “Why, I lmow; my wife comes to
hear this man sometimes, so she has been telling
him all

about me'."

Then he feels

curious to hear more, and while

he is looking up at the preacher, and listening
-truth that is being proclaimed, the first gleam

to the
of light

on divine things dawns upon him; but if we had kept on
with our regular discourse, and had not gone out of our

way, what might have become of that man I cannot tell."
80. "The Art of Illustrationg"
Sl.

Ibid

Pe 100

52,

Ibid

pe

96697

p. 99

52

©

4
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We

shall

be able

to catch the attention

of even

the children by the use of illustrations.
Henry Ward Beecher relates:

_

"I have around my pulpit, and sometimes

a

i

ee

crowding
upon the plétform, a good many of the boys and
girls of the congregation.
I notice that, during the
general atatements of the sermon and the exegetical parts
of it, introducing the main discourse, the children are
playing with each other.
One will push a hymn-book or
a hat toward the other, and they will set each other
laughing.
That which ought not to be done is, with
children, very funny
and amusing. By and by I have
occasion to use an illustration, and I happen to turn
around and look at the children, and not one of them is.
playing, but they are ell looking up with interest depicted on their faces.
I did not think of them in making

it, perhaps, but I saw when the food fell out in that way,

that even the children were fed too.” 55

We ought to bear in mind as we preach the spiritual
and intellectual

condition

of our people.

If we are preach-

ing to people who are not accustomed in the habit of paying
close attention

to lengthy

illustrations.

Spurgeon

sermons;

we should use more

tells us thiss

"A congregation which has been well

and is mainly made up of established believers,

instructed,

will not need

to be addressed in the same style as an audience gathered
fresh from the world, or a meeting of dull, formal churchgoers.
Your common sense will teach you to suit your manner

“to your audience.
It is possible to maintein profound and
long-continued attention without the use of an illustration;
I have frequently done so in the Tebernecle when it has been
mainly filled with church-members; but when my own people are
away, and strangers fill their places, I bring out all ny

store of stories, similies, and parables." 54

85.
$4.

"Yale Lectures on Preaching"
Henry Ward Beecher
“Art of Illustration" Spurgeon
= pe59=60

p. 165

-
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9 “o res"

our

Audience

Since it is not easy to listen to a sermon,
preacher

should use 11 1ustrations

No matter

how hard a z@son

that

sermon

to pay

close

his

may try to follow

is closely knit,

fins distinctions,

to rest

he will

full of deep

find

end constan*

at’ention

audience.

a sermon, if

thoughts,

that he will

a

and

not be able

throughout.

éfter

paying carcful attention so long, the mind becomes weery
and refuses

to continue

its

taske

this wexkness in his hearers
it,

the preacher

giving

of scolding ebout

or completely disregerding

should peuse

and rest his

them an illustraticn,

so close attention.

Instead

to which

eudience

by

they need not pay

He will find when the illustration is

‘finished and he is resdy tdmove on in his déep discussion,
the peo le will be with his.
the short

breathing

spell

with a more difficult
As Chsrles

They will be refreshed

and will

be reudy

by

to proceed

section.
Reynolds

Brown

szys,

Illustreti

ns

"yslieve the gtrain of steady listenixg to the presenta—

tion of abstract truth." 55
Henry Ward Beecher

"The purpose

remarks:

that we have in view in employing

an illustration is to help the people to understand more
easily the things we are teaching them. You ought to drive
en eudience as a good horseman drives a horse on a journey,
EE

55.

NED

"*he Art of Preaching"

p. 124

pe

—30=

not with a supreme regard
for hiuself, but in a way
that will eneble the hors: to achieve his work in the
easiest way. An audience has a long and sometines an
ardous journey when you are preaching. Occasionally the

way ie pretty steep and roughh; and it is the mister's.
business,

not so mich to tuke care of himself,

as, by

eli means in his power, to ease the way for his audience
and facilitate their understanding. én illustrationis one

of the means by which the truth that you tech tdaen is
made

so clezr

Dr.

that they receive

it without

effort,"

©6

Hoyt says:

"Tne illustration, properly used, makes
the truth so clear and pleasing, that no specicl effort
of the m nd is r:quired to perceive the truth, and the
untaxed power of the m.nd cen be-used to appreciate end

apply it." 57

Spurgeon makes

this

comment:

"Our congregations hear us with
we give them « fuir meusure-of imagery: when an
is being told they rest, take breath, and give
their inaginations, arid thus prepare themselves

sterner vor whichies befgre
profounder

when

them in listening to our

expositions."

Henry Ward Beecher explains
preacher

pleasure
anecdote
vlay to
for the

is able

to rest

his

audience

"He (the preecher)
his peo le unvearied, when
his voice, his manner, and

b;

how it is that. the
using

illustrations.

cannot possibly hold

they have become accustomed to
his though*s, unless
he moves

through a very considerable scale, up and down, resting
thems in other words, changing the faculties that he is
‘addressing. For instance, you are at one ti:e, by statements
of fact engaring the perceptive reason, as 4 ph: mologist

would say. You soon pass, by a natural transition,
relations that exist between facts and statements,

to the .
and you

are then addressing another audience, numely, the reflective
faculties of your peo le. And when you hzve concluded an

argument upon that, and heve flashed an illustration that
touches

and wakes

up their

fancy and i.aginetion,

you are

bringing in still anfother. audience,

—- the ideal or

56.

"Yale Lectures

155.156

58,

"The Art of Illustrations"

on Preaching"

py.

57. "The Tork of Preaching” p. 247

p. 10

imeginetive one.
and now, if out of these you «xsress a
swect wine that goes to the emoti:ns and erouses their
feelings, so that ons and another in the congregation wipes
his eyes, 2nd the proud man, that does not want ‘o cry,
blows his nose, —- what heve you done?
You have relieved
the wearines.: of your congregstion by enabling them to
Listen with different parts of their minds to whet you hive
been saying.
"By preaching to different parts of the minds
of your audience, one part rests the others; end persons
_ not werled ous will rete
to long sermons and think then
very short."

$9.

"Yale Lecturca

on Preaching”

py... 181.162

ITT

WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD ILLUSTRATION

Some illustrati.ns sre very fine in a scrmon. They
serve

their purpose

admirably.

They make

the truth

clear.

They impress it upon the hearers. They make it vivid.
stir up the emotions.
attract
They

attention.

do not

serve

They are easily remembered.

Others,

on the other hand,

the purpos:: for

They

They

are very bed.

which they were

intended,

They confuse the hearer; they irritate hin; they degrede
the

sermon.

istics

So we ask the question:

What are

the

cheracter—

of a good illustraticns?

1. It is clear
The first characteristic of a good illustration
is thet

it is clear,

stand the truth,

minds,

nor are wo lupressing

arousing their emoti:ns,

with an illustration
stood

says,

We are not helping

by our people.

our people

under—

the truth upon

their

or doing any good at sll

which is not clear and is not underAs Arthur

S. Hoyt

"Tne meaning should flash at once and not need

explenatin, It must strike

some common chord of knowledge or

experience to be of use."+ An illustretion which is not
1.

"The Work of Preaching"

p.

251

“1

understood

by our people

Dr.

Kern

eSSe

is no true

in bringing

illustration.

out this point

says:

"The v-ason for this is evident. An illustration 1. a likeness: something less familiar end rsel to the
mind 1s likened to something more so. But if thet to which
the unfamiliar thing 1s compared is jesett or even unknowm—
how can darkness illumine darkness?"

We ought, therefore, to be sure that our illustrations
are understood by our peo;le. It is for this reason better
to take

them from

our peozlo.
tion

the rcalm

Prof.

Hoppin,

from the last

Punic

wers.

of things

writing

wer in America

An illustration

carpenter's bench,

which

in 1683,

ere familier
said:

is better

"An illustre-

than

from a blacksmith's

to

one from the
shop or a

1s bettor then one from Vulcan's

smithy

or the realms of cloud-lend." ®
Dr. John Kern gave this adviée to a young preachers
"If you have to choose between the nightingaled

and the lark; by all means teke thelerk; if you have to choose
_

between
the

the passion

flower

and

the deisy,

people know the lerk and the deisy,

They

would rather

heer

select

the daisy;

and they love

then..

of some

Fem:lisr matter of to-day
Some natural

sorrow,

loss,

or pain,

That heth been end may be agein,

than of ‘old, unhappy, for-off things, end battles long ago!" 4
2.Ministry
"The
to the Congregation"
5. " Homiletics" p. 524

4.

f, ra

a:

Quoted

in "The Making

of the

p. 215

Sermon" —Pattison

p.

286

She

An illustration
one

congregation may

We

should,

and

therefore,

cultural level

interests,

not

which

1s perfectly understood

be understood

conside@

by another

csrefully,

of our peonle,

the

congregation,

intellectual

their occupetions,

und then use Lllustratl ns

by

end their

which they will under—

stend.> A good criterion would be to pick out certain people
in the
would

congregetion

and ask the question,

I use in expleining

this

"Whet

|

illustratien

subject privately

to this

|

or

|

thet person. n6

Would it be proper tduso an illustration whichpur
people

do not understand,

if we first

explain it?

There

are some weedotiesss who vehemantly oppose this” They sey ,as
docs

Dr.

]

Gervie:

Has it (an illustrations)
to explein the subject being dealt with,

is used as a help

:

it should not itself

j

re-uire explenaticn, That explenati.n may be very instructive
and interesting, but it distracts attention from the theme on
which the preaching is seeking to fix the thoughts of his
hearers."
Arthur %. Hoyt
in proportion
Breed

says:

to the demand

"An illustration

for explonation, "9

eave. "It is as bad to explain an

loses

its force

David Re

illustration

q

as it

4s to explain a joke."2?

,

Still there ere some preachers who do this very
thing.

They explain their illustrati:ns briefly.

Vie mst

cureful in doing this, though. Our explanati:n

be very

must not

&. "The Making of the Sermon" — Pattison p. 296
6,
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8.
9.

"The Ministry to the Congregation"

:

— Kern p.

215

"The Making of the Sermon" - Pattison p, 285;
. Preaching" — Yavis p. 242.

"A Guide to Preachers" — Garvie
"The Work of Preaching" p. 255.

10. "Preparing to Preach"

‘

p, 259

p.

251

"Principles of

DLL

be too long,
the

sermon.

§0 that it distracts from the main thoughtof
It must be interestingly done or it will weary

our people wmnecessarily.
when we ore ‘through

with

It must be well
it,

our people

done,

really

so that

understend

-the illustration.
Our

illustration

first warning then

is understood.
2.

It really

is thiss

alee

sure your

illustrates.

Then our illustration should really illustrate.

It should really "give light",
forth,

or impress

en

It should clarify, or set

the mind of the heerers

we might just as well not use it.

the truth,

It is a hindrance to

our .scormon and not a help.

Dr. Pattison sayat
"It may seem almost a common—-place to ask
you to remember than an illustration mst
illustrate.
But the young preacher is ss
often beguiled into building an illustra—

tion into his sermon because it is beauti-

ful or imprc:isive that the counsel is not

wholly unnecessary." 11
Spurgeon

says?

;

:

"A piece of high-flown orutory sheds light
upon nothing, and does not in the faintest

degree enable us to understand

the reasons.

The object

kind

of language

of this

is not

to instruct the hearer, but to dazzle hia,

and,
idea

li.

12,

if possible, to impress him with
that his minister is a wonderful

“The Waking of the Sermon" = Pattison p. 234

"Art of Illustration" = Spurgeon pp. 20-21
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tor.

He who

condescends to use

clap-trep

of any kind deserves to be debarred the
pulpit for

the tera of his natural

life,

Let your figures of speech really represtiant
and explain your meaning, or else they are
dumb idols,

wiich

ought not to be set up

in the house of the Lord.”
We should heave a purpose
we use and we chould mske
pose.

We ougit

sure

12

for each illustration

that

it fulfil's

to foliow the advige

of Dr.

that

pur-

Kern who

says:

"Eodilst the temptetion to introduce an illustration whether or no.
If it do not
fairly elucidate that: for the sake of
which it is ostensi
employed, get another

or have

none."

;
q

5

3. Itrealistic,
is
Even though
may

be drawn

the fruit

realistic.

illustrations,

as we shell

from the field of mythology

of the vastor's

imagination,

see leter,

end may even
they should,

be

be

They siiould conform to life.
Dr.

Garvie

issues a warning

against

Lllustretions

which give a very false view of life and duty.

He sayst

"The abnormally good little boy who died
young was only too cowmon in books written for children a generetion ago.
Dis-

crimination must be constantly

exercised;

and what from our knowledge of human neture seems improbubly should be avoided

in the sermon, as the use of incredible
illustrations for intelligent hearers invests

the whole utterence

12,

“Art of Illustration" ~ Spurgeon

15.

"The Ministry

to the

Congregation”

with

pp.

en anpear—

20-21

= p,

228

.

ance of unre:lity.
Of course, there cre
instances of saintliness and heroism so
exceptional as to appear improbable;
but
when

such

are

used

the

and other aistorical
be mentioned."
Prof.

Hoppin

agrees

names

and

dates

circuastunces

with

this

"Illustrations should be real'i.e.
to fact,

should

true

and true to things that do exist or might

ex|

‘ist.

They should not relate to things that are unreal

and fenciful.' 15
4n illustration
life

or a picture

absolutely unreal
better not

which gives

of a character
is altogethe>

which

a false

nicture

of

every one knows

unconvincing,

is

and had

be used.
4

It is accurate.

—

4n illustration loses auch of its force if it is
not accurate

in all its details,

People,

noting

the

in-

accuracy pay more attention to it than they do to the illustration itself or to the truth which is being illustrate
ed.

They are amused by the mistake of the preaching,

and

there is even the danger that some will Have-x much’ lower ..

opinion of the preaching and of his preaching’ because of
the mistakes which he makes in his illustrations.

i:

Pattison tells of an older in a Scottish parish
who told his young pastors
14,
15.

"A Guide to Preaching® = Dr. Garvie pp. 250-251
:
“Homilectids" - Prof. Hoppin p. 406
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"There's John:

now speak to hin on any sub-

ject except plowing

and

sowing,

for John

sure to remalr your deficiency on these,

which he perfectly understands; and if he
should detect that you dinns ken about plon—
ding and sowing, he'll no yls ye credit for
understanding onything else."

cata
-

_

It is easy to make errds in illustrutions.,

retired sea ‘captain
tected mistakes
pastor.

is

A

once told his pastor thet he often de-

in references

to life

on the ocean made

by

1?

Dr.

Kern speeks also of:
"4 venereble minister who told me of 4 ser—
mon preached by him in his first chafge fron
_ the text "fihateocever a man voweth, thet shell
.he also reap.’
He had been brought up in
tow) and was not converg: nt with rurel effairs. ‘Now, he said, ‘If you sow sparingly,

and if you sow bountifully you i111 reap in
like measure.
For illustretioh, if the far{

mer sow only two or three bushels of wheat
to the ecre, tie crop will be small; but let

hin sow only ten or twelve bushels to the
‘ acre, and he may expect an <bundant hervest.!
The preacher was at a loss

to understand

what the country people found so amusing in
his reuarks,

tili

after church.

it wes made plain

to hia

I have heard the Gulf Stream

spoken of in a pulpit

iliustration

as a

streem of fresh water in tae briny ocecen;
and & stone eubedded in the trunk of a tree
described as @radually

carried

upwerd by tie

growth of the tree.
Some of such blunders
may be excusable; many sre not: all are un-

desirable.

Pattison

—

telis us of a prea chia

hood of London docks

who pictures

4& ship

in the ae
at sea,

in the midst

of a storm, with the wind and water roaring widdiog all about

;
Sete

Wifaking of the Seruonit — Pattison pe 238

ies
17.
18.

;
e}

“inistry to the Congregation" - Kern Pere225.
ey
to the Congregation— Kern p. 225
1
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it.

He asked the question,

did the captain do?®

old

sailor

such

circumstances

end then. answored it himself:

keep close to the land,
one

"Under

to be sure.4

in the congregation

This

could

what

"Why

was more then
stand.

He mut-

tered aloud, "Why don't he say, Keep her nose to the wind,” 29
So we say that a pastor
meking

illustrations.

He

sure of his information.

‘-

should be very careful

should

spare no pains

in

in making

a

If he is not sure that an illus—

tration he wishes to use is accurete, a sefe rule to follow
is:

"Don't use it."
5b.

:

It is true.

the minister should alco meke .ure that his i1lustrations

are true.

He

true that which is felso.
esty deaends this.
when

recognized

destroying

b

should never

off as

The law of-truthfulness

;

and hon-

4 free and loose playing with truth
our people

whatever

Spurgeon

try to pass

4

will

go a long way toward

conti densa nt ant have

says:

in us,

Smicack

es

"Rhenever I heve the slightest suspicion
about the truth of-e story,
once;

and I think thet

should do ‘the same,” 20

I drop in at

every one

else

" He addss
"So long as the anecdotes are current, and
are generally believed, and provided they
can be used
Making

for a profitable

19.

The

20.

“Art of illustration” — Spurgeon p.105.

of the Sermon" = Pattison
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lieve they may be told,

without any affirma-

tion as to their truthfulness being made in
a court of Justice; but the moment eny doubt
cones across the mind of the preacher as to

whether the tale is at lea + founded on fact,
I think he had bette:
for he has

look for sonething else,

the whole

world

house of illustration,” 21
We should
taken from
‘worthy

be esp&celly

the newspape:s;

every

story

that

and

careful ¢ illustrations

should

appeers

to go to as e store-

not

there,

accent as trust—-

just

beceuse

it is

printed.

The dying exclamation of Julian the Apostate,
Galilean,

thou has conquered";

Holy Stairs
"The just

and starting

shall live

zabeth on her death

Martin

to his feet

by faith";
bed,

Luther

climbing

when he hears

and the prayer

"Millions

of money for

"0
the

the words,

of Queen

Eli-

«= moment

of

tine" are illustratiins which occur in many books of illustrations

which

can be not

proven.

There are many other

are told.

stories

which

grow as they

The pastor should bewsre of them end tell as

actual hapoenings only those which

ie is sure are true,

he desires

which

he should

to tell any story about
cleurly

have-actually
fidence
21.

state

that

happened,

the

there

is some doubt

story he is telling

In this way he will

retain

of his people,

“Art

of Illustration®

<= Spurgeon

BP.

103.

If

104

may not
the

con=-

6.

It is fresh.

It will not do
and over again.
or to arouse

We will

their

again and again,
will put

to use

the

not be able

emotions

same

illustration

to intercst

by telling

the

same

over

our people
story over

Instead of catching thelr attention,

them to sleep.

Spurgeon

ST recollect

tells

waen I first

ful story about

it

uss
hecrd thet wonder-

‘There is another gan,!

cried a good del

over

it.

Poor

soul,

I
just

rescued, half-dead, with only a few rags on
him, and yet he said, -!There is another
man,' needing to be saved.
The second tine ©
I heerd the story, I liked it, but I did not
think 1t was quite so new es at first; and
the third time I heerd it, I thought that
I never wanted to hear it again.
I do not
lnow how many times I heve heard it since;
but I can always tel
when it is coming out.

The brother draws himself up, and looks wonderfully solem, and in a sepulchral tone
sayo, 'There is another man,' and I think
to myself, ‘Yes, and I wish the-e had not beent
for I have heard that story till I amg sick
and tired of it.
Even a good anecdote may
get so hackneyed that there is no forée in
it, and no use in retailing it any longer.
Tllust#etiopa

which

are familar to/one

congrefation

may not be familar to another and may be told: to them with ef-

fect.

The pastor should consider this when 1e selects his

illustration,

It would be well if he would in some way keep

@ record of the

longer illustretions,

which he uses.

If he has these illustrations

22.

“Art of Illustration” p. 92

the anecdotes

and

indexed,

stories

he could

we

—

as

indicate on the index card when he last used that particular
illustrations.
envelopes,

If he clips

he could lezve

illustrations

and files

enough room around

tuem in

the edges

of the

illustrations co as to be able to indicate it there, 7.
Our
only « short
too much

It is brief,

illustrations
time

in which

time @edtug—er

should not

be too long.

We have

to. preach arid we should not

drawing

out an illustretion.

syend

Our

people cone to us to hear God's Word, and while they like
illustrations

and

should

have

illustrition,

we must not

spend all our time upon illustrations.
Henry Ward

Beecher

gives

this advices

"Illustrations ought always to be clear,

ac-

curate and quick,
Do not let them dardle
on your hands,
Theve is nothing that tires
an audience so much as when they heve to think
faster then you do.
You have got to keep ahead
of them.
Do you know what it is to wolk behind slow people end tread on their hesls?
How

it tires and vexes onef
are vexed

You know how people

with « prexcher

wao_is

tory and does not get along. lHe
out, for though he may have only
words of his sentence com leted,
the whole of it; and what is tne
of his uttering the rest? With
there

should

delivery.

be cnerpy

Let them

and vigor

slow and dila-

tires people
six or seven
they know
use, tien,
illustrations,
in their

come with a crack,

a driver would stir up his

te m.

as when

The horse

does

not know anything about it until the crack of
‘the waip comes,
Meke it sharp.

cate
25.

So with an illustration,
Throw it out.
Let out with it

bettor, and the geet
done with it"?

"Ydle Lectures

on Preaching”

at he last,

p,. 174

and tien b e

43—

We ought,

as possible,

therefore,

es

to suppress

detuils

Note this illustra:ion:
"hat

Hount

Blanc

as much

:

as the king

#

}

of the Alps

is, lifting its crystal domes and towers 15,731 feet ebove
the level

of the Mediterruneun

Sea,

compared

with

the other

snow-clad end cloud-kissed mountains of the Alps,
Christ is coupared with the loftiest
mountain heights above their fellows
4s Prof.

Davis

points

that Jesus

men -who have risen as ©
turough all the ages," 24

out:

"The detail of the accurate height of the
mountain is a distracting factor; it implies cither an
unusuél eccuracy of verbal memory or else leaves the suggestion
that the preacher consulted the encyclopedia end displeyed

his erudtion unnecessarily."

;

Use brief ildustraticns,

a few hurried

Paint

your

picture

strokes and go on. Be "suggestive"

with

with your

illustratiens instead of complete. Use brief illustreiens
waich have

a point.

8. It is in Good Taste
The preacher
proclaiming
worthy and

1s speaking in God's

the Word of God
serious

task.

to God's peonle,

The preacher

should

dignity of his office and should not destryy

stead,

This

is a

recognize

the

thet dignity

or lowor the respect in which people hold the ford of God
and the

enti

office by low, vulgar,

end vile illus-

trations, His illustrati ns should be in good taste.
We do not mean

br this

that

and grand. They may be homely
and simple;

they must

be sublime

but they should

24,
"Principles
of Preaching" = Davis p. 242

:

:
|
.

~

never

be rough

or cohse.

atte

There must be not

oven

"the

7

slightest trace of anything that would shock the most
delicate modesty, "*° about them. They are "to elevete end
not to lower
in the mind

the truth

they illustrate.

any disagreeable

David

R.

Breed

They

or unclesn

gives

:

should not raise

thoughts

or associations,
"=o

this advice:

"Do not usc illustreticns which are below
the grade

of the

subject.

4

A dignified

thought

suffer from the vulgarity of the illustretien.

must

1

not

The preecher

must not suppose thet when he pesses from thought to il .ustretion he is descending to 4 lower level in which he may
permit hiusclf certain liberties of address, in which he

would not indulge in the more pposaic portions of his sermon," 27
That which would be clever in the speechpf an
orator

muy be disgusting

in e sermon from the pulpit, °3

Dr.

Austin Phelps says:
associeticns

"The populer mind never orizinectes Fleer
with the pulpit, never craves Wulgar meteriels

from the preecher,

If they receive them from hin,

repugnence of feat ing
of his weaning."
It is herd
The preacher must

will often
to say what

use his

obscure

is proper

sanctified

their

their perceptions

common

and what
semse

is not,

and if in

doubt about an illustration the best thing for him would
be not tquso it, Have only worth-while, dignified illustretions,

which are in accordance

with the higtoffice of the

preachér.

9.It is Appropriate

to the Ser

Ouf illustrati ns should fit in with our sermon

25 "The Art of Illustration" - Spurgeon
p. 27
26."Elementery Homiletics"~ Fry

p. 1

27 "Preparing to Preach"
p. 250
28 "The art of Illustration" - Spurgeon

29 "Ingiish Style in Public Discourse"

p. 142

a
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naturally.

They should not

appexr to heve been dragged in

where they do not belong. 50
from the

sermon

of being

artificial. ol

afterthought

and not have

or for

They should rise naturally
the air of

They

mee

being

forced

shauld not be inserted

adornment

or

as an

52

Henry Ward Beecher says on this point:
"If a man's sermon is like a boiled ham,
and

the

illustritions

are like

cloves

stuck in it efter-

werd to make it look a little fetter, or like a bit of

celery or other garnish laid around on the edge for the
mere delectation of the eye, it is contemptible. But if
you heve a real and good use ¢for sn illustration, that has
real and direct relation to the
you are seeking, then

it may be oppemental,
for

and no f.

should be found withit

that."
Jacob Fry

interesting

says:

"Nin incident or story,
in itself will spoil rather

no matter
then help

how
a_sermon

into which it does not exactly and obviously fit." 54

‘So make sure your illustrations blend in with the

rest of the sermon. One.of the: dangers of using illustration s
taken from illustration
the

sermons

of other wen

books

or illustrations

i% this

that

drarm fron

they do not fit in
&

with

the rest of the

our audience
stick out

sermon.

recognizes

"like

that

a sore thumb"

As

soon as begin

to tell then,

they are not our ow,

They

and are very bad and ineffective

for this reason.

10. It is suited to the Audience
We heve

elready pointed out that our iliustretions

50 "Elementary Homiletics" - Fry p. 159
Sl. "The Work of Preaching" — Hoyt p. 249
52 "The Art of Illustrations" - Spurgeon

53.
54,

"Yale Lectures on Preaching"
"Elementary Homiletics"
pz

pp. 156.157.

:

F
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j
must be understood
It is likewise

by the people

important

that

to whon we are speaking.
our illustrations

be suited

to our @udience. By this we mean that the interests of our
peovle

should

illustrations
people,

A city

be considered
be

chosen

and

thet as s general

which heve

congregution

e speciul

will understend

rule

appezl
end

for our

be especielly

interested in illustr tions teken from city life.

A rural

congregeti:n will be more interested in illustrations
from

country life.

Peo»le

living

near

the

sea will

taken

be

more interested in dllustretions deeling with the sea;
people

working

in a factory will

be more interested

illustrations teken from industry.

whiled

in

« congregetion msde up

of scholars and professional men will be attracted by
illustrations taken from Literature,
another

congregation,

consisting

Science,

the ért, while

mainly of nature

lovers,

will be more interested in illustrations tiken from the great

out~doors.

We ought to consider the interests of our people;

and

to give them thos.. 1llustrations

strive

esnecially interested. These illustrations
the most effective.
illustration§$more

in which

they are

will be for them

The people will see the force of the
cuickly.

They

They will remember them longer.
these illustrations,

will understend

When

then better.

the preacher introduces

the people will pay special attention,

for the pre chér,is then speaking of something in which they
are especially interested and of which they kmow a great deal,

=-47=

ll.

It is not Confused

A danger against which we cust be constantly

many people
picture

unconsciously

by mixing

iustrations
metayhors
seckins

and one into

which

fell is thet of confusing

our figures,

Vie must

are not confused.

éppeers ridiculous

be careful

the

thet our

—

The sp eker who mxes his

end destroys

the effect

he is

to prodises
4n eninent

referred
hand

illustriticns

statesman

spoited his

to country not yet discovered

of man had never

set foot."

55

speech

is land Ton

another

made & foolish mistake when he seid:

then he
which

the

speaker

"I now embark on thet

feature on which the whole subject hinged. n 36
Spurgeon
exclaimed:

"Comrades,

our axes on our

tells

of a

oe..perence acycoate

let us be up end doing!

shoulders,

end plow the waste

who

Let us take
places

till

the good ship Teaperance sails gaily over the lend." oi

A Scotch writer, in referring to a proposal to
use 4n organ in divine

service,

seid:

"Nothing will stem

this evalencho of will-worship and gross sin but the folling

back on the Word of God." 58

.

fnother preacher ence
which

grew into a mignty

Christ.

oak,

corner

:

35 "Elementary Homiletics" - Fry
56° ibid

spéke of the mustard seed

whose

p. 160

p. 160

$7. "the Art of Illustreti n*

pe

Sl

stone

is

aN

then using

a
ia

on our guerd

ie
¥

ont

1g.

ed

It is not too prominent

én illustretion

which

j

is too prominent

Conspicuous ce: lls too much attention to itself.
recognizing
illumine
will have

the truth

which

and following
their

the

attention

the illustration
course

caught

.

i

Instead of

seeks

to

of the argument,
and retsined

end

the heerers

by the illustra-

tion, It will sometimes even happen thet while the preacher
is moving on with his argument,
renain fixed

on the illustration;

the people understaid
their attention

frm

the truth,

the minds of his hearers
end so

insteed

the illustration

it and hinders

of helping
distracts

the presentetion

of the

truth,
Prof,

Davis werns egeinst this when he says:
"The

is to become
truth

which

tendancy of the f rceful

illustration

so conspicuous that it alone is seen end the
15 is designed

to clurify

1s actually

obscured

by neglect."
"Our figures
as to be seen

through,"

are meant not

so much

as Spurgeon seys.40

to bo

seen

They are not

to be an end in themselves. B test to which we ought to
submit

our illustrations

is this.

Do they call ettention

to

our truth or do’ they cell attention away frombur truth.“1
If they call attention amy

from

them

hesitation.

59
40

41

ut without

4 moment's

"Principles of Preaching"
"srt of Illustration"
p.

"Lectures on Preaching"

p.
40

the truth,

245

- Brooks.

p. 176

we ought

to cut

gon

IV

How Are We To Use

Illustrations.

There ere certain rules which nust be kept in
mind if our illustrations

are to be most

effective.

1, Remenber that the truth is ell-importent.
Wo must
clarify
usurp

remember

or emphasize

that

our illustrations

the

truth.

We dare not

the nost important

place.

The

docs not lie
supplenent

in them.

"The

instruction,

not

sphere

are to

allow them to

strength

of our

of illustration

to supplent

it."

sermon

is to

Z

As Frenklin Wi. Fisk says of the preacher:
"He

should not for a moment

forget

thet the

truth which he presents is the sovereign, and thatell his

figures of speech should be but her attendants and servitors to increese her dignity and authority with the people
eeseeHe should be on his guard, too, if he have an affluent
imaginetion, lest his illustrations, like a necklace of
pearls, conceal the thread of the discourse, snd wholly

attract attention to themselves." #
2.

We are to have a

We should never
is a good and beautiful

or enforces

the truth

use an illustration
thfought.

introduced for its om

ress for_oech one.

sake,

No illustration

because

it

is to be

but only because it explains

the duty which

is being

As Franklin W. Fisk says:
"Although

just

x

taught.

.”

beauty is desirable,

yet

so weighty

are the themes of the Gospel, and so serious is the mission
of the preacher, that he should introduce into the pulpit

T. "Elementery Homiletics" - Fry
2,

"Manual

of Preaching"

p. 160

— Franklin We

Fisk = p.

264

3. "A Guide to Preachers" — Alfred E. Garvie = p. 229

.

:
—
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nothing

for more

ornament.

in beautiful robes,

He may indeed array the truth

but he should make it appear thet these

vestuents exist for the truth,
vestuents."

and not the truth

So we ougnt to remember
have

certain

reasons

for

or the

that illustrations

being used and we

ke

should not

to

intro—

duce an illustration if it does not serve its purpose.
Charles Reynolds
an end
yond,
it is
candle

Brown

saat

"The illustration is never to be regarded as
in itself; it shines for the sseke of something be‘hen the lighted candle is held up to the painting,
not intended that the beholders should look at the
but at the painting upon which the candle throws its

Light." 5

4nd David R.. Breed says:
"én illustration is not to be used for its
own sake, no matter how fine it may appear in itself, and
it is exceeding doubtful if 4* is ever to be used for the

purpose of ornamentation."
&

We ere not to use too

We are not to have
important

to present.

thing

in our

many.

too many illustretions.

sermon

is the message

which

The
we have

We will find that if we use too many illustra-

tions the message will be hidden and not illuminated by them
~).° Ae Franklin We Fisk says:
"A profusion of rhetorical figures may as —
effectually conceal the thought, as a basket of flowers the
golden coin that lies beneath them.
Do not ‘let your sermons
run into stories and anecdotes."

;

4.‘ "Henuol of Preaching" — Frenklin W. Fisk —- p. 265
5, "The

Art of Preaching"— Charles Reynolds

Brom <=

6. "Preparing to Preach® ~ David R, Breed = p. 255

7. ‘"Menual of Preaching" - Franklin W. Fisk = p. 265

p,

—

124

‘Do

It is not possible

e

cy

nak
Se

to ley down 4 definite rule

as to how many illustrations should be used for eech point,
Every wan will have to

Judge for himself.

He must be guided

by the nature of the truth he is presenting and the condition
of people

to whom he preaches,

By no means

should

our

sermon

consist entirely of illustretions, one illustretion efter
the other.

We should

not

be mere

story-tellers

preach.

when we

.

"The excessive use of figurative language
weakens and detracts as much from speech £4 excessive
ornament does from dress.
Only where the subject geeds
and is benefited by them should figures be used."
Note the following

uses:

example

of 4 violation

of this

:
"Which three powerful incentives,

these three

violent

effections,

trident in the tempter's hend,
the very hearts

cord,

and

are,

as it were,

meeting with
the great

by which te strikes through

souls of men;

or asa

mighty threefold

by which he first hempers and then draws the whole

world after him, and that with such a rapid swing, such an
irresistible fascination upon the understandings as well as

appetites of men, that, as God
there be light,' and there was
of his Creator and overturner
in defience of Him, 'Let there

derkness." 9

has said-heretofore, ‘Let
light, so this proud rival
of creation is still seying
be darkness' and there is

Sometines a series of illustrations may be proper.
in order to impress the truth upon our audience,
times

also when brief illustrations following

-There are

each

other

rapidly ere effective.
8. "Elementary Homiletics" — Fry. pe 160
9. "The Light Within" - sermon by Dr. South quoted in"Ministry
to ‘the Congregation" by Dr. Kern p. 226
10.

"Making of the Sermon"

by Pattison p.

edit

ee lk

285

The mixed character of our audience may make
this in some

ceses desirable,

sure thet our illustrations
thought

end

are arrénged

geners}, though ,we agree

a

But

then we must be

«ll deel with the central

in the form cof c climax,
with

Dr.

Kern

In

then he says thats

"Illustrations ere not like probablg argunents,
ones

—- going

well

the better.

together

Usually

in a series;

two are better

the more good

then three,

and

one better then tro.” 12
And we should

follow the rule

of Daviss

"In general use only one illustrationto
® point....eihen threo illustrations are evailaeble, use

only one and be sure that this lets in the light,” 2°
David R.

Breed

"yo

says:

illustrations

should

immediate succession.
The.preacher
fe desiresto use two in succession.
tion somerhet obscure,
to use it et all.
Are

seldom

be used

in

should ask himself why
Is the first illustra-

incomplete?
Then it were better not
both illustrations so fine in his

judgment that he dees not think he can efford to part with
elther?
Then it
illustrations for
ject when he will
rhetorical effect
nultiplicetion cf

were better to save one of these fine
sone other occasion and some other sub-=
be in need of it,
Is he intent upon the
when he supposes may be produced by the
his figures?
He may indeed succeed in

getting it, but it will be et the sscrifice of the truth
- itself, One illustration is alweys sufficient for any single
point.

If'it

is a good illustretion

only make his point thereby,
Giverting
11.

the attention

of his

"Principles of Preaching"

the preacher

but he will run ng
congregation."
~ Davis p.

4

215

12, “Ministry to the Congregation" — Kern p. 226
15. "Principles of Preaching" - Davis p. 245
14,

"Preparing to Preach"

— David R.

Breed

will not

risk of

p,. 216
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Little

heerer's mind,
end then thet

1s geined

only to Gisplace
by cnother,
4. We are

Ve

should not

ilustretions.
sume uource.

by calling

on the

vp an image

in the

it imediately by another
cance subject.

to Seek Veriety

continuelly use

oe

in cur

the

Tliustretions,

seme kind

of

We should not tuke then elwaye from ths
If we do they will bectuse of their simile:ity

lose their effeciveness.
Devid NR. Breed Leys down the rule.

"Seek vuriety

in illustretive meter idl" end then he adds: "The preecher,

when

once

this rule

is

cuggested

to hia, mey recell thet most of his illustretions ere
tuken from some one particuler field; it mey be science,
it mey be blogrephy, it mey «ven be personel experience,
Joserh Cook, the greet Boston lecturer, although he was
singulerly gifted in the use of illustreticn, yet referred
to Ledy Hacheth so fre uently end in so meny connections
thet he wore his illustretion pitiebly tareadbere. It wes
suid of enother preecher of considevatle prominence thet

every sermon

'tock him to Chine!’

because he hed friends

who were misslLoneries in China, end most of his illustretions
were derived from missionsry ficlds, The preécher who vould,
both interest end instruct ris congregeticn must beware

of this fupats

sources."

ind select nls lllustretions from verious

dustin Phelps seys:

"Ihet variety which bseuty

of style royuires, involves variety of illustretion,"17
Then he says:

r

.

"Sone preechers plod in ccmmonplaces

I5,
Ministry
"The
to the Congregation" - Kern
16,
17

"Prepsring to Preuch"”
p. 251
English Style in Public Discourse"

p.

512

by

p. 226

she

Ci

confining themselves, for illustretions, to the most
comwnon objects and phenomena of neture, — such es the

j
q

sun, the moon,

]

the stars,

storms, clouds.

rivers,

mountains,

forests,

Others limit their range of choice to

principles in science; others, to the mechanic arts, a
few, to the fine arts; & larger number, to civil government; mény to historical allusions, .to mythology, to
literary fiction, to military art end history...
Henry
Ward Beecher makes too exclusive use of his own childhood and his father's family for illustrative purposes.
His father hed a siniler favoritisa for uilitary life.

A lady once called my attention to the fact,
liege and domestic life
tration in the sermons
éndover Seminery.
One
his favorite source of
phenonens. of diseasc."

that marr=

were favorite sources of illus—
of the then recent aluuni of the
preacher of my acquaintance found
illustrations in the laws and

Franklin W. Fisk

seya

of the preachers

“He should cerefully avoid this,
be especislly familiar

tith

some depertuent

if he

of literature

or-art, lest he draw thence too many of his illustrations,
For example, some preachers are continuall quoting Shakespeere as if his writings

were

the whole

others as constantly drew their

of literature,

:

illustrations from Bunyan,

while otuers still derive theirs mainly from some one of
the physicul.sciences.
The preacher should aim not less

at verlety of illustration than of thought." 19
5e

fie Are to Introduce

the Dllustretions Properly

Great cere should be taken in the wey lllustrations ere introduced.
blend

with the rest

The ilustretions
of the

sermon.

must be made to

The wity

and

coherence

of the sermon must not be broken by its illuateatd one a
fhis moens thet we aust carefully Lead up to the
- illustration.

As David .R. Breed points outs

"The very

language of the thought should be arranged with reference to
18. Ibid pe 515.51¢
;
19. "Monual of Preaching" — Franklin W. Fisk = pe 264
20. "Principles of Preaching"

= Davis

pe

245.244

the illustration which is to follow." 22
Wie should

have-no

fornel

introduction.

Dr,

Kern

writes:

"The proface

should usually be —

venting;

and where onc is needed, &5 informal us possible.
Dr.
Jozeph Perker deciures that as soon us ho heers @ preacher
sey, 'y boloved breturen, let us illustrate this by one

of the most beautiful end effecting enecdotes which it —
we'y bvery ay privilege to near,' ne mekes up his wind 'to
endure a dreary recital of very painful nonsense.' That
is hardly e caricature; and tals I «now is not:
‘I ea
endebted for the following

illustration
to « work

entitled

'The Tongue of Fire,' or 'Tae True Powers of Christienity',
by the Nev. Williem Arthur '. Nor is this. 'I will here
relate an incident

is very affecting

tnet I have

in itself,

reed,

not

only because

the subject under consideration.'
followed either of these prefaces,

No ';einful nonsense!
but e&ch had a decidedly

leaden effect on 'the following illustration.!"
David ii, Breed

it

but because it will illustrate
2

suyat

"Do not huve
tion; do not telk ubout it
face it with such a remark
use an illustrition of this
such and such & quarter, or
such e use.e'
Do nothing of

any introduction to the Lllustrain advance.
Cnoe is not to preus tails: 'Now, I am about: to
truth «hich is derived fron
waich I find to have such end
this sort.
Introduce the

illustration in its proper place — that is all," 25
arthur S, Hoyt says:
"Tllustrations

could

be used

with directness,

It is u nisteke ever to cpologizo for thew or to prepare an
audience for thea, Like nusor, the virtue of illustration
4s often

in its

surprise.

he cleen,

and Henry Ward Beecher

With illustrations,

21.

24.- Work

cite

Pe

of Preaching"

- Arthur

24

— Dr.

S. Hoyt:

.

p. 248
pe 229

Kern
Ss

:

250

quick,"

there should be energy atid

"Preparing to Preach" < David h. Breed
Ope

and

seys:

22.: "The Ministry to the Congregation”
25.:

accurate,

pe

251.252

vigor in their dolivery.

Let them come with « crack,

es when 6 driver would stir up his, tear.
The horse does
not lmow snything about it wtil the crack of the whin
cones,
6o with en illustretion, Make it sharp.
Throw
it out.
Let it come bettor end better,
und the best at
the last, ond then bo cone with it." 26
6,

We

Are

It 1s not
tion.
very

Dr.
brief,

Kern

The

says:

the

necessery

Application.

to have an enplica—

"The anplicetion
entirely onltted,

imoressive

illustration

Consider

élways

or even

may be more

to

mey often

—

just as = feble

for having no moral

ray shine

brightly

be

enough

appended.
in its

own

light,» 78
When

an epplication

is needed,

it should

provided and it should be skillfully dramm.

be

.

Dr. Kern

- proceeds:
needed;
itself.

"In other cases an application will be
end it may require more skill than the illustration
Here, too, let the preacher apply a good test of

his moral earnestness.
If he really is trying to carry
his point, - to effect the conviction and persuasion o&

his hearers, then will he not be content to entertain
then with c pleasing figure or story.
He will be careful
both to show whet it means and to bring the force of. 1t to

bear unon the soecific

object of the sermon.

Mood}s

illus-

trations ere excellent in this resnect, as in most others,
They are energetically spplied.
You may open any of his
little voluzes almost imaediately unon such en cxamnle as
the following:

at T was in an eye infirmary in Chicego
some time ago,

before

the great fire.

A mother

brought

a

beautiful little babe to the doctor - « babe only’a few

28. "Yale Lectures on Preaching” — Henry Ward Beecher
26.

"The Ministry to the

Congregation®

— Dr.

Kern

pe

p.

_

2299250

-a
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nonths

old —~ end ranted

child's eyes.

the doctor

te aa

to look at the

He did so and pronounced it blind —

blind for life - it will never see again,
The moment
he said that, the mother scized Lt, pressed 1t to her

bosom, snd gave & terrible screem,.
and I could not

help it.

tut weep;

It plerced my heart,

the doctor

wept;

we could not

'Oh, my darling,' she cried, 'are you never

to see the mother that gave you birth? Oh, doctor, I
cannot stand it.
Hy child} wy child!" It was a sight
move any heert.
But waet is the logs of eyesight to

of my head end go to the grave blind
I have a son, end no one but God knows
I would see those eyes dug out of his
than see hia grow up to manhood and
without Christ and without hope.
Christ know what it meant.
That is

what brought Him from the bosom of the Father;
whet brought Hin from
Him to Galvary.
The
He died on Calvary it
to seve your soul and

thet is

tae throne; that ls whet brought
Son of God wes in earnest.
When
tias to save & lost world; it was
aine,

MYere is the criticel point, — the opportunity to
turn the forces of imagination sharply upon the conscience
and the will; end often it is but slightly improved.
Is

not this one reason for the proverbial facility with which
hearers

remenber the iliustration

for waich it was employed?
‘ does not receive

27. ibid.

». 250

sufficient

end forget

The latter,
emphasis,"

the purpose

8 many cases,

i

1

;
;

to

the loss of & soul? I had a thousend tines rather have

these eyes taken out
than cee my soul.
how I love him; but
head tonight rather
go down to the yrave
The loss of a soul!

4
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Ve

WHERE DO WE FIND ILLUSTRATIONS

Now that we realize
tions
the

and the

characteristics

question,

sources

the importance

where

of good

do we find

of illustra—

illustrations

illustrations?

we ask

YWhat are

the

to which we can turn to find illustrations.

4

We may aonwers this question by saying

is no limit

to our sources.

illustrations.
physical

We find

Mherofrer

them in the world

world which God has created

are living.

we turn,

we can find

about sp,

in the

for fia and in which we

traversed and has left records

We find them in the world which
in the heavens

above

sea and on the earth about us.

in the present.
we can use.

there

We find them in the world of thought through

which man has

We find them

that

us,

of himself. :

passes

our door.

in the depth of the

We find

them in the past

All around us there are illustrations

We ‘shall

in this

chapter discuss

the

and

which

common

sources of illustrations and give an evaluation of their
relative

importance
1.

and value.
s

ture:

The Bible is our best source book for ilustrations.
“It is full of illustrations.

It presents

heavenly truth as

revealed
by God and also illustrations of that truth. Charles
Reynolds Brown says:

"The preacher may.well

‘search the Scrip-

tures for illustrations as well as for the promises of eternal
life,

He will never

trations

exhaust

their rich

from that source will

have

all

content
the

illus-

and the

more value

because

of the sacred associations which cluster around them." *

aa

‘
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plagarize

The Bible

is our people's

from ite

John Kern

book.

We cannot

says?

"We should use freely its wealth,

its

substance, and its forms for salvation and upbuilding— “..:.
of our people.

It can never become obsolete.

have the heart of man laid bare.
Here
of eternal life which God has given us
are metaphors, comparisons, parables,
forth and illustrating divine truth.
and if any justification of our action

quote 1 Cor. 10, 11:
by wey of

In it/we

”

we have the record
in His Son.
Here
examples, setting
We should use them
is needed, we can

4
j
3
4

‘Now these things happened unto them

examples;
and they were written

d

for our admoni-

tion.!

i

e

The great preachers

of the world

have been

masters in the use of Biblical material for illustration.
The wise preacher

has Biblical

history

at his

command and often uses it to enforce the erutbne
If we want
we can hardly
tion

to emphasize

find a more

appropriate

than that of the woman with

nook and

corner for her lost

into the night looking for

the Seeking Love
or forceful

a candle

of God
illustra-

searching
in every

coin;

or the

shepherd going

his lost

sheep

and searching,

out

searching util he finds it, or the father of the prodigal
who so joyfully welcomes back the son who “once was dead",
even going out

to meet ieinjwhivelbalieis

°

great’ way lotta,

We ought not to be afraid of using illustrations

from the Bible, no matter how familiar they are; to the child
Z."Principles
of Preaching" — Davis p. 240
5.

"Manual

of Preaching"

= Fisk

pe

259

6. "The Sermonf, Its Construction and Delivery" — Burrell

p, 225

ey ee

ee

7
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of God that which comes from the Yord of his heavenly

with

fresh

special power.

gation will

and interesting and

f Even

"pick up hie

when he hears

mention

the

oldest

ears"

member

as he did

of Joseph's

comes

coat

of our congre—

in his boyhood

of many

Daniel in the lion's den or David and Goliath,
When we use
often presenting
strengthening

an 4llustration

additional

our sermons.

with Scripture,

and

proof
2

colors

at the

or of

eee

from Scripture

We are

our Biblical

to hin

Ne

is always

Ee

Father

same time

we are

and

thus

comparing Scripture

illustration

often

serves

as proof text and by virtufe of its being itself God's Word,
makes the truth that much more certain in the minds of Scriptureloving,

and Bible-belleving hearers.

;

2. Hythologye
Mythology was used much more frequently years
than it is today.

We can easily understand why that is.

ago
People

were then better acquainted with the facts of mythology so that
illustrations drawn from this field were better understood and
more appreciated.
Dr. Burrell

says of mythology:

"There is no good reason for hesitating to draw
on the false religions of the world for enforcement of Christian
truth.
Ormuzd and Ahriman; Jason and the 4rgonauts; Prometheus,

Atlas, Aesculapius; the Fates and the Furies; Ixin and Tantalus;
Elsium and Jothunheim, the Styx, Lethe, Parnassus; all stand for
Te "Elementary Homiletics" - Fry ppe 162.165
8. "The Sermon, Its Construction and Delivery" = Burrell
9.

"Elementary Homiletics"

—- Fry

EEF h ot Fre alee ai Dai

p.

.
pe 225

162

it ie

A

*s

2
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distorted forms of rudimental verities and show, in bold
relief, the pathetic consequences of searching for truth
with no ultimate basis of authority, even as blindmen feel
their way along the wall."
i

theugh

Ye ought to remember
sg Orc

can

was said before <o“<*7*"
4
4

drawn from mythology too freely.

Te

and not use illustrations

aa

the use of illustrations which are not known to our hearers,

a

We can ovanatiiee with the people who had to listen

John iicNeil saids
of us lads,

‘a fine,
realize

"It got to be a hackneyed phrase in the ears

"You remember

of it before,

in classic

story'.

We had never heard

so we could not possibly remember it.

But it was

pompous, learned way of putting things;" a

and we can

the irritating effect

must

have had:

zoul

of Ulysses,

a

to the pastor in the Free Church of Schotlang of whom the Reve

continual

"As Ithaca was
who pined

too

even

references. Like these.

small to satisfy

in his old age

the noble

for wider

spheres

and more romantic enterprises, so does the emancipated soul. of
man resent the inevitable narrowness...."

"Antacus-like,

strength is got by touching his mother"
agains

his

~

"The old story over

brutal centaure breaking up the marriage feast of the
"Like

the does

of Actaeon,

your evil

appetites and

-

Lapithae".
passions will

turn against your

own

soul and devour

it" iz

Since

very few of even the pest educated people in our congregation
will know or care about

these

"classic

stories"

avoid them, There is much better material

we ought

to

that we can uses

10. "The Sermon, Its Construction and Delivery"= Dr. Burrell = p.229
i.
12.

John A. Kern - Pe. 214

"The Ministry to the Congregation" by
pe 214.215.
Ibid

Ni6e

e ehresa

h 2 ree Tees

es

cz

a
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So we say that

illustrations

from mythology

can

be used, but we should not take too many from this field.
"le should

take

only those

that are known

to the majority

our people or those which can be briefly set before

of

—

them,

5. History
The history

of the past centuries

is full

of facts,

incidents, happenings, and charesfters who furnish wonderful
illustrations
see

for us today.

the hand of God,

and overthrowing

from the records

upholding

the wrong.

Dr. Burrell

In the

course

throughout

of history we can
the ages

the right

x

says:

“There is no end of illustrations to be gotten
of the past....fre you to preach on ilissions?

Get before your mind the picture of William Carey, ‘the conse=crated cobbler, looking up from his bench to his map of the
world and
save those
about, the
To preach

praying, in the intervals of his hammering, 'O God,
pagans in Indial!
No matter what you are to preach
wighties of the centuries are at your beck and call.
a commonplace sermon on Courage while Joan of Arc ~

and John Knox ‘who never feared the face of man," and Savorarola
and Jenny Geddes with her cutty-stool, and great platoons of less
hackneyed heroes, stand in waiting, is a rank homiletic mise
demeanour.
The chronicles of war and peace, of councils snd
parlaments, are ready at handy and congregations stand, like
little Peterkin at the old Soldierts knee with open syes behold=
ing."

A

Because of the principle laid down in the fosgoing
is remote, modern

than ancient nistary

history

is often more

suitable

and well known facts of history are) mch

156° "Manual of Preaching” - Fisk pe 259dae “The Sermon, Tts Construction and Delivery™
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Burrell—

VRE

than that which

is better

e228

eld ch iia te a ta

chapter that that which is familiar to our listeners
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better

than thoge which

2

are known

cue

only to the few who

Gelved deep into history's depths.

i

have

Still, we ought to strive

after variety elso when using illustrations from this fields
and we should not use
Joan

of Arc,

burning

the

seme

at the

illustrations

stake,

Luther

over end

before

over.

the Diet

of

Worms with his empire-defying words end Savonarola burning at
the

stake

are all good

them to death or moke
know what

then

but we ought not

60 common=-place

is coming as soon as we speak
We may also

purpose

illustrations;

at tines

of illustration.

to work

that our hearers

the first

use

local

eae

spuraeod

tells

uss

sentence.
for

the

"When a minister is preaching in any particular
district he will often find it best to catch the ears of the
people and engross their attention, by relating some anecdote
that relates the place where they live.e
Whenever I can, I

get the histories of various counties; for, having to go into

all

sorts

of country

towns

and villages

to preach I find

that

there is a great deal of useful material to be dug out of even

dull, dry, topographical books." 15
4

Biography

Closely related to the field of History is the field
of Biography.

The Pastor snould read as many biographies as

he can, The men of whom he

reads passed through
many of the

experierices which he in his sermons

seeks to depict;

and had

operating in their lives many of the principles which he is
expounding.

A study of their lives will aid the preacher in

his understanding of these incidents and forces and will furnish
mach material for illustrating these abstract truths and prin-

ciples,
Dr, Kern says?
"Read the life of any eminent puree tian way

Is. “irt of Tilustration = > Spurgeon

Pe 106410

Hi

ae

a

=t4e

eye to making

this use of it.

or refer

an incident

can relate

you

You will be surprised

at its

And with how much more intelligence and sincerity

riches.

to a fact when you ‘mow

16

the whole life of which it formed a part,”

Prof. Franklin Wi. Fisk writes:
of Christian biography is

"The literature

peculierly rich in this svecies of material for the pulpit,
and the preacher should endeavor to become familiar with the
lives of the great leaders of the Church in throught, in

piety,

But he should not restrict his read-

and in labor.*

ing to Christian meroirs, for he will often find in the
recorded lives of those outside the church most apt and

forcible illustrations of divine truth." 17
so we say that

And
devote

also

some attention

to the

biographies

vivid and interesting because of it.
so will

the peoole

in his reading
of both Christian

His preaching will be more

and non-christlan of great men.

and

should

the Pastor

He will pr&fit by it

to whom he preaches,

5. Nature
Another

large field

tions is Nature.
three books:

from which we can draw illustre-.

It has been said that God reveals Himself in

the Bible which is the Book of Revelation,

History

which sets forth God's dealings vith menj and Nature which shows
His power, His wisdom,

and His upholding,

care.

to Nature

St. Paul

refers

God and His ways whexi
invisible

things

He says,

guiding,

ss helping us to

Writing

and providing
understand

to the Romans:

of Him from the creation

of the world

"The
are

16.

"The Winistry to the Congregetion" = Dr. John A. Kern = p, 217

17.

"Manual
of Preaching"

mel

= Prof.

Franklin
Fisk = p. 260

Nasal ce IN aplastic

nl ial

ean”
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clearly

seen,

even His

being

eternal

excuse."

understood

power

and Godhead,

(Rom. 1,20.)

illustrate

by the things

that

are

made,

so thet they are

without

When we therefore use Nature to

the Scriptures

we are

only expleining

one

of

God's books by another volumi that He hes writtent®
Spurgeon

told

the

students

to whom he was lectur-

ing:
"The whole

world is hung round by God with pictures;

and the preacher has only to take them dorm,

one by one, and

hold them u, before his congreg:tion, 2nd he will be sure to
enlist their interest in the subject he is seeking to illustrate.
But he must heve his own cyes o.cn, or he will not see
these

pictures." 19

.

Dr. Pettison advises thet the preacher take with hin
on his

summer rambles

points

out that the

a good populzr

preacher,

Natural History. 20

if he keeps

his mind attentive to nature and seeks
find

a new world opening

to hi:.. Nature

his eyes

He

open and

to understand her, mill
will

be constantly

suggesting figuros by which.he mey make the doctrines of
reveletion morc vivid,

iupressive,
6,

Literature

and

attractive.

i

Litera

is an author's

interpretation

of life.

remains as classic literature, which is truest to life.
pastor

who deals with life and with truth

I6."The Art of Illustration" = Spurgeon
19, ibid. sp. 126. 127
20. "The Haking of the Sermon"
21.
ibid. p.. 257. 258.

p.

278

The

will find many

p. 121
(

That

effective
Orators

iliustrations

have

alwiys

of great posts.?”
of the same

in tha field

found

strength

of Literature.

end

stimulus

in the works

The preacher cen end should eveil himself

aid in gaining

force,

effectiveness,

and clearn-

NOs.
Arthur

5S. Hoyt

saya:

"Literature, particularly the higher poetry, is
for meny minds the rich mine
next to the Pible. It cultivates
the imagination, gives the choice word, the word of pictoriel
power, the telling phrase, end direct illustrations of life.
The poet, like the preacher, is the interpreter of nature
and the soul of nen.
"It is the power of vision that we wish; end more
than one preacher attributes the power to the study of John
fluskin, John Wesley reyulred his young preachers to study
Spenser's 'Faerle
(ueene' for this vower of illustration.
Fiction is the vision of life,,end poetry is the discicline
of feeling and inaginetion,"

In urging the use of illustrations
Dr.

Pattison

Macaulay's

from Litersture

says:

"Let the preacher make his
vivid portraits, and the

outlines of Carlyle,

sermon
.ugged

the richer for
but powerful

and the pathos of Charles Dickens,

and

the not unkindly home thrusts of Thackeray. Lot hiz profit
by the harvest of the julet
eye in mny of Vordrorth's

single lines,
the noble

the rere falicity of Tennyson's

suggestion

of Brormning's

imagery of John Ruskin,
of George

Eliot,

'Seul',

epithets,

the

glowing

end by the often profound reflections

'who has

perhaps influenced

preachers

more

than eny other novelist.'"

7. Selence
This is a fertile

but dengerous

22. "The Meking of the Sermon" —- Pattison
25.
24.

"The Work of Preaching"
Ope

cit.

Pe

280

p.

255

field.

As Neture

p. 28
:

and

=67—

History are revelations of God,

zo also is Science.

The

same Lord who has given us the Bible is the Lord of Science;
and His working in Sclence often illustrates in « very fitting
wey the abstract

truths

which Yo rcveals

is perfect hurmony between

true

Science

in His Word.
end God's

There

Word,

so

that Sclence'is rightly called the hend meid of religion,25
opurgeon in his "art o* Illustration" devotes an entire
chepter

of sixty-eight

& source

of Lliustretions.

illustrations

taken

to centripetel

eerth

end the planets

seys thut

subject

He gives

and

in their proper

the

there

hi: evey from God is gone,

pleces

system.

both keeping

He

as keeping

the

in the universe

us toward

ot life, He says that he will be wlad
draws

soler

force

es

thirty-five

are two forces

one drawing

drawing us away from Him,

of Sclence

us over

centrifugal

in like menner,

work upon all of us,
other

to the

from & study of the

refers

and

peges

ever et

Cod end the

us in ‘the circle

when the force waich

because

then he will

be

with God in heaven,76
acest Wee Ren) GOTe wh ee

one

He refers to the fact thet it takes light eight
minutes to reachus from the sun and that some stars are so
fer away thet
reach us.

it tekes hundreds

He points out

of years

thet no one

for their

cén tell

light

whether

to

or not

tae sun and these sters are shinjing at the present time,
Still we put them dow in ow’ chart of the heavens end we
kecp tuen there b, faith
25.

"The Sermon,

26.

pp.

150.

161

"for as,

‘through faith we under-

Its Construction 4nd Delivery"

- Burrell Ps

229

a

—
stand thet

the worlds

were

fremed

by the Word

of God,'

so

it is only by faith that we con know that any of them now
exist. When we come to exemine the mettcr
thst our eye ight,
. sufficient

end ell

to give us positive

these hesvenly bodies;
faith;

our faculties
conviction

degree

we anlk by feith, not by sight."

look

et the

and

senses

we find
cre not

with regard

to.

end therefore ve still heve to exercise

so is it to a higher

He refers

closely,

to the

in spirituel

sun with unprotected

affeirs,

&7

fact that

'

:
it is dengerou

eyes.

People

|

to

who venture

to do this have been struck blind. Thie he gives as an
Lllustration of our need of a Mediator.

We must see God

)

through the mediumbf Christ Jesus our Lord or else the excessive
glory of God
He

:

+ill utterly

destroy

the

faculty of secing

eee aL

is usually lost in the reys of the

the Sundog’ Righteousness,

that the
scercely

God.*8

says also:

sun; cnd that is where you end I ought to be,
Christ,

|

people who are

in our life

so close to
and preeciing,

aye to observe owjmovements

csn

°4

j
=

see us at all."

;

fnother

4

illustrations:

5
L

through space,

"These blocks of meteroric matter are flying
and when they get within the renge of our

atmosphere, there 1s an opposing medium, they have to drive
through it at en enormous re picity, and so they become
burning hot, end thuc they become visible. And, in like
menner, I believe that there ere »*enty of good men in the
world who are invisible till thoy get to be oppossd, snd

being opposed, and heving the love of God driving them on
with

tremendous momentum,

they become

fervor, they overcome all opposition,
visible to the eye of menkind,"

27.
28,
29,
$0

ibid,
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.

12, 155
155, 156
167.168
180. 191

red-hot

with

holy

end then they become

~

=O09=

"It is very beautiful to think of the Cross
being

the guide

one cen have,
Dr.

of the muriner;

it is the best guide

any

either this side of the tropics or the other.”
Burrell

Sl

seys:

"Botany, astrunomy, geology are rich in hom‘letic
suggostlon. The preache: who does not follow the arches—
logist in his excavetins among the ruins of the encient world

isyuits behind the times."
We must

Science

sure

unfauilicr

be well

fact of Science

task.

‘!llustreti

are understocd

to give

sure tnat you do tais

easy

when using

that our illustrations

It may at tines

be

be

°

which

clesrly

& brief

ns from

by our

explenati

you propose

n of the

to use,

and accurstely,

people,

but

It is no

35

)

' 3. Art
Some

of our most effective

illustrations mey be

teken from the field of Art. Here we have the artist's
conceytion of life and truth depicted upon canvass,
of the great paintings
some

of the world

of the «corld's greatest

truths.

illustrate

Meny

beautifully

The referance

to 4

well known painting or a brief desckintion of « picture
with walch our people will leter

come into contact is often
eae

very izpyessive and aids our people lmuensely in remembering
truta.

Robert F, Horton says:
"The Art of Chriséndom

bezan

in an etiempt

to

iliustrate: the Bible, and in proportion to its real greatness
end permznency has beonlts power

of the Bible," 54
Sle

ibid.

of interpreting

oe

ant

the

truths

pe 202

52.
55.

"The Sermon, Its Construction end Delivery"
p. 229
"The Ministry. to the Congregation" - Kern
pp. 214. 215

54.

"Verbun Dei"

p. 169

:

-
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Dr.

Burrell

says:

"I am sorry tor eny preacher who cen go through
a pleture g:llery without gleaning an ermful of homiletic
illustrations. Tae next tine you visit the Metropolitan
Museum of Art take e long look at Bastion Le Page's nicture
of 'Jken of Arc'; -long encugh to see the visions which: she
is seeing with those pale, fer-awey eyes of hers, end to
heer the Call to Duty which is ringing in her esers. Then

take a long look at

Gebrlel lisx's picture of 'The Last

Token', vhero « glrl fecing the beasts of
looking up with uesti uing eyes towards
which some friendly hend be: cropped the
at hor feet. Is there no side-lizght there

the
the
rose
for

arene is
gellery, from
thet is lying
a sermon on

Sympethy or Kindness’ Then, teke snother long lock st 'The .
Ren¢éessl', where on amateur muciclen is ‘trying! for 4
place in the choir; timid, evkward; lips just parting; whet
will be the result? Has she & voice? Will she win out?
This is ea picture thet lings in memory, to find an ane Lication on all Commencement deys." 55
Dr.
preechers

Pattison

make

says that

"it

is tise

also

thet our

fer more use then they heve hitherto

done

of art in thelr pulpit workgs6 and he referz to Prof, 4. B.
Smith who seid,

"I an prepering myself to be 6 better preecher

by the study of statuary and painting."57
9.
Here
Peo le

in these

periodicals,

we have

days

regular

and news’ reels

Current

radio}

are fairly

Events

a very fine

of cheap

source

and plentiful

news

well

oa

broadcasts,

acjueinted

on about

thea in the world,

They ave

matters.

So we can and should use current

of illustrations.

newspapers
pleture

with

whet

interested

end

magazines,
1s going

in those

events es naterlal

for illustrations.
Ve will find
mind

1f we roed our newspsper

that we will find in it « very lerge ‘encunt

tive materiel. -A fathar

joyfully welcomes

with

this

in

of illustre-

back a boy vho has

35. "fhe Samon, Ita Construction end Delivery" pp. 229.280
56.

"The Making of the Sermon"

37

Abide

v.

281

pe 231
ce

Rad i ak ete

A See

a

Fe At,

run away from home;

so God joyfully

welcomes

beck

those

who have strayed from Hin. A mother is killed in an attempt to
save her

chiid;

God's love

commits suicide;
riches
evils

is evon greater.

A wealthy man

the vanity una unsetisfying neture of

is shown.

A drunkerd kills his mother;

« proof of the

of drink.
We must

Theres are

some

be cureful

which

in our

at certain

choice

tiues

of current

would

events.

call to. mind

such th.ughts that the listener's attention will be drayn
awey from the thread oh the discourse
train

of thoughts will

in his
during

engage

his attenticn.

"Lectures on Preeching"
the Civil War

it would

the Christien werfare by the

end an early,

points

have

out

Dr.
the

Brooks

fact

been a mistake

new

thet

to illustrate

story of soldier's life ‘because

people would be "hearing through the sermon the drums of
the Potomsc end seeing the spires of Richmond quite as
much as the wills of tue New Je: uselem in the
We also

should not be too

sermon with the latest

sensation,

dijnifying

this may heve

our

sermon,

eager

In.itead

distance."

to decorate

53

our

of ennobling and

the oposite

effect:

and make our sermon appear to be on antvedua level es tandry
scendal scheeis end pink peper sheets.

Still if we guerd ageinst these dangers, we shall
2

find that illustrations taken from current events cen be

wery interesting and effective.

56.

pp. 176. 177

“wentieth century hepnenings a~~
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used

as illustrati.ns

Brooks

of age old principles,

As Phillips

e

said:

"We cannot

still. sfford to lose the freshne:s end

reallty which come: from lotting men see the eternsl truths
shinning through the femilier windows of to-day, and .ucking

them understand that the world is as full of parables as it

was when Jesus peinted
Je-usalem ond Shechen,

the picture of the vinayerd between
or to
giis text from the recent .

terrible accident at Siloem."
10. Every Day Life
How about

the

comaon

occurrences.

of every day

life? Can the preacher use them as illustrations?
refer to the things

which

he sees or

Most

assuredly.

which heppen

to hin?

common life,

some of our best

One

advantage

every day life is thet
attrect

life,

is thet

since

From

the

iliustrations

possvzsed

or the things
incidents

of

are teken.

by illustreti

ns taken

fron

they ere so familicr they wil! not
40

a great de:1 of attention

advantage

observes

Cen he

they

to themselves.

come directly

out

Another

of actual

they are the more forceful snd vital, 41
Dr.

Kern

says:

"The every-dey pursults of men, their
avocations, 8:e brimful of concrete expressions
of tho Spirit. Tie rhole world, both of neture
neture, is ean Interpreter's House, resplendent

vocations end
of the things
and of human
with symbcla

of the invisible and eternal. In your ovn home, at the front
door and at the back door, in the shop and the market-nlace,

in garden end field end woods, in the railroed cars end
in the street, swiier and winter, dey and night, ere nytiads
of them, «11 full of mesning to whosoever has the key of

interpretation." 4
89.

"Yele Lectures on Preeching"

40.
41.

"The Ministry to the Congragetion"
ibid.
p. 219

42. ibiti.

p. 219

p. 177
p.22@

--Kern

==

Frenklin
life as a source

W. Fisk has this to

every day

of illustratic:ns:

"Here Ls throw

every-day lifo,

sey about

open to hin the vast

arene

of

in which myriads of hunen beings are contending

for existence, weslth, fume, and countleas other objects of
desire. Individuel ond social life, with their elmost
infinite phases end revelations, life agriculturel, commercial,

civil,

ond religicus,

with their numberless

anxieties,

responsibilities, and experiences, and tie great outlying
world of struggling humanity with ell its hopes and fears,

furnish inexhaustible

stores of illustreti:ns to the observant

and thoughtful preacher." 4
So the preacher

for

illustrations

for

then.

of this

If he does

this,

should
type.

be ever
He

on the look-out

should

he will he

keep his

sure to find

eyes

open

then. Dr.

Pattison says,

"If the preacher bears into his parish work

& mind

with a number

cherged

of sermon

subjects he is bound

to find nore il ustretions then he cen use effectively."

Dr.

44

Kern writes:

"inittler tells us thet in early youth,
through the influence of a volume of Burns that fell into
his hands, he Learned where to look for noetry: 'I found

that the things out of which peems came were not, ac T
had always imegined, somewhere away off in a world and life

lying outside the edge of our own New Héfshire sky —they

were right here about my feet and among the people I Imew.
The comzon things of our common life I found were full of

Poetry.' A siniler discovery necds to be made by every
young nreacher. In the common objects and occurrences around
you —within

a radius

of twenty yard.

of where you ere now

sitting —are wmtold treasures of philosophy,
religion, heppines.:, Spponcunl iy, end
of the pulpit, iliustrations."

science,

of thet

endless

poetry

:

Spurgeon agress with Him when he says:
WAnything thet occurs around you, if you heve
but brains
in your head, will be of service
to you; but if

45. "Manual of Preaching"

p. 261.

p. 240,

44.

"The Making of the Sermon”

45.

"The Ministry to the Congregation"

241
pp.

219.220.

you

are realiy

to interest

end profit

will no:d to kesp your eyes open,

your

congregations,

you

and tduse all the powers

with which the Lord hes endowed yous If you do so, you will

find that, in
or other wili
you when you
people.so és

slaply. wulking through the streets, something
suggest « passege of Scripture, or vill help
héve chosen your text, to open it up to the
really to arrest their attention end convey

the truth to their alnds and hearts," “6

"If you keep your eyes open, you will not see
even a dog following his master, nor & mouse peding up fron
his hole, nor will you heax even « gentle scratching behind
the wainscot without getting something to weave Lagoyour

sermons if your feculties
He

are all on the alert."

shows us how

this

should

be done when he

“How soft are pussy's pads, and yet,
woment, if she is engered, how sharp
like to tesptations, soft and gentle

us,

but how deadly,

long.*

48

Spurgeon
were murked
soon

vith

be cut dom.

is marked

will
when

says:

in a

be her claws! How
first it cometh to

how damnable the wounds it causeth sre
once passed

a white

some fine

old trees

cross to indicate

"So,"he

comments,

with the wooduen's

cross,

that

which

they would

"everything
we heve here
and the

axe must

fall on

ell our. joys." a
In the

"Art of Illustrations"

"I recollect

using,

Spurgeon

with

saya:

very considerable

effect in a sermon, an incident that occurred in my om garden, There was 4 dog which was in the hebit of coming through
the fence and scratching

in my flower

beds,

tothe

manifest

spoiling of the gerdener's toil and temper.

Walking in the

garden one Saturday afternoon,

my sernon for

and preparing

the following dey, I saw the four-footed creature — rather
a scurvy

specimen,

by the

by. —- and having

a walking

stick

in my hand, I threw it at hin with all my might, et the same
dime giving hin some good advice about going home. Now,
whet should my canine friend do but turn around, pick up
the

stick in his mouth,

and

bring

it,

and lay

it dowm et

my feet, wegging his tail all the while in expectation of

46. "art of Lllustration" - Spurgeon

p. 126

_

48,

Ibid

p. 124

49,

bad

y."The Making of the Sermon" — Pattison

:
pe 276.277
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my thanks and kind
that I kicked him
felt quite ashamed
welcous to stay as

as he pleased.

words?
Of course, you do
or threw the stick at him
of myself, and I told him
long as he liked, and to

not suppose
any more,
I
that he was
come as often

There was an instence of the power of non—

resistance, submission, putlence, and trust, in overcoming
even rightcous enger.
I used that illustration in preaching
the next day, and I did not feel that I had at all degraded myself by telling the story."
Dr.

Burrell

relates

tais

story about Henry Vard

Beecners

"One of: his parisnoners saw himé one Satur—
day on a Brooklyn ferry~boat watching her pushing her wey

to the dock; and he said,
thet tomorrow.'

'I'11 see what he has to say about

Sure enough,

in the morning

sermon

!

on The

Foundstlons of Feith he said, 'As I was coming across the Huts*”

.

from New York yesterday I observed that, as the boat forced
her way into the narrow basin, the timbers .on elther side
gave way,

once end again,

but always righted

|
!

themselves.

.

So it is with the great fundamentals of truta; they ney
bend and yield but never to the breaking points
The
essential

things

are grounded
12

The faithful

forever.""

Your Owm Experience
pastor

will have

can be well used as illustrations.

meny

He will

experience
personally

opposition of the world to the Word of God.
the refining,

purifying

way men respond
such as these

|

power

of the Word.

to the preaching

he can and

the

see the

|

He will notice
He will

of the fiord.

should use for

which

:

se€the

:

Experiences

purpose

j

of illus=-

tration.
50.
SL.

"The Art of Illustration"
Spurgeon
p, 124.125
"The Serson, Lts Construction and Delivery" Dr.

Burrell

pe

226-227

al
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He will find the contacts which he makes with
tho sick and troubled very heipful.
Sick poople

end those

who

As he speaks to his

come to hia with

special

prob=

lens, he will .gein en insight into their lives and nemer
of thinking

which

will

be of immense

help to him

in illus-

treting the truths which he presents to his people.°*
He Sew not of course,

reveal in public rheat

has been told him in confidence,

If he tie

tine Ta te a te St same

we

urd be
e

Nor

should ho in nis illustrations refer to certain people so

:

)

thet others Se mow whoue he hes in mind, Many, 4 4)

|

self=conscious
thet heariag-references to themselves in a

|

sermon

will esuse—taem—to

lose

sll tke confidence

in their psstor end vt-s

they—have

:

th

sheie~probtemsyl.
When General
soldiers
answered,

Booth was

told

much treining before they
"No,

we simply

say,

Go,

meet what God has done for you;

"You do not

give

go out to preach"
end

simply

tell

the next

relete

your

your

he
man you

experience;

you have nothing to do with erguacnts und difficulties; just
tell whoever you can gst to listen what Christ has done for
you."

53

2. "art of Illustration" - Spurgeon
55.

"The Sermon,

Its Construction

pp. 153.154 .

and Delivery"

- Burrell

p,

250

2 ay

‘a

’

=

T=

One old timc preacher

gave

the advite

"If you

lose your plan, fell back on your experience" oa
Still the Pastor
references
better

to himself;

should

he must

be careful

not let hls

when meking

egotien

get

the

of hin.

"One form of vulgarity 1s the introduction
of one's on personal history into public speech,
There
are occaslons waen personal experience mey be properly
appealed to as testimony to the truth and the worth of

the Gospel; but such reference should be in the interests
of the Gospel, and not for the display of self,
Some men
seen to think that their own conversion is the only effect—
ive illustration of the seving grace of Christ
given, and so they repest tae story often with
reticence about the sins of their former life,
most offensive to fine fseling,
Others delight
about the number of their converts, ostensibly

the grace of God, but really to gretify
A man will speek as little about himself
possible, and if ne does speak, it will
as God requires it of him as 4 necessary
holy

service

didn't.

that cen be
a lack of
which is
in telling
to magnify

their own venity,
or his work es
ke only when snd
nacei tice in‘ this

of meking known His Gospel."

~

Never sey that something happend to you
MTruthfulness and honesty. forbid this,

15.

if it

Sig
Fromhts
The Pulpit
stands in his pulpit end speeks to

ds the preecher

his people, he will see before him in the church end through
the

widows

of the church

illustrations,
will

Because

be especially

many things

of their promptuess

vivid and

Thus the preacher

illustration.

wolch

will meke
these

illustrations

inprossive.
cen use a picture

in the

church as

He can refer to the candles on the alter,

64, "The Ministry to the Congregation” — Kern. p. 218
55.

fine

"A Guide to Preachers”

= Garvie

pe. 255.254

to the

snd to the various fixtures, of

eT

trees outside the window,

ee

-78-

Dr.
Sermon

Decas

did this very impressively

a

the chured.
in his

when he salds

"To Abrahem end Lazarus
not now among the unseen things,
It is
&s earth is to us.
As plainly do they
beside the river as I now sce the trees

the windows of this church.

and Paul heaven is
as visible to then
see the tree of life
which grow. beside

They see the general assenbly

and churcn of the first-born as plainly as I see this
gation,
They behold Jesus in His real personality es
as I now see in that chancel the bread and wine which
to be our eucheristic feast today.
The angels of the
&s we are tuught in Holy Scripture, encemp round them

fear Him,

congre<
plainly
are
~
Lord,
thet

In this holyhouse there in that organ-loft, there

among thoge orphen children in the gallery, they have pitched
their white tents today.
Perhaps they crowd this pulpit.
I
cennot see them.
You cannot see them,
But they see one
another.
Yourlittle girl may be among then, and ny little

boy.

They see one another as plainly as I saw the childgen

on whom fell the waters

of beptism

at that

font

today." °~

In like manner the skillful preacher should be
prepared at all times to use as lllustration anything which

happens during the course of the sermon. George Whitefield
and

others used a gathering

effectively,

jie ought

cloud or a crash

to develop this

of thunder

ability also,

very

Te need

not restrict ourselves to the unusual end startling occurrences.
Any weather

outside,

tho

sunlight

S-weethess-or-a sleeping cid,
be suggestive

onougie

or

the

shadow
simplest

on the

church

circumstance

87

‘BG. "Hinistry to the Congregation" ~ Kern. p. 221
57, Ibid p. 221

floors
aay
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speaking

In much the

seme way the people to

will

facts

suggest

and

whom you are

circuustences

which

|

will

serve beautifully for the purpose of illustration,
Dr.
Looking,

Kern

says:

"The people into whose faces you are
1£ you xnow them end ere interested in then,

will represent their occupations,

their home life, their

recent experiences, end thus will offer weny a fact illus—
trative of the truth that you are even now preaching to
them.
Wor need any one's. name be called, or any iuperti-

nent personality be indulged in," 58
Henry Ward Beecher glves

this

advice:

q

"I may suggest that 1t is a4 good thing, in
looking. over an audience, to cultivate tie habit of seeing
illustrations in them,
If I see a seamen sitting emong my

audience,

I do not say 'I will use him as 4 figure,' and

epply it personally;

tut

out of him jumps

from the sea, and it comes to seck ae out.

an illustretion

If there ts a

watchmaker present that I happen to recognize, my next
illustration will very likely be from horology; though he
will be utterly unconscious of the use I have made of hin.
Then I see a schoolemistress, and my uext illustration will
be out of schodl-teeching.
Thus, where your audience is
known to you, the illustration ought not simply to meet

your wants as e speaker,

but it should mect the vents of

your congregation, it should be a help.to them.” 59
It is easy to

see how apt,

and fitting such illustretions
fully done though,
14.

impressive,

can be.

interesting

They must be skill-

but this skill will come with practice,
Books

of Tllustretion

Tuere are many Handbooks of Illustrations upon the
market.

e

Pee

55,
58.

It would appeer

upon first

consideration

that

"The Ministry to the Congregation" = Kern Pe 222
"Yele Lectures on Preaching" — Henry Viard Beecher

they

p. 170

’

*

ie

RS

get?
Se ee 2

—OVe

would help

the busy pestor

illustrations

embodied
and

for him,

for here we would

in one volume,

indexed

the

best

tremendously in providing
expect

carefully classified,

illustrations

which

to find

lebeled,

other have

gathered

froa the various fields of possible illustration, from
history,

mythology,

erature,

science,

however,

this is not the case.

meny books
tions,
some

art,

and

of religious

offered for
grains

blography,

everyday

Unfortunately

"The

or sermon-illustra-

in the

abundence

fhile
of

they have been used so often by

they betray

‘cut and dried!

life.

Lit-

are not to be commended.

of wheat say be found

that

neture,

As Dr. Fry says:

anecdotes

sale,

cheff they contain,
othors

literature,

the fact

that

thoy are of the

sort." 80

:

It 1s due to these Books of Illustrations to a
great extent thet "en illustration originally fresh end
attractive

becomes

threadbare

Wandering Jew of the Pulpit,

and hackneyed,
and travels

the very

the

ceaseless

round of e thousend sermons from January to December,
never

seasonable,

and

yet anparently

always

illustrations

found

The few good
Illustrations

must be carefully gone

before they can be used.
60.
61,

over

in seeson."
in some

Books

of

by the preacher

Yor an illustration to: be effective

"Elemontary Homiletics"® — Dr. Fry pe. 162 |
"he Waking of the Sermon" - Pettison p. 265

-§81-

and beautiful

it must

must be really his.

e

be personel

to the

It must have the

speaker,

=

It

personal quality.

If the lllustretions ere not carefully reworked by the
péstor
with

so as to become

the rest

edjunctives

of his

and not

Dr.

his very ow,

sermon, they
haxuonious

Pattison
One

|

they will not fit

will

in

be disharnonious

perts.

says:

original

illustration

your oun mind by 4a walk in the country,

suggested

to

or by the reading

of a volume of pvetry, or by & round of pastoral calls,
is worth a whole encyclopedia of borrowed materiel."

Dr. John Watson
satire

on Handbooks

(Ian iiaclaren)

hes the following

of Illustration:

"It is seid that there ere ingenious books
which contain extracts —

d¢very faulliar.as a rule —

on

every religious subject, so that the minister, having
finished his sermon on faith or hope, nas only to take

down this pepper-castor and flavor his somewhat bare
sentences

with literature.

If tnis

ignominious

tale

be founded on fecg, and be not & scandal of the enemy,
then the Protestant Church
INDEX EXPURGATORIOUS? and its

% also %e-have its
centrel euthorities insert

therein books which it is inexpedicat for ministers to
possess.

In this

class

should

be included

"The

Garlend

of

Quotations" and "The Reservoir of Illustretions," end it
might be well if the chiof of this important department
Should also give notice at fixed times thet such and such
anecdotes, having been worn threedbere, are now withdrew
fro: circulation.
The cost of this office would be cheer-

fully defreyed by the laity." 65

So we issue a strong warning
. these books,

62.

"Haking

ageinst the use of

Although at first they may be properly used

as furnishing

suggestions

of the Sermon"

and giving hints
— Dr.

1

Pattison.

to the
p.

205

64

young

63. "Cure of Souls" — Dr. Jom Watson (Ian Mecleren) p. 50

, “as

=f2—

preecher
often

they hud best

the

illustrations

they are not
to him,

be evoided,

because

only too

they give ere heckneyed

the preacher's

om;

they do not

,

end trite;

cone neturel

and they will lecd to kad hebits,
"They will

cncourage

your

crective

imegination

its natural inertness and thus do it no saall injury."

in

64

A person wlll become in the habit of relying upon
thea and will not

be able

oned to use ready nade
to bring himself

to break the habit.

illustrations,

to trust

his om

Become

he will not

imaginetion

accust—-

be able

end make

illustrations of his owm which will be far better and far
nore fitting.
15
We have heard

Your Own Imaginetion
that

illustrations

;They need not have actually happened.
fectly proper

thet

some

be

supplied

may bs fictfeus.

It is therefore,
from

per-

our ovn imaginetion,

"Illustrations HAY BE INVENTED i.e. they may
be supposed or imégined,
‘hile ectuel occurrences taken
from history or the nexs
waich are imagined ney be
is seen in the fables of
and pre-cuinently in the

of the day ere nore striking, cases
useful in illustreting truth.
This
Aesop, Bunyen's Pilgrim's PrOgressy
parebles of our Lord."
5

One of the nost effective

illustrations

heerd was one told by e pastor in Detroit.

I heve ever

It was the story

of a hoy whoBe wild lite drove his mother to the grave,
the

evening

of the funerel

the father

pleaded

iith the

64, "The Ministry to the Congregation" —-Kern, pe2l6.

65.

"Elementary Homiletics" — Fry.

pe 165

On
boy

|

not

to yo to tice saloon

to. stay at hoac.

Goor,

The

thet

father

evening.

The

boy refused

tirew hinsclf

down before

the

saying that if the hoy went to the saloon it would

be over his deed body.
killed his father

seloon,

The boy thon kicked and beet and

in order

to open the door

“And so," said the pastor,

we go to hell,

and go to the

"it is with us,

it will be over the dead body of Christ,

who hes given himself

for us end who is calling

us and

doing everything for us that we aight he saved."
belLleve that

the

I don't

story of the boy really heppened.

not believe

that

ineginative

story very plainly and

such e boy could

be foun.

in not heeding His

the work of Christ.

call,

and the

fe should be careful,

I do

But this

effectively

out God's concern for us; our wickedness,
“lessness

If

brought

cruelty, heart—
greatness

though,

of

in

making up illustrations

that "the creations of the imagina-

tion

86:

confora

fictitious

to nature"

We

should never

tell

storics as though they were true facta.

G6.
Miamial
of Preaching" - Fisk

p. 262

these

VI

NOW CaN GE BRCUME

®o know that

ADEP"

there

es,ecielly

skilfnl

in

at present

have

trouble

we acquire

this

abilitys

AT USING

ILLUSTRATIONS

are certein

their use

preachers

of illustrations.

forming

and using

Can we become

who are
If re

illustraticns,

skilful

cen

in our use

of illustrations,
The answer
which we can b,
In his

careful

"Lectures

of Rtibon,

is, yes,

we cane

study and

cn Preaching"

This

diligent

Dr.

is an ability
practice

Boyd-Carpenter,

accuire.
Bishop

says?

"Imsgination, no less than reason, is God's
gift. It is the power by waich dulness or baldness is
avoided. Now imeginetion is lacking in some mens it is
exuberant in others. If a wan has no gift of imagination,

he is just the man to cultivate it. If he says that he has
not a particle

of imagination,

nothing to cultivate,

I venture

and that

therefore

there

is

to disbelieve his. He has

only to recall his infant days, his delight in giant story
or fairy tele, or his own day dream_ng, and he will find
that there is some germof imagination in hi::. But should he
fail, and find no interest in poetry, or parable, or
romence, or allegory, or in the arts that shed a beauty

upon life, he had beter abandon all thought of standing
up to spesk in pulpit or on pletform." i
Kern

asks whether

we must

not

regard

the art

of finding illustrations, the ability to see with one's
om eyes to what uutwerd things the kingdom
be compared,

as a "gift

of genius,

uncommon

of heaven may
and unacquirable"

— Hoyt

p.

241.

—

dh 1a

in "The Work of Preiching"

:

t

Guoted

'

1.

if this be true,

ea

"I have only to say that,

ees

and answers?

alist ear access

Dr.

-85-

you may safely act on the assumption that you are one of
the geniuses. The vw y to find metaghors, and all other
kinds of illustration is to koep locking for them, and to

velcome any that ccme unsought.

It can be done by us all.

There is = wmiversal ‘genius! for resemblances.
necdedin additicn is thet higher gift of genius
infinite capacity for taking pains,'"

Dr.
tions,

Hoyt,

referring

to the ebility

“hat
‘the

is

of using

iliustra-

says’

"This pcwer cen be gained by every
consecrated spirit. Men differ here as elsewhere. But
every man who is called to preach at ell has the capacity
of leying hold upon the innermost truth, grasping it firmly,
and holding it up embodied to the mind."
:

Dp. Willian 4. Taylor,

who wes very skilful in

his use of illustrations says of himself:
"If I
is no faculty whic:
culture than that of
my ministry it was a
But

may speak from my own experience, there
is more suscestible of development b;
discovering snelogics. When I commenced
rare thing with me to use an illustration"

then he

in everything"

"began

and the power

to lock

for

spiritual

enalorics

which he unconscl:usly had

;

served hiz freely,
Henry Yard

Beecher

seys

"I can say for your

cf himself:
encouragement

thet,

while illustrations are es naturel tome as breathing, I
use fifty now to one in ‘he earlier years of my ministry.
For the first six or sighty yezrs, perhass, they rere

coliaratively

few and far avart.

But I develo.ed a tendency

that was latent in me, end educated myself in tha’ respect;
and that, too, by study and practice, by hard thought, and
by & great many trials, both with the pen and extemporancously

by myself, when I was w lking here and there. Whatever I
have gained g that direction is largely the result of
educetione"
How can we develope
Several

suggestions

2. "The Ministry

the ability tolse illustrations,

may be givens

to the

Congregation"

5. "The York of Pre:ching" p. 256

p.

225

;

4, "The Ministry to the Congregation — Kern. p. 225
5.

"Yale Lectures

on Preaching"

p.

175

é
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1.

Become Acquainted

We ought,

fith The Sources

first of ell,

the

sources of illustration.

come

thoroughly acqueinted

to beccme acqueinted with

This

means

that ve should

with the Scripture

vast abundance of illustrative materiel,
History,

phies,

both enciont

of Illustretion

and modern.

te

We

end their

should

should

be=

study

study blogra-

We should becoue acquainted with Soionce, Art, end

the wonders of Nature.
study

current events.

We should reed the newspapers and
We should get

out among

our people,

be dilfigent in meking sick visits end misslonary calls.
The better acquainted we are with these
tration,
when

sources of illus-

the easier it will be for us to find illustrations

we need them.
Augtin Phelps

states:

"For olegant illustration in the pulpit a
preacher

should have no favorites.

history,

biography,

Cultivate

acqueintence with the mechenic srts,
the liberel

= liberal

the natural

professions,

sciences,

the grades,

the fine arts, mythology, fiction, civil, and social life,
Be at home wherever you cen lead the interest of your
hearers

for new enelogies.

Then

to varieties

of

seculer

knowledge, add commend of biblical illustrations." §
Henry Werd- Beecher

told the students

to whon he

was locturing:

"You ought to know about the women's spinningwheel,
ought

about the weaver's loom and every part of it.
to know about

and feelings.

the

gerdener's

thoughts,

You ought to know whet

is done in the bern,

in the cellar, in the vineyard, end everywhere,
to know and understand a naturelist's eee

finds a new flower or a new buy, —
like

a heaven

of heavens

You

his ambitions

that

to the apocalyptic

You ought
when he

sy is almost
John}

You must

study mon, women, and children, their weaknesses and their

strong

sides,"

7

6, "Englieh Style in Public Discourse” - Austin Phelps
7. “Yale Lectures on Preaching" — Henry Ward Beecher

yp, 514
yp. 171,172

. |
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2, Cultivete the Power of Seeing.
Dr.

Hoyt

sayss

"The

chicf

4s to cultivate

thing

in getting

the pover of secing.

illustrations

The seeing eye deter—

mines the vision.
‘What « dreary prospect you have here,
tir, Ruskin! Nothing but a flet country cnd waste water! —
"Do you think so?' seid the great prose poet.
‘When I

look out, T elwgys
that we wish." °

see the sky!

It is the power of vision
:

This means that we must do rhat Dr. Kern seys:
"Look upon nature, end especially upon human
life, with a sympathetic eye.
Look into them with love and
imsgination.
Learn to teke s hint.
Leexrn to ask, What is

this lixe in the spiritual sphere?" 2
If we are

trations,
blences

continuelly

we shell bo sure to find them.
to

spirtusl

truths

things we read, hear,
us,

es it was

says:

on the look-out

in the things

end see

with Henry Werd

for illus-

To see resez.
about

us,

in the

will soon become a habit with
Beecher,

"Ywhen Henry Yiard Beecher

of whom Joseph Parker

spent come weeks in my houss,

I ves struck with his constent use of the word

'is like!, It

sounded as a guotetion from the New Testement,

'The Kingdon

of heaven is like unto,'
5.
Whenover
observation we

Then

Write Bown

in our reading

come upon

use as an illustration
it dow.

20
The
or

somsthing

it,

we

You Find

study or in our déily
which

et some later

when xe went

Tllustretions

time

shell

we might
we ought
heve

it.

be able

to

to write
Never

trust

8. "The Work of Preaching” ~ Dr. Hoyt
p. 255
9. "The Winistry to the Congregation" — Dr. Kern
pe 225
10."The Sermon, Its Construction and Delivery" < Dr, Burrell

j
pe

227

-

Ve

your

memory.

you knowing

It will often
thet

somewhere

ca

disevpcint

you-and

leave

you came upon something

which.

vould perfectly illustrete tie uutter you intend to discusé, tut which you can not now use becsuse you can not
accurately romember it.
PLiBinsProoks

kept several notebooks filled with

suggestions for t1lustretions,

In his LIFE /ND LETTERS

we find the following excerpts from his notebook,
the wenner

in which he kept record

showing

of the illustretions

he

founds

"There are days which seen to be made up of
spring end sutum, which heve the hope of one and the despeir
of the other.
Our tine is like such « dey."
"'The mosalc

work,

whose

pieces

being long

they

cén cut the mess et various points end find the seme figure
or face less
expression,
it shall
stronger

than 4 quarter in size, but keeping the
So perheps in verious ages of history.

|

same

"t4s the one test of = well-tied knot is that
be so tied that the wore strein is put upon it the
it holds,

"tis when you fling your vindow up on the crowded
strect

it seems as if the noises

:
make

the

then

began.

-"(The way in witch cach speaker in a play must
situstion ready for the player

who

is to follow hin,

prepere fox his speech or action.
"Like

the

begging for nuts," 12

bear

in his disgraceful

i

11."Life and Letters" — Phil}p sBrooks Pe 557-367
e

humiliation

.

Probably Philips Brooks never used ell of this
material,

but he hed it if he should

at any time heve to

use it.
Insteed
notebook,

of writing

we could,

dom

end this

the illustrations

is probahly

in a

« better way,

welte them on index cerds end file them alphabetically or
put the

Lllustrations

in alphabetically

in the forms

errenged

of clippings

envelopes,

each

or excerpts

illustration

being carefully indexed in & special card index, which deaks
only with illustrations.

The illustration

cen then be in=

dexed wmder various heads.
4.

Listen

The common

cretely.

to the Speech

men speaks

of Common

concretely.

Men,

He thinks

con—-

He understands much better when concrete truth is

pleced before him,
Conereea terms,

When he speeks to others,ke

speaks in

His sneoch.is full of pictures.

examples end instances

constently.

tions.

He

gives

He uses many illustra:

It will help

tho preecher

e grest

deal

in develop—

ing his ability to speak concretely and picturesquely to
listen

to the

sreech

listen to two men

of the

sperking

comnon working
to each other

men,

about

Let hin
their

works

Let him pay close attention es two wonen speak together in
the

corner Eocene

pressions.

store,

Let him note

Their use of examples

their

and pictures.

concrete ex=
This will

help Mm in using the same kind of language, and similar
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illustrations

when

spesking

to these people

from the

pulpit.
5.
_

Study the Way Other Preachers

It will help us a great

to read the sermons

deal

of preachors

Use

in using

who

tre

Tlustrations,
illustrations

especially noted

for their’ skill in the use of illuetration with the distinct
view of noting
phors,

snd

tiogis.

all tho

similies

illustretions,

thoy use.

Mark

211 the

symbols,

or copy their

meta-

illustra-

Read their sermons severel times and each time you

will probably find more illustrations.

This study of the lllustrations of. others will show
us the proper way of forming and using illustrations,

and will

eid in developing for ourselves the ability to illustretes°
6
Spurgeon
make

Practice
suggests

illustrations

deteraine

eking
that

we close the

to stey there

dozen illustretions.~*

until

Illustrations

if we desire
door

we have

of our
mide

to learn
studies

to

and

at leest half a

He assures us thet after we have

been shut in for two or three hours and dinner time epproaches,
the speed with which we meke illustretions
He suggests

fields,

ulso

thet

or into the garden,

we go for

will increase,

a walle over the

or in the woods,

and see how many

illustrations we cen form from whet we see on the way.

Te

should also look in at a shop window and see how many illustrations we can form from what we see there.

We also should

stop and hear what people are saying, and find out whether or
12.

"The Art of Dilustretion"

-- Spurgeon

P1229 —

not we cen

use what we hear as illustretion,

Another good idea
&@ list

of subjects

fora for thea,
Lllustrutions
The
our ability

and

is to drew up for ourselves

see hor neny illustretions

or teke & list of objects end see how asuy
we cen draw from

tine end

effort

them.

wnich

st using Lllustrations

timo well

spent for ourselves

will find

thet writing

much sealer,

we can

we spend
in this

and for

end preeching

in developing
vey,

will

our hearers,
sermons

be
We

will become

for illustretinon:ill appser nuch more eesily

and our hearers will be eble to understand us such hetter
and our

sermons

will

be for then auch

more

Inpressive

end

much uore casily renenbered.
7.

Teach

It 1s not easy
thelr

attention

to teech

we nust

children.

come down

In order

to their

to

level

and
a

keep

Children,

crete and not in the abstract.
’ in trying to teach them.

Te heve to illustrate often

&s Spurgeon

said:

"I do not know € better way of schooling your
ow mind to the usa of illustrations then frequently to take
& cless

in the Sunday-schoo!l,

scholars es often 2s you can;

or to give

because,

eddresses

to the

if you do not illus—

trate there, you will heve your lesson or your address
illustrated for you very strikingly.
You will find thet

the children will do it by their genersl worry and in-

attention, or by their talk and play." 15
Sourgeon
Lencess

tells

us this
se

story from his

own

exper=

"I used to have e class of boys when I was
a Sunday school. teacher, and if I was ever a little dull,

Is. "Art of Illustrotion” — Spurgeon p. 127

i

They ere interested in the con=
a

speck pleinly and cleerly.

ad bo te

on the forms on which
intinetion to me that

or an anecdote;

twisting round

they set.
That was a very plain
I must give them an illustration

and I learned to tell stories partly by

ing obliged to tell them,
One boy whom I hed in the
class used to ssy to me, 'This is very dull, teacher;
cen't you pitch us a yarn?’ Of course he was a naughty

boy, and you may suppose thet he went to the bed when
he grew up, though I am not at all sure that he did,
but I used to try and pitch him the yarn when

it in order to get hi s attention sgein,”
So teaching
end

so help us become

16. Ibid

p. 128

children
ecept

will force

at using

16

he wanted

us to illustrate

illustrations.

wn

they began to make wheels of themselves,
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it

LUD

ee
i eet

ILLUSTRATIONS

|

HOW GREAT PREACHERS USED

«

Vit

CERIST

Christ

vhot was in
ihe neecs

spake

is the Ucdel

gan"

uf wen,

(John 2, 25) end
Great crowds

like thie mame"

_ Cow

Prouchor

Trou heaven,

of sll

tines.

ie

"new

adea;ted bls precechiny te

wont ont

Ys Roor

Him.

"Hever

wan

(John 7, 36.) His pessuge ile brorght

fils sorcs

wore

spoken

with Givin

insight

ane omniseionce.

"Tho
Uiten

Ho sroke unt.

uttercd,

them In parables,

"clothing

(Mark 12, 57)
the truths

lie
i
i

in cuch 1. ving forms of beauty as to attract and

cuptivete
f.ue

coupon people heosd Hin glaciy."

of

the sultitude:,."

the

s28 Geip,

grandest

and

that oven o child

are of

such a neture:

future reficction.

m& theso

deepest

but the wercs

sinple

+

parables

trutis

of

in which they are
can uncerstund

that

thoy

Spurgecn

ko devicted

Chrlstionity.

presented

them,

wili long

ana

The tyuens

ure

ths

.

so

parables

bo r-wewbered

for

says:

"Gur Lord's ‘parables were as si:ple ace tales
for children und as naturaliy beautiful a. be lilies wiich
spréng uc in the val.eys
where he tought the people. He
bcrrowed no legend frow the Tulouc, nor tairy tale from Porsia,
neither fetoned he his ecblezs friw beyond the sca; but ke

Guelt anong his oun peovle,

und talked of cowxcn things in

howely style, as naver wan Spoke bolcro,
observant wen cliouid spask, iis parables

ana his surroundings,

anc yet as any
were like nigseif

und were nover strained,

pod.ntde, or urtitiolal,"

©

lie used Ligurces a great ceai.
tha Mound

there are at least

really wordepicturce.
buchol,
scorpion.

In ajencdng

rust,

iigitt, cancls,

ravens, beim,

of Himself

ie"Zanual of Preaching” — Fiske

Zo"art of Tliustration"

In the Servon on

fifty-six uctaphors, wiich are

iie speaks of salt,

trvesure, woth,

ftiuntastic,

p. 25 ae

ant

His

bresd, fish,
work ite excluiseds

pe 287
é

i)

goa

AN ie
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"I am the Good Shephord;" (Jon 10, 14); "I am the Light
of the Wcrlds"

(John &, 5); "I uo the.Bread of life;"

(John 6, 35); "I em the Toor;" (John 1G, 7); "I am the
Resurrection and the Life;"
the Truth, and the Life;"
(John 15,

1)

ccwwon

and

He tock His

instances

and sounds

9E am the tru. Vine".
<

knew their joys

pleasures.

"I aw ths iiay,

(John 14, 6}5

He was one of the
them,

(John li, 26);

"comzon people."

scrrows,

their daily

from

and of the world

the

about

with

prcblens

lliustraticns. mainly from

of evory—day life,

of niture

He mingled

and

the h

o:dinary
Him,

scenes

He used

the picture of a hon guthering her chickens under her wing,
the wine skins of the vintner,

the patching

children playing in the rarket plice,

of clothes,

a sower scwing in his

ideld, a vowen sweeping her house to finc a coin «hich was
lost,

a shepherd

secking

hig lost

sheep,

th:

beh vior of

guests at a weaasney & sparrox falling to the gr-und. Ncthing
waz: too trivial for tim.

In all these ccmson instances of

daily life Ho sav ilustruticns

of heavenly truth.

He used th news of his doy for the puryvose of
Ailustraticn,

Thus it was

tragedy of the Galileans

their sacrifices"

that he tock advantage
"wiese

blocd

Filate

of the

had wingled

with

(Luke 15, 2) and the fall of the tower of

“pilloan (Luke 155:4) to teach a less.n on punishment, There
are some schclirs ho believe th-t
by Jesus were actual hap, enings,

other

parubles tola

such as the stcry of the
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Good

Samaritan

berns

anc

then

pany years,

end

of the men who guthered

said,

"Soul,

plenty in his

thou hast much gocds

take thine ease, eat, drink,

laic up for

and be merry,"

(luke 12, 19.)
He tock many of his illustrations
harponed
sticks

about

in the

Him,

tie believe

women's

ccurt

t.

two lnrge

in the Temple

at the Feast of Tabernecles
of the world."

tht

frep thet which

were

when Jesus seid,

candle

being lighted

"I aw the Light

(John 8, 12) tie know that "He called to Him

@ little child and set hizm in the midst of them end said,
Verily

I say unta you,

Except ye be converted,

end bec ne

as little children, ye shali not ent-r into the kingdop of

heaven."
your

(Natt. 18, 2.4) Another time he saics

eyes,

anc lock on the fields,

that

"Lift pp

they are white

already

unto harvest." (John 4, 55) when He saics: "Behold the fowls
of the air:

for they saw not,

nelthor co they r-ar,

nor

gether into barns, and yet your h evenly Fether feedeth
them,"

(Matt. 6, 26.) we e2n easily imgine that birds were

flying

in the wir above Him

is easy also to imagine
lilies

of the field,

_ they spin,"
lilies
piucked

(Matt.

growing

or fexcing

quictly nexrby.

thst when He said:

how they gro;

"Consider the

they toil not,

noither

6, 28) He muy have been p.iniing

neurb;

or He may

have

It

stocrced

do

to scme

down end

a iily or two.
Vie shou.d notice

the wonder.ul circctness

force which Christ hus in the
tthich of these

tires,

ap licaticn

thinkest

of Wis

thou, poved

and

illustrations.

neightcr

unto

hin that fell among
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th: rcbbors?

And -he said,

morey on hip, And Jesus seid unto him,

likewise." (Luke 10, 36.57)

He

that

showed

Go, and do thou

"So is he that laycth up treacure

for himself, and is not rich toward. God."

(Luke 12,

21)

"and I say unto you, Make -to yourselves ‘friends by means of
the mammon of unrighteousness;

that, when it shxll fail,

th-y muy receive you inio the eternal tabernacles."

(Luke

16, Se)
The preacher who would be skilful in the use of
illustraticns

should carefully study the illustrations

our Lord, noting
are,

how

how natural,

fitting,

clearly they bring out

simple,

lis message

of

anc clear they

and

impress

upen the minds and heurts of those that hear or read them.

it

~

TT TT ii, hy

a
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PAUL

’ Poul

was the great missionary and preacher of

the first Christian century.

He traveled throughout

the

Kediterranean world, preaching end texciing, esteblishing
new ccngregaticus and visiting those which he had established.
His
in Lystra,

c.ecches

in Anticch in Pisidia,

in Jerusulem,

Agrippa a:e given us

before

the people,

«elso

and Festus,

in the Buck of Acts,

great oratcrical ability.
dictuied end wich

Felix

His epistles,

were meant to be
show

his ability

in Athens,
and befcre

They show his

~

muny of which were

read

aloud end

at persuading

heard by

and. convincing

—
<I

people

of tie truth which he is presenting.

‘They avs full

of illustraticns.s-He makes frequent use of his cin ex_eriences.

He

several tines refers to hiwself as a blasphemer und persecutor
* of the Church of God,

to his conversion,

tc his labors

for

the Gospel, :nd to the troubles which He suffered for Christ.
He docs this always in é very hupble spirit and always for
the Goszel's

sakes

His iliustraticns:

are

often very short, consisting

—

of only 2 word or phrase, But they ave noverthcloss very
expressive are ‘very. beautiful, liany of them have been tcken

over into Christian pro ching

and are heard again end egein

from the pulpit. The following wild.

‘8 am debtor
(Rem.

1; 14.)

serve as exappless

both to the Grecks and to the Barbarians.’

.
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Wart
ccnficent thet thou thyself art 2 guide
of the blind,a light of them which ere h ad: rimess, an

instructor of the foclish, a <excher of b.bos."

(Ron. 2, 18.1¢)

"Their throat is am open se,ulchre;
ti.ngues

they hive used

their lips."

deceit;

the poison

(Rom. 5, 13)

with their

of asps is under

“ie are buried with Him by baptism into de.th;
that like as Christ was reised up frcm the dexd by the glory
of the Father, even so wo also should walk in newness of life."
(Rom.

Gy

4)

)

"Our old wan is crucificd with Him." {Icn.
"Tf we huve been

planted

together

in the

likeness of His death, we shall be also in the likeness

his resurrection."
the sume luwp

Gihcnor."

(Rom. 6, 6.)

of

"Hath not
the potter power over the clay,of
to mak: cno vessel unto honor, and another unto

(Row. 2, 21)

"for if the first fruit be hcly, the lump is
also holy; and if the root be holy, so ae the branches, ond
if scwe of the branches be broken off, and thou, being a wild
olive tree, wert greffed in awong them, and with them
partakest of the root and fitness of the olive tree: beast not
against the branches. Put if thou boast, thou bezrest not
the root, but the root thee.
Thou wilt sey then, The brinches

were brcken off, that I might be greffed in." (Rom. 11, 16-19)
"is we have peny wembers

all mewbers have not the same offices
one body in Christ,

(Row, 12, 4.5)

and every

in one body,

and

so we, being winy » cre-

one members

one of another."

Nie preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a
stumblingblock, end unto the Greeks foolishness; but unto
them which are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power
of God, and the wisd.m of God." (1 Cor. 1, 25.24)
"I heve fed you with wilk,

1 Cor. 3, 2.)

:

and not with meat."

.

"T have plented, Apollos watered; but God
gave the increase."
"Ye

(1 Cor.
sre God's

3, 6)
husbendry,

yo

are God's building.

According to the grace of God «hich is given unto ma, as a
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wise ma:terbuilder,
buildeth thereon.

I have laid the founcation,
For other

fcundaticn

and another

can no man lay thon

thit is laid, which is Jesus Ch ist. Now if any wan build
upon this foundation gola, silver, precious stcnes, wood,
hay,

stubble;

every wan'’s work

shall

be

wade maniiest:

for

the day shall declare 1t, because it shall be revealed by
fire;
it

and

is,"

the first
(2 Cor.

in Christ,

3»

shall

try every man's

work of what

sort

9§-L3)

"Though you have ten thousand
yet heve y:: not wany futhers: for

I have begotten you through the gospel."

instructors
in Christ Jesus

(1 Cor. <, 15)

"Know ye not that a little leaven leavensth
the whole lump? Purge out therefore the old leaven, thet
ye way be a new lump,

as ye are unleavened.

our passcver is sacrificed
for
the feast, not with old leavon,
malice and wickedness; but with
sincerity and truth." (1 Cor. 5,

For

even Christ

us: Therefore let uz keep
neiiher with the lcuven of
the unleavened ‘bread of
7.8.)

“iho goeth a warfare any tipe at his ow charges?
who plenieth « vineyard, end eateth not of the fruit thereof?

or who fecdeth a flock, end exteth not of the milk of the
flock?" (1 Cor. M 7)
it a egret

wre we have scun unto you spiritual things, is
thing, if we shall r.ap your c.inel things."

(1 Cor. 9, 11)

"Know

ye not thet

they which run in a race

run all, but one receiveth the prize."

(1 Cor.

9, 4)

"As the body is onc, and huth many members, and
all the wepbers of th t one body, being meny, are one bedy: .
so

also

ic

Christ."

(i Core 12;

12)

"When I was a child, I spake as a child, I
understood as a child, I thcught as a child, but when I
bec me a wan, I put away childish things. For now we see
through a gless, diurkiy; but then fuce to face: now I know

in party but then aholl I know even as also I cm knoin.”
(1 Cor. 13, 11. 12)
"Even

things

without

life giving

scund,

whother ;ipe or harp, except they give distincti:n in theshovulnds, how shall

it be: know

“hat

is pipca

for if the trumpet give an uncert<in sous
hinself to th» battle.” (1 Cor. 14,8

or harped,

who shall prepare

a=LUL=

"Thit which scweat is not quickcned, excest it
dies and that which thou sovest thou scwest not that body
that sliall be, but bare grain, it may chance of uheut, or
of siwe other grain." (1 Cor. 15, 56.57)
"Zhe law

Christ." (Gal. 3, 24)

was our

schoolmaster

to bring us unto

“ihotsoever a wan soweth thet shell he also
reaph. For he that soveth to his flesh shell of tho flesh
reap corruptions but hs that soweth to the Spirit shill of

the Spirit reid life

"Ho is our peace,
the piddie tel!

hath bri Sra
(Eph.

2 9

everlasting."

(Gzl. 6, 7.8.)

who hath made beth one and
of pertiti n between us."

1é

"Put on the whole armour of God, th.t ye msy
be able to stond against the wiles of the devil." (Eph. 6, 12).
It would
through sll

the

pay the

evistics

student

of St.

Faul and

illustreti.ns which Ste Pavl uses,
thet
St.

he will be able
foul very

tc use wany

cfiectively

in his

of illusiratiins
coy

to go

out all

The student wil.

find

of the iliustritions
ovn

preaching,

the

of
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GREGORY OF NYSSA
Gregory of Nyssa (555-895), a brotuer of Basil
the Great, was likewise

known for his

speaking

ability.

The following illustretions are taken from his sermon
"On The

Baptism of Christ." a:

He specks of his relation to his people es that

of » sheperd to his sheep.
"For

I confess

that

I feel

« shepherd's

affections, and I wish, chen I em set upon this
tower, to see the flock gathered round about the
foots and when it so happens to me, I am filled
wonderful earnestness and work with pleasure at
sermon,

as the
He

shepherds

seys that

do at their

rustic

on that Sundsy,

watch .
mountain's
with
ny

strains."

which

was the

Festival of Eplphjuny on shich the Eastern Church commen<
orsted

especially

the Baptism

of Christ,

it would

be fitting

for nim.to speak of Beptisn,

"Therefore let us leave the other matters of
the Scriptures for other occasions, and abide by the topic
set before us, offering, es far as we may, the gifts that are
proper end-fitting for the foast:
for each festival demands
its ow treatment.
So we welcome a merriege. with wedding
songs; for mourning we bring the due offering with funeral

strains; in times of business we spesk serlously, at times
of festivity we relex the concentration end strain of our
minds; but each tine we keep free fron at scurhance mee things

that are alienf to its characters"

He illustrates his point that we should not despise
sion

because

common water

is used,

saying:

i
"Despiee not, therefore, the Divine laver,
nor think lightly of it, as a common thing, on account of
the use of water.

‘
"Fathers

For the power

that operates

is mighty.

of Christ" (The Nicene and Post-Nicene
Second Series

(1895)-pp. 518-524

eiited

by Schaff and Yiave Bol.V
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Wonderful are the things that ere wrought thereby.
this holy alter, too, by walch I stand, is stone,

For

it its nature, nowise different from the other slabs of
stone that build our houses and sdorn our pavements; but
seeing that it was consecrated to the service of God, and
recoived the benediction, it is & holy table, an eltar
wideriled, no longer touched by the hands of all, but of
the priests alone, snd that with reverence,

"And so, there are meny things, which if you
consider you will see thet their sppearence is contemptible,
but the things they accomplish are mighty:
and this is es—
pecially the case when you collect from the enclent history
instances cognate and sinilar to the subject of our inquiry,

The rod of Moses was 4 hazel wand.
common rood thet

every hand

to what use it chooses,

And what is that,

cuts end

carries,

but

end fashions

end casts as it vill into the fire?

But when God vas pleased to accomplish by thet rod those
wonders, Lofty, end passing the power of language to express, the wood res chenged into a serpent.
And again, at

another time, he smote the weters, end now mede the water
blood, now mede to issue forth e countless brood of frogs;
and again he divided the

sea,

scyered

to its depths

without

flowing together again. - Likewlse the mentle of one of the
prophets, though it was but a goat's skin, made Elisha re=
nowned

in the whole

world.

And

the wood

of the Cross

is of

saving efficacy for all men, though it is, as I am informed,
& piece of a poor tree, less valueble than most trees are,
so & bramble bush showed to Moses the manifestetion of the —
presence of God:
so tho remeins of Elisha reised a dead man
to life; so clay gave sight to him that was blind from the
womb,
And all these things, though they were matter without

soul or sense,

were nade the meens for the performance of

the groat marvels wrought by them, wien they received
bower of Gad.
:
sae
We ought not to doubt
we can not understand it,

difficulty,

the porer of Baptism

the

because

"and if anyone enswers me egain by raising a
with his questions and doubts, continually asking

and inquiring how water cond the sacramental act that is performed therein

regenerate,

I wost

justly reply to him,

"Show

me the mode of that generation which 1s after the fleshy end
I will explein.to you the power of regeneration in the soul,"
You will sayperhaps, by way of giving
account of the matter,
fTt is the cause of the seed which makes the man,* Learn then
from us in return,

that hallowed

water

clesnses and illuminates

the man.” jand if-you again:object to.me your "How?" I shall
more vehenently cry in answer, "How does the fluid and formless
substence become

& man?"

and

so the argument

as it advanced
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will be exercised on everything through all creation,
How does heeven exist? how earth? how every single thing?
For everywhere men's reasoning, perplexed in the ettempt
at discovery, falls back upon this syllable "how", as
thoce rho cannot welk fell beck upon e seat.

We ere beptized into tho n#e of all three Persons
of the Holy Trinity.

We recelve

one end

the

seme grace from

then.
"As, however, examples clways
ment more vivid to the hearers, I propose to
mind of the blaszhemers by en illustration,
meens of an eerthly and lowly ratters, those

render an ergueinstruct the
explaining, by
matters tihich

are groat, and invisible to the senses.
If it befel thee
to ba enduring the misfortune of captivity among enenies,
to be in bondage end in aisery, to be groening for that
ancient freedom waich thou once hadbt — and if all at

, once turetmen, who were notable men end citizens in the
country of thy tyrannical masters, set thee free from the
constraint

that ley upon. thee,

giving

thy ransom

equally

end dividing the charges of the money in equal shares enong
themselves,

wouldst

thou not then,

meeting

look upon three alike as benefactors,
the rensom

to tnea in equel

shares,

with this

fevour,

end make repayment of

as the

trouble

end cost:

on thy behalf was common to then ell — if, that is, thou

wert
see,

a fair judge of the benefit done
so fer as illustretion goes, for

to thee?
This we may
our eim at present

is not to render a strict account of the Faith."
Hoe ‘{Llustrates

the

sanctifying,

regenereting

power

‘of Beptism this way:
:
"For the darkness
bleck disappeers as whiteness is
man elso disappears wnen adorned
Thou seest how Zaccheus also by

the publican,
had unjustly
the treasure
poor whom he
publican, of

meking fourfold restitution to those whom he
damaged, end the rest he divided with the poor=
which he had before got by 111 means from the
oppressed.
The Evengelist Metthew, senother
the seme business with Zacchueus, at once after

his call chenged his life

@ persecutor,

is dispelled by light,end
spreed over it, so tae old
with the work of righteousness,
the change of his life slew

as if it had

been a mask.

Paul

wes

but efter the grace bestowed on him an Apostle,

i
;7
.;
:

es
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beering the weight of his fetters for Christ's sake,

as an

act of amends end repentence for those unjust bonds which
he once received from the Lew, and bore for use against the
Gospel.
Such ought you to be in your regeneration:
so
ought you to blot out your habits that tend to sin; so

ought the sons of God to have their conversation:
after

the grace

bestowed

we sre

Sin has no longer

called His

any power

for

children,"

over us,

It is dead,

"Now L£ we have been conformed to His death,
sin henceforth

In us is

surely

s corpse,

pierced

through

the

jevolin of Beptisn, es that fornicator was thrust rhough by
the zealous Phinehss.
Flee therefore from us, ill-omened

one{
for it is & corpse thou seekest to despoil, one long
@go joined to thee, one who long since lost his senses for
pleasures.
A corpse is not enamoured of bodies, a corpse is
not captivated by wealth, 2 corpse slenders not, a corpse

lies not,

snatches not at whet is not its ow,

reviles

not those yho encounter it.
My way of living is regulated
for snother life:
I have learnt to despise the things that
in the world, to pass by the things of earth, to hasten to

the things of heaven,
the world

even as Paul expressly testifies,

is crucified. to him,

and he to the world,®

that

are
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ST,

CHRYSOSTOH

St. Carysostom,
be "after

the Apostles,

the "golden-nouthed"
thc most fasous

history of Christicnity." zi
has never had
whether
His

4 superior

Brocdus

"end

he hag hed an equal

ectual

career

preacher

most of these huving
others.

John

A.

|

be gravely doubted

in the history
lested

of preaching."

only eighteen

During this time he preached almost daily.
the civilized world.

in the

seys thet Chrysostom

it may

us a preacics

is said to

é

years.

His fame filled

He has left about one thousand sermons,
come down to us through reports of

Broédus

says:

“His style often wearles us by excessive
minute and long-drava descriptions, multiplied

copiousness,

comparisons, and plled.up imagery.
Gut we must renember
that tuis did not look to excited throngs as it does to us,
Under such clrcunstences « certain rhetorical exaggeration
end exuberance seems natural, as a gtatue placed hihg upon

a plller must be above life-size."

ny
4

"Chrysostom épprocchis in exuberance of fancy,
in multiplication of ineges sud illustrations, and in cur=
Loualy

varied repstltious,
Edwin Charles

to 4 Gothic

Dargen

writes of

cathedral,”
St.

,

Chrysostom:

"The nameless oratoricaul instinct - the way
to say here and now tue thing that ougnt to be said, the
acute readiness to turn the nep of the moment to account =-

this was his.
end fitness

Command of lenguage,weelth of material,
of illustration,

powers — these, too, were
knowledge of the Bible and
_Gpplying the teachings of
the splendid auc aany of

confessed.” 5

fine

iméginative

his,
Add
of humen
one to the
a live and

to all
nature
needs
mighty

T. "Great Sermons of the Wore 2.

5.
4.

ee

abundance

and descriptive

this a wonderful
und of the artof
of the other, and
preacher stends

Re 57

"History of Preaching" p. 77

ibid Pe
ibid

5. Bec

p.

77
7

of Preaching" Vol.

I

pe. 95

aatiitatatt
taba ht

ee

SS

=
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In the Prolegomsne to the works of Chrysostom
Philip

Scheff

seys:

"Ha ves not free from the defects of the
degenerate rhetoric of his age, especielly a flowery
exuberance of style and fulsome extrevegence in eulogy
of decd nartyrs and living men.
But the defects are over—
borne by the virtues:
the fulness of Scrinture knowledge,
the intense cernestness, the fruitfulness of illustration
and enplication, the variation of topics, the command of

lenguege,

the elegance and rhythnic flow of his Greek style,

the dranetic vivecity, the suickness end ingenuity of his
turns, end the megnetisn of sympathy rith his hearers, He

knew hor to draw in the eaciest manner spiritual nourishment

and lessons of practics1 wisdom from the Word of God, end to
imaké it a divine voice of rarning end comfort to every hearer."

As we study Chrysostoms tro*hoailies on John 1, 11—
"He came unto His om,
note the following

end His

facts

om

concerning

recotved Him not"
Chrysostom's

2

we

use of

illustrations:

We
illustretes

see thet he uses
the

they see God's

Scripture

statements thet
care

bestowed

people

a great

deal.

sre "injured"

upon others

by referring

He
when
to

the persble (Mett. 20, 14) of the men rho worked in the
vineyerd fron early morning to late night and received no
more wages
also

than

those

by referring

Caeserea

them."

who

worked

to the Jews

he "went wito

only e short

who rebuked

men uncircumcised,

time,

Peter

And

because

at

and did eat with

(Act 11,3)

end Post-Nicone Fathers" edited by Philips Scheff,
6,"Nicene
:
7.'

ibid

Vol. XIV

5
pps

Vol,

52-57

IX
:

pe 22

©
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He uses

the

story cf tae five foolish virgins

and

the story of the nen cest out of the bencuet haLland punished
to illustrate
cereful

as well

as prove

the

ststexent that

we must be

lest we are rejected.

He refers to many of the conditions of his day as
illustretions

of the

truth he ls Bropoundinge

God's love end desire for our free
tion

of slevery.

domestic,

"He will

servents,

with the condi—

have no unvilling,

but c11 of their cm

to Him for their service.

service

He cotraste

no forced

will end choice,

Wen,

and grateful

£s needing the ministry of

keep mary in thet stete even eseinst their will,

by the lew of ormership,

but God being without wents,

and

" not standing in need of anything of ours, but doing all
only for our selvation,

mekes us absolute in this matter,

end therefore leys neither force nor compulsion on any of
those

who ere uniilling."
Yc upholds

punishes

the

goodncss

cf God,

even

though

God

sin by reforring to tha levgivers of his day and the

attitude taken towards them,
many and crewais
feel no sversicn

"Now lewgivers also eppoint

poneltics egeinst offenders,
to them for this;

we

even honor

on eccount of the puni shaente they have onacted,

and yet we
them the more

and because

though not neoding & single thing thet we have, and often not
knowing who they should be that should enjoy the help afforded
by their

written laws, they still took care for the good

ordering

of our lives,

rewarding those who live virtuously, and

——
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checking by punishments the intemperate,
‘mar thé repose of others.
men,

and those who would

And if we admire and love these

ought we not much more to marvel et end love God on

account

of His

so great

care.

For the difference

their ond His forethought athe:
He portrays
kindness
of his

the

greatness

of the Lord's

loving

of the kings

day.

docs not

deign

woo is framed of the same clay with

to enroll

among the royal

host his fellow

sorverts,

who share the same nature with himself,

character

often

slaves,

between

us is infinite,®

by contrasting it with the attitude

"A king,
us,

=. ‘eres

ere better

than he,

if they

end in

chance to be

but the Only-Begotten Son of God did not disdain

to reckon emongf the company of His children both publicans,
sorcerers, ind sleves, ney, mer of less repute end greater
poverty than these, maimed in body, end suffering from ten
thousand i11,"
sais

He takes some of his illustrations from the field
of nature end from that which he deily sees all about hin,
as the followings
"As the element

of fire,

when

it meets

with ore

from the mine, straightway of earth meskes it gold, even so and
much more Baptisu makes those who are washed to be of gold
’ instead of clay, the Spirit at that time falling like fire

into our souls, burning up the ‘image of. the earthly! (1 Cor.
15, 49), and producing ‘the image of the heavenly', fresh
coined,

bright snd glittering,

as.from the furnace-mould."

He uses simil7Zes end metaphors in a very skillful
way,

thereby adding richly to the content of his sermon,

He

introduces his text by saying "Come then, let us ley up in
your souls, «5 in a safe treasury,

the Lord's money, and un-

fold, as fer as the grace of the ‘Spirit may afford us power,

we

7

=wate

i
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the words this day set before us." =— ile speaks of the
blesaing
ledge

which

the

of Christ

children

end His

of Isreel had

way,

“hile

in their know

they of the Gentiles,

who hed enjoyed none of these things, sho ned never heard
of the orecles of Gody aot, es one may sey, so much es in a
dretn,

but every renging among the febles of madmen,

(for

heethen philosophy is this,) having ever in their hands
the
and

alllinesses
nolther

of their

poets,

in doctrines nor

thing 00d or sound."

nélled

to stocks

in conversation

and

stones,

possessing

any-

"These men's unbelief has been the

cause of their misfortunes,

end their haughtiness

was parent

of their unbelief," —— "Wickedness is blind, and cannot
reedlly perceive
fore

stung

confidence,
tuenselves

anything

by the prospect.

that

it ought."

of having

others

they thrust 4 sword against
out from

how he has emptied

the loving-kindness
their pride

swelling insolence,"

——

to share

themselves,
of God."

and relexed

“A wise san has said,

beginning of sin' (Ecclus, 10, 15):

"Belng

their

=

therethe

same

end cast
"See

highly

‘Pride is the

that is, its root, its

source, its mother." — the transitory nature of the things
which seem bright in the world,
grass,

and more

fading

differing in nothing from

than the flowers of

In his book on St. Gurysoston

spring,"

(p.426 sq) Stephens
;

charecterizes Chrystostom's sermons:
"A poem of exposition

which unfolded

in-lucid

-lll-

order, passage by passage, the meaning of the book in
hand; a rapid trensition from clear exposition, or keen
logical

argument,

appeal,

to Zervid

exhortation,

or indignant denunciation;

or pathetic

the versatile

ease

with which ho would lay hold of any little incident of
the moment, such as.the lighting of the lamps-in the
church, and use it to illustrate his discourse; the
mixture

of plain

tender effection,
the hoarts

and

common

sense,

simple

consciences

of his

hearers —

ere not only generel characteristics
ere usually

boldness,

sud

with which he would strike home to

to be found menifested

all these

of the man,

more

or less

but
in the

compass of eech discourse."
We found
treating
cident

in this

in the two homilics

chapter., except

though,

in Chryscstom's

where he refers

which

we are

for the use of an

of the moment for the purpose

We find thet

$5.56,

thon

in-

of illustration.
homily on John

5,

to the coolness of the morning in

which they were assembled as contrast to the mid-day heat
in which the women of Samaria listened to the Sevior at
the well near Sycher.

8. Quoted in "The Nicene and Post Niccne Fathers" edited
by Schaff Vol. IX p. 25
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St.

Te

énd

present

dircct
—

¢lso

address

using

in

cuestion end answers,

digressien,

greet

classes

feniliar

of persons

ond ncoteble freedom"

so mech for greces of style as for

cepth of natter. and power of effect.

pithy

the use of

tc particuler

in generel

He cered not

instruct,

yaaa

yernone which were "full

He'desls much in drenatic

in epoutrophe,;

phrases,

<a

sUGUSTInE

St. dugustine preached
of power",

5

To convince,

persuade,

ond win his auditors wes his supreme concern,

end telling
Ir.

E.

suyings

B. Pusey

ha 1s justly

fenous."

in the preface

to St.

For

e
Augustin's

Sernone cn Selected Lessons of the New Testament in Philip
Scheff's
hes

edition

this to

other

of "The Nicene

say to St.

and Post-—Ticene Fathers"

Augustine

:

te sermons of St. Augustin, besides their
excellencles, furnisha beautiful picture of perhaps

the deepest and most powerful mind of the Western Church
adepting Lltcself to the little ones of Christ.
In thex he
who has furnLched

the

zould

for

all

minds for fourtesn hundred FOErBs

the

zost thoughtful

is seen forming vith

loving tenderness ths babec in Christ.
Vory touching is
the child-like simp?icity;, with rhich he gradually leads

thon through rhat to thea rere difficulties, watching ell

the while whether he uede himself clear +o thenf, keeping
up their

ettention,

pleased

et thelr

understanding,

ing their opprobetion, snd lceding then cre
some prectical result.”
St. Augustine

secures this

dread=

from himself to

"child<like

simplicity".

end emazing force and clearness by his very skillful use of

of Preaching" - Broadus p, 83
I. "iistory
2, "History of Preaching" — Dergan

Vol,

I

p. 108
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illustrations.
to the level

In his

illustrations

of his listeners

and

shows

or working of his abstract theyuh
He begins
the world

with

of someono

his

& men

else.

sermon

who

Ho

he comes

right

them the

in roe

on Hatt.

and

effect

life.

66,19 oe

is in trouble

dom

compering

seeks

the

cid

says:

"Every men who is in eny trouhle,

end his om

resources fail him, looks out for some prudent person fron
whom he may take counsel, &nd so now what to do.
Let us
suppose then the whole world to be as lt were one single
man.
He seeks to escape evil, yet is slow in doing good;
énd us in this way tribuletions thicken, and his own resources fail, whom can he find more prudent to receive
counsel from than Christ?
By all means, et least, let hin

find a better,

and do what he will.

But if he cannot find

& better, let him come to Him, wnom he may find
let him consult, and take advice from Him, keep
commandment, escape the great evil."

How clear,
man in trouble

self-evident,

seeks

should do likewise.
Let the world
the yorking

counsel
There

go to Christ

from

is no

impressive this is.
someone
better

for help.

of a principle

everywhere:
the good

else.

The

counselor

St.

in daily life;

world

then Christ.

Augustine
end

A

has show

concludes

thet

in like monner this principle should be employed in the higher
reali of spirituality.
the principle
so everyone

in ordinary life;

should

validity when

Everyone

understend

applied

in the

understends
everyone

the

realizes

this principle

working

of

its validity;

end recognize

its

spiritual reali.

» “The Nicene and Post-liicene Fathers"

edited by Philip Scheff
Vol.

VI

pp.

290-294
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4 little later St. Augustine refors to this
Lllustration

next

point

again.

He

uses

that es a man

ures without

a reason,

"See
represented

it

men,

as one men,

give

is foolish

so ére

then this

to

who

force

that

&il people
thet

to

gethers
who

treas—

do this.

is the whole

is without

his

humen race

resource

in his ovn

case, end hath lost counsel end wendered out of the wey of
& sound mind:

‘'Yeapeth

up treasure,

und knoveth

hot for

whom he doth yather it.! ihet is more med, what more unhepppy."
In much the similar menner he clarifies the principles
"That

is not

duretion

in the netter

is shobt"

of tribuletion

by giving

greet,

en illustretion

which in

of tne

working

of this principle in the ordinery life of his hearers:
"Whosoever

thou

ert that

art

thinking

of

tomorrow, thou dost not recall the remembrance of yesterday.
When the day efter. to-morrow comes, this to-morrow élzo will

be yesterday."
Then

.

he makes

shows its relation

his application

to the tneme

of the

so disquicted

to escape temporel tribulations woich pass,
ought they to take

which abide and endure without
To

show that people

end

of his discourse:

"But now if wen ere

what thought

principle

|

that

they

sith enxiety

or rather fly over,

may escape

those

who

treasures

end?"
ere foolish

gather

for this earth which soon will pess awey, St. Augustine uses
this illustration of the working of the seme principle in
ordinary lifes

3
Pia
Par

ties siete Sorcha
AFR Se

eS erat iit

e

oo rk

A
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a
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"Let experience form him whom words will
not reform.
One cannot rise up now, one cannot go out,
but all together with one voice ére crying, ‘Woe to us,
the world is fulling.'
If it be falling, why dost thou

not reuove?
house
didst

If an architect were to tell thee,

that thy

would soon fail, wouldest thou not remove before thou
indulge in thy vain lamentations? The Builder of

the world telloth thee the world will
thou not believe
Since

this

"lay up treesures
truth

St.

soon fall,

end wilt

it?"
world

will

pass

in heaven."

Augustine

twey,

& person

To illustrate

should

this further

sayss

"Let them hear, and having at last by experience
found what to fear, let them do that which will give them no
cause of foar, let them transport their goods to heaven,
Taou puttest wheat in the low ground; end they friend comes,
who knows the nature of the corn snd the land, énd instructs

thy unskillfulmess,

end says to thee,

'Thou hast put the corn in the flat
the soil is noist; it will all rot,

labour,

Thou answerest,

‘What hes thou done?!
soll, in the lower lend;
cnd thou wilt lose thy

Whet then must I do?

Nemove it,

he seys, into the higher ground.
Dost thou then give esr to
a friond who gives thee counsel about thy corn, end despisest
thou God who gives thee counsel about thine heart!
‘Thou

fearest to put thy corn in the low earth,
lose

thy heart

in the

earth.

Behold

and wilt thou

the Lord

He giveth thee counsel touching thine heert,
thy treesure

is,

there

will thy heart

saith do, thine heart to heaven,

thy God when

saith, There

be elso,

Lift

up,

thet it rot not in the

earth."

It will be well to peuse
- thet this illustration,
impressive

because

day when farming

taken from

here for a moment
common

of the acqueintence

on low and higher

land.

life,

end remark

was perticulerly

of the people
We should

of tuat
notice

too

the skillful wey in which St. Augustine blends his illustrations

end the manner in which he drives hose the lesson at the end in
the form of.the application,
to overtop his thought.
in thenselves.

He does not allow his illustrations

They serve the truth and are not an end

oiienaas

.

>

MISE cy et

To

show that

is in need St.
working

ey ger

we

oe

should

SU

me

do good

a

to everyone

Augustine gives thls illustretion

of a principle

a

that

of the

in daily life:

"It is not in thisd cése, 6s with those
friends wio ure wont to upbraid in e wey one enother with
thelr kindnesses; as, 'I did this for thee,!' end the other
énswers, ‘snd I this for thee,'! thet He wishes us to do Hin
sous good office, because He has first done such en office
for us."
Instead
up his ergument,

of presenting
Augustine

a dull

often

series

stops,

of fect

as it were,

gages in & direct argument with his heerers..
the arguments
tions

their

which

doubts

they might
and

disolves

use

then;

qnwers
snd

thens

in this

argument takes on the form of en illustration.
is illustrated
Tne following

by this

lnagined

is an example
"Lo,

conversation

and en-

He brings up

NZ weve

and

in building

he mon-

wey his

His erguuent
with

his

audience.

of this.

thou art getting, thou

art

dlsquicted,

not fruitlessly indeed, still in vain.
‘'How', thou wilt
ekk, ‘enI cisquieted In vain? I sm filling ny coffers,
my walls will scarce hold what I get, how then am I disquieted in vain? '
‘Thou art heaping
doest not know or whom thou gatherest

know,

I pray thee tell me.

up treasure, end
it.
‘Or if thou

I will listen to thee.

dost

For

whom is it?
If thou ert not disuuieted in vain, tell ne,
for whom thou art heaping up thy treasure?
‘For nyself,!

thou sayest.
Dost thou dare sey so, whom must so soon die?
'¥or my children,' Dost thou dare say this of them who must
soon die also.
If it 1s for thyself, way dost thou gether,
seeing thou leavest all when thou dicst.
This is the case
élso with thy children; they will succeed thee, but not to

abide long.

I say nothing about wheat sort of children they

may be whether haply debauchery yd not waste what covetousness
hast amassed.
So enother by dissouteness squenders what thou
by much toil hast gathered together.
Sut I pass over this,
It mey be they will be good children, they will not be dis-

solute, they will not dissipate wnat thou hast heaped together.

Then will

thy children

be equally

vain

with

thyself,

if thoy do so, if in this they imitate thee their father,
I wouldsay to them what I said just now

say to thy son, to him for whom thou art

to thee.

I would

saving I would

say,

-

;
i

i
’
;
:
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'Thou ert heaping

up treasure,

and knowst.not

for

whom

thou

dost gather it." For as thou knewest not, so ‘neither doth
he know.
If the vanity hath continued in him heth the truth
lost

its power

with respect

In this way the
by the gathering
by this

truth

of riches

illustretion

that

& person

who

is troubled

is disgquieted in vain

of two people

In the quotation

given

"debauchery may not waste
We find thet St.

to hin."

what

Augustine

ebove,

over

frecuently,

in accordance

with the

this sermon:

"Thou seest now how truly spake the Truth,

how vainly vanity is disquieted."
not

cease

its ravages;

maliciousness
St.

does not
Augustine

also

to

So we read

dnd egein:

avarice doen
cease

day.

words

hath amassed."

personification

of his

the matter.

we noted these

covetousness

uses

custom

talking

is proved

not

swear

uses

cease

"Plunder does
to defraud;

falsely."

metaphors

4 great

end has some fine illustrations from their use:
were madey, it is true,

by the hands

of sin we were cast forth
sey no more

upon deys

of Truth,
of venitye"

on thisy. lest I call to mind

wound of past sufferings"..
right counsel

in

deal

"Ve
tut

because
"I will

and re-open

the

"See then uhat the Foundetion of

saith, the Fountain from whose streams is no

poison, fill from it whet thou mayest."

"VWhet are the poor to

whom we give, but our carriers, by whom we convey our goods

from earth to heaven?"

;

We may in connection with, metaphors mention the

following similYes:

"See, thou art laying up treesurs, gains

flow into thee ftom every quarter,
tains;

flow."

and thy money runs like foun-"

everywhere where want presseth,

there doth abundance

(personification) Finelly, see hin disquiet, see it, end

|
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MARTIN

LUTHER

Dr. ierh in his "L ectures on the History of
Preaching"

says

of Luthers

"Preaching was the center and
by preaching’ he moved Germany anc then

powers

spring of his
Europe, till

he shook the Papal. throne. Melanfthon was a scholar and

theologian, Celv/in was a theologian and en exegete, Cranmer
was a religious statesmen; Luther was great jn
respects, but still greater as a prescher."
Iather had one main message
people,

and

that was

justificaticn

all

to deliver

by faith

alone

those
to the
He once

ssid:

"When I was young and especially before I
was acquainted
with theology; I dealt largely in allegories,
and tropes, and a ventity of idle craft; but now I have let

all that slip, and my best craft is to give the Scripture
with itp

plein meening;

for

the

plein meaing

is lecrning

and

life,"

Luther

made

plainly and forcefully,
Dr.

Kerth} points

it one

of his primary aims

to speck

to cxll white white, and black black.

outs

"Zyther chose the simplest end most teliing
words, he seized and sought out figur s drawn from hings that
could be secn and felt, he employed parebles and proverbs,

he frequently took one of AEsop's fables and put a Christian
weaning into its; in short, he used every mcans to make people
listen end comprehend and feel,
trick or sensaticnalism."
The following

without

illustrations

four sermons on 1 Cor, 15, 55-57.
preached

in the years 1544-1545.
-

Le

pe

2.

ibid.

Se

4.

He begins the

149

ibid

Found

first

condescending
ave

to

taken frow Luther's

All four sermons were
‘

sermon with

a conversation

‘s
Pe

Pe

Ls2

162

in "Die Kanzclberedsarkeit

Luther's"

409

— Jonas

pi.

588-
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betixeen a fazwor

and

"Fubrmam

Hans Plriem":

"Ein Bauer geht auf dem Acker, hzt sein Tuch
aw Halse, darinne traegt er fiaizen, Roggen, Gersten, und
greiit getrost wit der liand in den Samen, wirft um sich und
besaet den Acker, Hinter ihm her folget ein Knzbe, der
fuehret die Zgge unc scharret den camen, der gesacet ist,

Zu, Gass er mit der Erde wohl bedeckt werde.

Solchen Sawen

wollen wir entgegensetzen einem groben Toclpel und unver—
staendigen Herren, der doch trefflich klug sein will und

whol Gott i» Himmel reformiren und meistern derf; wie man
ven dem Fuhrmenn Hens Piriem saget, dass er im Paradiese
alles habe wollen ueberkluegeln unc weistern, Derselbe Hans
Pfriem sichet den Bauer wit dem Tuche und den Kneben wit der
Egge, sahet an und spricht: Licber iiamn, was machst du da?
Bist du auch klug? Du wirfst das gute Getreide in die Erge,

hast du daheiw nicht Kinder,
koennen?

Warum

verderbst

Gesinde und Vich, die essen

du denn das gute Korn

und wirfst es in dic Erden?
Genucge,

sender

so schaendlich

Und hast darzu daran nicht

ein andererx folget dir nach,

cer

zutritt

and zutepmet alles wit den Pferden unc scherret alles zu
pit der Eggeng was gehet dich an, dass cu ces fcine Getreide
so jaewmerlich uwbringest, dass es niewmand zu Nutze koemmt?
Waere der Bauer ungeduldig und kurz angebunden (wie man
solcher viel findet, die da hoiss sein vor der Stirn und

nichts leiden koennen), so sollte er wohl suffahren und

weinen Hans Pfiriep grocblich abicisen und sagen:
Tas hast
du Narr pit wir zu schaffen, gehe du deines iieges, lass mich
gufrieden, sollte auch wohl einen Erdenkloss nelimen und
solchen ileister Klucgel damit

gruessen,

dass

er auf dem

Tmecken leege und die Augen verkehrete, wie ein Ochse, den
wan jetst schlagen will, Aber der vernucnftige Bauer thut
das nicht,

scndern

sprichts

verstehest jutzt nicht,
halb Jahr

oder viertel

Lieber,

schielg

was ich machc,
Jahr

wieder,

stille,

cu

komm aber uecber cin

so will

ich dir alsdim

zeigen, was ich jetat gemacht h:bo, Denn auf die Zeit wird
ein jeglich Korn, so ich jetzt in dic Erde werfe unc cace,
einen Halm mit einer dicken, vollen Aehre bringen; alsdeann
werge ich fuer den Sawen, so jitat in dio Erden geworfen
und sugescharret wird, zehnfeeltig, ja wohl swanzig-, und
Gdreissigfaeltig wiedernehemen. Und dazu wird wir curch

Gottes

iierk dicnen, die liebe Sonne und der Regen,

Korn auf dew Acker aufgehe,

sich Hans ririew und spricht:

grucne unc wachse.

dass das

Daider

£1, das ist nichts,

setst

das éu

fuergicbst; ich sche wéder Heals, noch dchren, sondern sehe,
dass du das uchoene Korn in den Dreck wirfst unc es zuscharrest;
wie sollte daraus etwas werden?. Sel du zufrieden, spricht

dex Bauer, also will ich's haben, dass das Korn in dic Erden
geworfen und

zugescharret

verderbe und wekommc,
bringe.

werde;

nicht

Gass

es in der Eden

scnder dass sich's bewurzle und Frucht

Darum bitte ich auch Gott,

wenn das

Korn gesacet

ist, dass er. Regon, Sonne und ‘etier yobe, dass es -zuerst
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in der Evden eich werde und verweses; durnech, wenn cich's
nun beiurzolt hat, aus der Erden wicder heriucr breclie,

wachse unc

Frucht trage. Also Hans Pfriem une grober Narr,

spricht St. Paulus, bisi du auch, wenn du fragst, wie werden
dic Todten auferstehen?"
:
A little

later he says:

"wie denn aus einem Waizenkorn nichts anders

waechst als ein iialzenhalw, und aus einem Gerstenkorn nichts
anderes

als ein Gerstenhalm;

aber viel

schooner und herrlicher

wird dicser Leib nach seiner Art sein, scheerfere Augen haben,
die durch einen Berg sehen, und leise Chren haben, dic von
einem Ende der Welt bis zum aniern hoeren koennen. Sollte
dies

Gott nicht koemmen,

der ja vermug,

dass das gesaecte

Korn so schoen und herrlich hervorkommt,
es sichet, seine Luet duron hat?"
He

gives

anoth-r

dass jedermamn,

der

illustrations

"iias geschieht in unsern Haeusern?
iioher
kommen Huehner, Enien, Gaense?
Kopmen sis nicht cus tccten
Dingen? Eine iiotrone uipmt Eler, dieselben legt sie unter

einc Heme, Ente, Gans. Koemmt Hans Piriem unc: spricht:
Was nimwst du fuer, du nacrrisches iielb, dass du cic lienne,

. Gans ucber die Eier

setzest?

Sie werden

dir

die Sier

zutreten

und zubrechen; ist viel liever die ELer mit deinen Kindern,
das ist dir viel besser, dem dass du sie zutreten unc
gubrechen laessest. Nein, spricht dic Matrona, less vich
gufrieden, ich will sie nicht essen; qu bist ein Nerr und

welssest nicht, was ich wuche3; ucber viezchn Tage, ucbereinen Mond, ucber sechs viochen, will ich dir Gie Schalen

von den Eiern zeigen und gollen dafucr in
junge Huchlein, Eaten, ‘Junge Gaenseleins
ein Ei von den
Elern, so ich Jetzt. unter
ein ganz Schock Bier legen. Solches sehen

Erfahrung,

dass es geschieht:

dem Neste sitzen
ai soll mir denn
dio Henne lege,
wir in cer

In den Fasten sind es Hier,

un Ostern sinc es junge Gaense, dieselben
Jahr wieder Eler,*
i
;

In his third sermon on versos

legen ueber

cin

51. to 53 iuther

speaks of the "Last Trumpet of God.” lie describes the ccming
of Judgment

Day:
"Denn

so wird

es

zugehon

——

man

wird nicht

auf cew Ruhebettlein den Geist aufgeben, scncern wenn du
wirst sitzen ucber'm Ticch und essen, stehen ueber's Kasten
und die Thaler zehlon, iw Bette lic;en und schlafen,
an
bld in
springen,
unu
sein
Tanze
aw
saufen,
und
sitzen
Zecho
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einem, Mugenblick wirst cu verwondelt werden, das ist, todt
und wieder lebendig
Juigment

sein.“
Day will

cowe-in

a moments:

"Momentum, ictus oculi era
ein dugenblick,
wonn sich cas Auge auf— und suthutj .dié
chet. schnell und
behence zu, Daher spricht men: Denner v~ “Bites denn che
wan ein Auge auf— unc zuthut, so ist d=r Blivt “asehehen. So
wird's auch om juengsten Tage schnell und behende zugehen;

wie der Blits daier fachret. Und solches wird geschehen,
sagt er, cur Zeit der letzten Possune.*
Iuther tells use
"Dreierlei

erzaahlet

er,

letzten Zukunft mit sich haben wird: das
Stiwwe

des Erzengels

und die Posaune

so Christus

Gottes.

Und redet nich

der iielse, wie es zu Felde in der Schlact zugchet.
Felégeschrei Keleuswa heisst,

wen

in seiner

Feldgeschrei, die
Denn

sich die Kroigslente

ip

Herrn unter einandor vermuhnen und antreiben, ritterlich
su streiten: Hinzu, hinzu, hinzul. Dran, dren, Gran! Posaunen
sind die Drommeten, so in der Heerschlacht gebraucht werden."
Hs proceeds to describe more
place in tho arpys

takes

"Eo, gebt's

su zu

Felde

Wenn man die Schlacht ansaehet und die
so blaoset; zen die Posaunen
Trompel und gehet daher die

pulay, they

sak it

in der Heerschluct;

Feinie angreifet,

oder Drommeten, sachluegt cle
Taratantara, wan macht cin

Feldgeschrei: Hor, her, her, her? JUer Oberst-Liecutenant
oder Haupiwem, dem der Kriogsvolk, cic Feinde ritterlich
enzugreifens Huc, hue, hue, huef Und das Kriogsvolk
schreiet zu: Frisch an sie, frisch an oer frisch an sief
s
schlag todt, schlug todt, schleg tedt! Daher koemmt's, wenn
ein Theil gesonnen hat, so spricht wan: der andere Theil ist
kleines

Lauts geworden.

iienn die Tuerken

an die

Schlecht

gehen, so ist ihre Losun: und das ganze Heer, schrelcts
Allch, Allah Allahu, wahometh Regil Allsh§ Es ist kein Gott,
denn Gott, Kahometh ist Gottest Knecht.
Also thaten die
Griechen auch im Streit, hatten ihre Losung und Geschrei,
ihre

Posaunen unc
Luther

Drompeten."
apylies

this to the

Day of: Judgment:

Upuf dieselbe Gricchische tanicr redet hier
St. Faulus unc sprichts: 4m juengeten Tage, wenn Christus
vow Himmel herab kommen wird, wird ein Feldgeschrel werdens

" Hue, Ime, lmeJ

es sed nun der

Der grosse Engel wird die Tromel schiagees

Engel

Gabriel

oder

ein anderer

Engel.

2
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Gebriel

ist dic hoechste

Kacht unter den

Mngeln,

der hocchste

Heerfushrer im Himmel,

der das Schivert fuehret,

der des

Keisers

der des Kalsers

iacht hat

Marschall

ist,

grovsste

zu Felde; wie der Nase mitbringet, Gabriel, Gottes Kraft,
Gottes Hacht, Venn er scine Gewalt will usben, so schlaegt
er alles todt, was suf Erden lebet. Solcher Erszengel oder
auserlesencr Engel vor andern Fngeln, der Gottes idacht ist,
der wird die Heertrcmsel schlagen und seine Stinmme hooren
lassen, und Cott wird seine Pogaune blesen. Es wird aber
nicht ein solch schwach Feldgeschrei ecix, togh soiche
geringe

Stimms,

such nicht

solche Posaune

von Messing

oder

Kupfer gewacht, wie auf Erden, oder von Silber, wie die
Posaunen liosis waren, sender es wird sein ein stark,
kracftig,

himmlisch und

goettlich Feldgeschrei,

Stimme und

Posaune,"
He pictures

the

Trumpet

of God

in this

ways

"Christus, als ein dlensch, rccet leidlich und
seine Stimme ist freunclich und leidlich. Aber Gottes
Stimne,

in seiner Hajcstaet,

ist

cine ancere

Drommete; die schlaegt ein Haus in
dass eitel Staub herausfachrcet, und
Bouw auf einzelne Stueckleins wenn
koenmt es in einow fugenblick; was

Posaune und

einem Augenblick derniecder,
zerschmettert einen
es cahcr kirret, so
es trifft, dus liegt

gurnieder."

So this is the wey it will be at the tine

of the

Lord's final ecwings

"Gott wird soine Fcsaune und Taratantera
bDlasen, wird seine Trommel schlagen, dasa es in der ivft
wit aller Uacht deher kirren wird. Dann wird das Feldgeschrei
geschchen, und werden nicht allein cic Engel, soridern auch
die Kreaturen sempt ilmon 2uschrelien: Huc, huc, mec!f frisch
an sic, frisch an sic! Herr, die Feinde hxben deinen Newen
lunge genug gelacstert, heben genug Goiner Heiligen Blut
vergossen; es ist Zeit, cass du-dich an ihnen raochest, und
sle. gerichtet werden. Dran, dran, dran! schlag todt, schlag
todt! Alsdonn wird liimvel und Erden in einen Haufen fallen

git grossew Krachen, dic Elemente werden vor Hitze schmelzen,
die Erde und die iierke, die drinmnen sind, werden verbremen."

|;
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JEREMY TAYLOR
Jereay Taylor is noted for the wealth of his
in

gery. He is often called the"poet preacher"

e

Today,

we would consider his style too ornemented and ovor—done,
but his

style

his day.
énd not

Dr.
being

to reeta

fitted

in with

South

ridiculed

sccustoucd

style

writings

regarded

considered

Taylor's

to his

such of Taylor's
Coleridge

whet was

poetic
it

inagory

is hard

without

him zs one of

proper

for

severly
& person

becoming
the

in

weary.

S

four great

wzeters of English during the first helf of the 17th century,
the others
Kleiser

boeing Shekespeere,

gives

fenciful,

him

Bacon,

"the first place

énd Milton.

anong

*

Grenville

the learned,

witty,

ornete and devotionel proge writers of his tines”
From his sermon on Christ's Advent to Judgment,

Cor.

5,10)

(2

we take the following images and illustretions:

"How shall we dare to behold that
brought salvation to us, and we turned awey end
with death, end kissed defornity end sins."

holy face thet
fell in love

"The joy 1s so great

over end wets

that

it runs

the fair brows end beauteous looks of cherubim and seraphimy
end all the

engels

"Whose
and impious feet."

have

a part

of thet

banquet."

love we have trampled under our profene
2

"All the rere stresms of loving kindness issuing
out of paradise and refreshing all our fields with a moisture
more fruitful than the floods of Nilus, still there ere mingled
some storms and violences, some fearful instences of the divine
justice."

BR. “Lectures on the History of Preaching"— Broadus,
2. Ibid 5. Ibid p. 202
;
4.

"History

of Preaching"

5. "World's Great Sermons"

— Dargan

Vol.

II

Vol.

II

p. 50

p.

153

p.202
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“iihen Judgment

ay

shall

ride‘in

triumph,

i,

end

mercy shell be the uccuser of the wicked."
"God heth

opened

here His megazines,

end

sent

Ls Holy Son as the groat channel end fountein of it, too."
potion,

"The Wicked are to drink the dregs of thet horrid
count over ll the perticulers of their whole

and

treasure of wrath."
"God linits himself by conditions end covenents,
énd

suffers

Himself

to be overcome

by preyers."

"Ile makes sudden breeches, ond tears soze of us
in pieces,

and of others He breaks their bones or effrights

their hopes and seculer gaieties, end fills their
a
ae and: cypress, énd groens end death."

house

with

"Justice shell have her chain end golden fetters
taken off, then justice shell strike, end morcy shell hold her
hends; she shall strike sore strokes , «nd pity shall not breek
the blow; and God shall account with us by minutes, end for

words,
what

and for thoughts,
is done

amiss;

end then He shell be severe to mark

end thet

justice

shall open the wicked man's treasure,
weigh grains

end

draw & ‘curtain

may reign

entirely,

God

end tell the sums,

and

scruples."

"All things ere laid up safely, énd though
of cobweb over them, end a few fig-Leaves

_ before our sheme, yet God shall draw aweéy the curtain,
forgetfulness

shell

be no more,

because,

with

we

end

« taper in

the hand of God, ell the corners of our nastiness

shall be

discovered,"

’

"en

thou hadst clothed their

soul with Thy

ee and adorned them by Thy graces, we stript then naked
es their shame, and only put on a robe of darkness, end they
thought themselves secure and went dencing to their greve like
a drunkard to a fight, or a fly unto a cundle; end therefore

they thet did pert with us in our fajlts must divide vith us
in our portion

and fearful

interest."

‘
j
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Denes
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ee

"By making shame the instrument of repentance,
he tekes away the sting."
"Makes

that

to be his medicine

would be his death." &

which

otherwise

To depict the severity of God's judgment Jereny
Taylor gives these illustratlons.from Scripture:
"But so we read,

and are commanded to remember,

because they are written for our example that God destroyed at
once fivo cities of the plain, and all the country, end Sodom
end her sisters are set forth for an exemple, suffering the

vengeance of eternal fire,

Fearful it was when God destroyed-

&t once thenty-three thousand for fornication,
minating
thousand

and an exter-

angel in one night killed one hundred end eighty-five
of the Assyrians, and the first-born of all the fan

ilies of Egypt,

end for the sin of Devid in numbering the

people, three score and ten thousand of the people died, and
God sent ten tribes into captivity end eternel oblivion end
indistinction from a common people for their idolatry.
Did
not God strike Koreh ond his company with fire from heaven?
And the eerth opened and swallowed up the congregation of
Abiran?
Did not the anger of God break the nation of the
Jews &11 in pieces with Judgments so greet, that no netion

ever suffered the like,
once it wes done,

that

because non*ever
God in enger

end eight persons only escaped the anery
end yet tais world
He

is the time

sinned so?

destroyed

all

the

And at
rorld,

beptisa of water,

of mercy."

says also:

;
"The Judge will represent ell His
Fathers kindnesses, as Nathan did to Davis, «hen he wes to
make the justice of the divine sentence appear against hin."

The ection of the Lord,
but

someday will punish

sinners,

who is now gracious to us,

is compered

with

that of the

Lybien lion.
3
"For so did the Lyblan lion that was
brought wp under discipline and taught to endure blows, and
eat the meat of order end reguler provision, and to suffer
gentle usages and the familierities of socleties; but once
He breke out into His om wildness, end killed two Romen
boys; but those thet forege in the Lyian mountains tread
down end devour all that they meet or master; end wien they

|
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:

have fasted two days, lay up en cnger great as is their appetite, and bring certein death to :11 thut can be ov=rconie.
God is "Perpetually slow in striking, end His
arrows are unfeathe;ed; and He 1: so long, first in drawing
His sword, «nd another long waile in whettin; it, end yet
longer in lifting His hend to strike, thet before tne blow
cones the man hath repented lonz, unless he be « fool end
impudent; end then God is so gled of en excuss to ley his
anger eside,that certainlyy if after all this, we refuse life
end glory, there is no more to be seid,”
He refers
thus elso

to Historys

"Thus iloses is said to accuse tie Jews; and
He that does accuse, is said to condemn, as Verres

was by Cicero,

and Claudia by Domitius her accuser,

world of impenitent

Christ,

persons

uy the men

of Nineveh,

and the

end all

by

their Judge."
He gives an illustration from Philo\ showing that

God will reveal

the

sins

of the wickeds

"Said Philo upon the place of Deuteronomy before
in quote:
As there ere treasures of good things, end God hes
crowns and septei’s for and
tore: for His saints end servents
and coronets for meytyrs, snd
:oseries for virgins, end vials

full of preyers,
of sighs

and bottles full of tears,

and penltentlal

groans,

and & rogister

so God hath a treasure

of

wrath and fury, of scourges end scorpbns, snd then shell be
produced the shame of lust, and the: melice of envy, and the
groens

of the opprest,

and the persecutions

of the

saints,

the cares of covetousness, end the troubles of ambition,
the iusolencies of traitors, ond the violence of rebels,
the rage of enger,

and the uneasiness offimpetience,

restlessness of unlawful desires;
sters and diseeses

will

and

end

and
a d
the

and by this tine the mon-

be numerous

end intole:eble,

wien

God's heavy hand hall press the sanies end tie Intolerab!eness, the oblijuity and the unreasonableness, and the amsze—
ment and the disorder, the smart and the <orrow, the guilt
and the punishment, out from all our sins, énd nour thea
into one chalice, and mingle them with en infinite wrati, and
make the wicked drink of all the vengeance, and force it
down ‘their unwilling throats with the violence of dev ls end

accurst spirits."

ae

pee e

oben de

ial

be

oe

fai
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-

Another

illustretion

es

:

teken from literature.

%

This

tine from St. Ogpriant
"I remenber St. Cyprian tells of « good men who
in his agony of death saw a fentasa of « noble end engelical

shape, uho frowning and engry, seid to him:
‘Ye cen not endure
sickness, ye are troubled at the evils of the world, aid yet
you are loath to die end to be uit of them; what snall I ds
to you."
He describes
emphasize

the

bese action,

the

confusion

severe

torments

WHT have

sonetimes

of those

of guilty

caught

seen persons

surprised

stamuered,

traltor,

They
their

their eyes aid wander end fix nowhere,

their reason useless,

is dlscomposed, and
“us they used to do,
‘stroke of damnation
you come to observe
~

in ae

:nd taken In the circumstances of crefty theft

_ Shame made them sink into their hollow eye-pits
from the images end ciraunstences of discovery;

ere lost,

sin,

consciences

end secrct injustices, before their excuse was ready.
have changed their color, their speech hatn faltered,

- tongue

in

till

the shole order of their

soul

they neither see, nor feel, nor think
but they are broken into disorder bya
end « lesser stripe of hell; but then if
@ ,ullty and a base ourdera, a condemned

and see him herassed first by en evil conscience,

end then pulled in pieces by the hangmen's hooks, or broken
upon corrows and the wheel, we may then guess ( as well as

we cen in this life) whet the pains of that dey shall be to
accurst

sould."

.

to rotreat
their wits

«a
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JONATHAN

:

:

7%

EDWARDS

Jonathan Edwards was the lesder and defender of
the The Great

awakening

which

Spread

through the colonies.

in the

Hands

"Their foot
field,

shall

slide

Edwards

and made

in due

as rebuke
so great

had to stop several

out

in Northamptom and

His best known

of an Angry God",

Connecticut,

immorality

broke

preached
time."
because

on the
It was

of the

an impression
times

sermon

to ask

is

text,

"Sinners

Deut.

preached
outbreak

that

that

52,55.

at Enof

Jonathan

the people

cry—

iug so loud inftheir distress to be quiet. +
‘The following

illustrations

are

taken

from his

sermons

Nile points out thet
in the text were always exposea to
stands or walks in slippery places
They were always exposed to sudden
he that welks in slippery places in
he can't forsee one moment whether
next."
They are liable to fall of

the people referred to
destruction, "as one that
is always exposed to fall."
unexpected destruction, "as
every moment liable to fall,
he shall stand or fall thethemselves," without being

throm down by the hend of another

"as he that stands or walks

on slippery ground needs nothing but nis own weight
him dom."
Trey will be "as he that stands in such
declining ground on the edge of a pit that he can't
alone, when he is let go he immediately falls and is
God
power
1.
2.

can most

is illustrated

easily

cast wicked

in the following

cca Sa

Ae

rllene
accra

into

nell.

2

God's

ways:

"World Great Sermons" — iiacartney
p.
"Selected Sermons of Jonathan Edwards
Gardiner" pp. 78-97

Fd

men

to throw
slippery
stand
lost."

wt

164
edited

eg

by H. Norman

yg

- Aaya
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"Sometimes an
great deal of difficulty to
means to fortify himself and
the number of his followers.
There is no fortress that is
of God.
Though hand joined

mae

se

4

earthly prince meets with a
subdue a rebel that has found
has made himself strong by
But it is not so with God.
any defence against the power
in hand, and vast multitudes -

of God's enemies combine and associate

themselves,

-

they

are easily broken in pieces; they are as great heaps of
light chaff before the whirlwind; or large quantities of
dry stubble before devouring flames.
We find it easy to
tread on and crush a worm that we see crawling on the earth;
so 'tis easy for us to cut or singe a slender thread dhat
anything hangs by; thus easy is it for God, when he pleases,
to cast his enemies down to hell,
What are we, that we
should think to stand before him at whose rebuke the earth
trembles, and before whom the rocks are thrown down]"
He pictures

tne

impending

judgments:

"The sword of divine justice is every moment
brandished over their heads, and ‘tis nothing but the hand
of arbitrary mercy, and God's mere will, that holds it back."

;

"The wrath of God burns agains t them; their

damnation do not slumber; the pit is prepared; the fire is
made ready; the furnace is now hot, ready to receive them;
the flames do now rage and glow.
The glitiering sword is
whet and held over them, and the pit hath opened her mouth
- under them."
The old serpent is gaping for them; hell opens
its mouth wide to receive thems; and if God should permit it,
they would be hastily swallowed up and host."
He deseries
"The

the

corrupt

corruption

of man's

of the

heart

heart

in this ways

of man is a thing

‘that 4s immoderate and boundless in its fury; and while wicked
men live here, it is like fire pent up by God's restraints,
—
whereas if it were let loose, it would .set on fire the course

of nature;

and as the heart is now a sink of sin,

so, if sin

was not restrained, it would immediately turn the soul
a fiery oven, or a furnace of fire and brimstone."

into

“There is conétant danger of felling into hell.
sUnconvéféed men walk over the pit of hell on
a rotten covering and there are innumerable places in this
covering so weak that they won't bear their weight, and these
places are not seen.
The arrows of death fly unseen at noon
day3 the sharpest sight can't discern them."

ee

He sux

up his

first part

in this ways

"So that thus it is, that natural men are
held in the hand of God over the pit of hell; they heve
deserved the fiery pit, and are already sentenced to it;
and God is dreadfully provoked, his anger is as great
toward them'as to those that are actually suffering the
executions of the fierceness of his wrath in hell, and
they have done nothing in tne least to appease or abate that
enger, neither is God in the least bound by any promise to

hold them up one moments

the devil is waiting for them,

hell

is gaping for them, the flemes gather and flash about them,
and would finally hold on them and swallow them up.
‘The
fire pent up in their own hearts is struggling to break out;
and they have no interest in any iiediator, there are no
means within reach that can be any security to them. . In

short they have no refuge, nothing to take hold of; # all

that preseves them every moment is the mere arbitrary will,
end uncovenanted,

unobliged

He makes

forbearance

of an

incensed

God."

his application:

"That world of misery, tnat lake of burning
brimstone, is extended abroad.
There is tie dreadful pit
of the glowing flames of the wrath of God; there is hell's:
wide gaping mouth opens and you have nothing to stand upon,
nor anything to take hold of.
There is nothing between you
and hell but the air; 'tis only the power and mere pleasare
of God that holds you up."

He describes the wrath of Gods
"The wrath of God is like
are dammed for the present; they increase
rise higher and higher, till an outlet is
the stream is stopped, the more rapid and
when once it is let loose."

greet waters that
more and more, and
given; and the longer
mighty is it course,

*
"If God should only withdraw his hand from
the floodgate, it would immediately fly open, and the fiery
floods of the fierceness and wrath of God would rush forth
within conceivable fury, and would come upon you with om
nipotent power; and if your strength were ten thousand times
greater than it is, yea, ten thousand times greater than the

strength of the stoutest,
nothing

to withstand

sturdiest devil in hell,

or endure

it."

it would be

J

i”

B
"The bow of God's wrath is bent, and the
arrow made ready on the string, and justice bends the arrow
at your heart, and strains the bow, and it is nothing but
the mere pleasure of God, and that on an angry God, without
any promise or obligationat all, that keeps the arrow one
moment from being made drunk with your blood."
He depicts

our perilous

positions

"0 sinner!
consider the fearful danger you
are in.
‘Tis a great furnace of wrath, a wide end bottomless pit, full of the fire of wrath, that you are held over
in the hands of that God whose wrath is provoked and in—
censed as much against you as against many of the damed
in hell.
You hang by a slender thread, with the flames of
divine wrath flashing about it, and ready every moment to
singe it and burn it asunder; and you have no interest in

any Mediator,

and nothing to lay hold of to save yourself,"
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D. FRISDRICH AHLFELD

D. Friedrich Ablfeld ws Pastor
Lelozig
Charles

in the middle
Dargan

says

of the ninoteenth

of St. Kicolai in
century.

avin

;

of him:

*
"As a preacher Ahifeld was remarkably gifted
«ith intuition and liveliness. He had a rich fancy, keen
insight into life anc chorscter, dromntic power, = fino gift
of narrative and description, together with werm feeling snd
a clear and populer style. .These qualities, tozcther with

ne
:

his devout carnestness, wade hiv a powerful and influcniial
preacher of the masses." +
The

following

Jeder Verfolgung

up

Christi

Herrlicher’ fleraus,"

Trinity,

1851,

ure

teken

from his

willen gehn

preached

sermon

seine

on the Fourti:
z

"due

Glxeutigen

Cundey

after

on Acts 5, 16-21.

He begins
"Sie

by illustrating

ist der

Baum

the

aus den

Church in tiis
Senfkorn. :X

say;

waecnst

cinmal iw Stamse, Guss er fester, kerniger unc stacrker verde;
er waechst auch in den Zielgen, dass sle sich weiter aus—
breiten, und imwer mehr Seclen ruhen unter ihrem Schatten.
Beiderlol

Arbeit gehoert
He

sum aechten

Leben

der

Kirche,"

sayss

"Sie vorden schserfer gestrait, cls die, «eiche
reussen stehen3 enn ueker ills, welche unter dew Bekonntniss
Christi sucndigen und nicht erncuert werden zur Busse, wird
ein haerteres
Gericht ergehen, uls usber dic, weiche ohne
Christus suendigen."
:

=

"Ein Dieb,

der bei heller,

scheinender

stiehlt. Ein Christ wird haerter gerichtet,
cae filbdunkel, ais eine ileiae in seimer
i.
&.

Scnne

uird huerter gestraft, ules ocimer, der in her Wucht

"History ot Frsuching"
Vcl. II
Founc in "Bausteine zum Aufbsu
Vol. I pp. 60-70

als cin Jude in
Nacht."

p. 414
der Gesoince"

— snlfeld

.

.

;

~

.
7

——und he gives this illustraticn:
atichlt,

-

©

He describes tho ccmin;; of ;ersecution

in

"Sie sieht horen wic ein Gewltter.
es ferne unc leise, denn n.cher ond lauter.®
His first
he baging

Leten regon"sip

part,

"Vio Christus

komt,

‘his way:

Erst connert

de muss
;

sich

this vays

“Yienn am Morgen

Schlaefer unruhig.

die

Sonne

aufgeht,

werden cie

Der Eine wacht auf, der d4ncere trecunt

vow Tachen. Der Eine freuet sich, cass es Tag ist; der indere
ist verdrucsslich in seiner Traecgicit, caus es ‘schon wieder
. fag isi; viele Biugen und Beeume, cie in her iiecht ihre
eiche und Sleetter sucammengelegt unc geechlefen haben, iiachen
suf

s n

—s=ashe-begine.
uni

bleibet Christus

gekemsen
hinmiische

Lat, die

Then he goes on to say:

das

Senne

wohchafti
cer

Gnadensonne."
"ks regt

¢ Licht,

cas

in die

Gorechtigkeit,

cie

cinzize

"hen
sich,

"Nun ist

he

iielt

Seyss

wie. in cer Fruche

des

lorgens

in Stadt und Dorf, «o eine Thuer nach cer andern aulgeht, vo
men cine Stimme nech dor endern hoert."
He gives

another

illustraticns:

.
"Den Kindern wird cin Christbsum auf cen
Tisch gestellt. Der seusscre Bsup scll ibnen cen Lebensbaum
versin:lichen, dex in die wielt und In inr Herz gepficn2zt ist.

Der Baum wire gesehnucckt wit allerlei Fruechten,

cie Fruechte des Glaubens abbilden, die an dew
sollon. Sie sollen ihnen ein egveiser zu der
Goties in Jesu Christo sein. So gievt es such
Alten noch solche Bellsgen unc Belgeschenke zu
Hauptgabe der xindschsft Gottes."

A little later he says:

welche

Baume wachsen
Freundlichksit
fuer «lle
de: grossen

.

"Die Barwhorzipkeit, cla Alles au nutzen
weisa, nutzt diese leibliche Noth, dess sie eine Fuchrerin
zum Arszto cer Seclen worden muss. Der Fuerst der selt, der
die Seelen fengen will, hut ucberall einen schoenen Koccer

en seiner Angel. Nach cer Art der verschiedenen ienschen
angelt er bela mit Gela unc Gut, bald mit Ehren, bald mit

iust. ——Jesus Christus ist der rechte Fischer.
Gie Seslen fengen. Er hat auch cine Lockspeise,

tr «ill auch
aber es ist

“13452 5

kein Haken Ger:n.

eat

-——- Iu Kranker,

kenust dess gevisa

sein,

Sam

suche seine Gnade. Lu

dasa er dir ontweder hilft von

deinem Leiden, order dass er dir ‘oin und Oel in die iunde
giesst, und cu witten im Schmerz doch leben unc danken lernst."
He
der Feinc
fande

begins

nicht

Legen."

sehe;

also

seccnd part,

"Das Leben aber kann

Er will es, wo er kann,

“Jedes

einzelne

Herz und

Zeiten, wache

die ganze Kirche

Zelten und Schlafzciten,

da, wo die Lehre und die heiligen Ordnungen der
gesund sinc, wo cer “ensch sich auch noch
zur Lshre bekennt, une. sich aeussorlich in die
fuegt."

He says

of the

nights

"Wenn os finster ist in
cie

in Haft und

with an Lllustraticn:

Christi hat gvelerlel
Schlaf ist
Kirche noch
aousserlich
Ordnungen

his

Sulen aut leisew

Fittig

ihre

der Nacht, flicfen

iiege nach dem itsubs.

Scbeld

absr eln Licht engezuendet wird, wollen sic es ausflatiorn."
He .ays

of anger

onc

jealousy:

UAljer Grims um. Heit ist wie oin iwurm. =r
wues tressen, tienn er. Ancere nicht fressen kann, frisst or
sich se-bst. Dervup frisst er am licbsten Ancere; d«arup
faelit ouf dic jumge, grucmence Saat, auf cicse junge, lebencige

fi

Sirche, Yennas und Calphas Grime."

;

He hes

this

lliustraticns

“ier koincn

Henne,

Lossern

Grum:

hat,

gleicht einem

der pit leichtem Schiffloin auf dem tobenden Heere

schiimst. EKinen angenblick schiebt or
obcn suf cep Kapze
einer iiclle, im Nu ist er in cer Tiefe guicchon den bergen.
Er kouwt euch wohl noch oinmal empor. Aber wlcder im Hu
kemn er auch gena verschlungen sein, unc er ist enilich
wirklich genz verechlungen."
2
.

A final
directs: the afialrs

one
o.

shouting thet it is God

tho wills and

mens

"Kurgze Seit vor der keformuticn litten cie

poehmischon Brucder, diese stilien Vorgaengor der evengelischen
Kirche

in Boehmen,

die

sche: sten Vorfolgungen.

iuf einem

Landtage su Krupks ward ihre gaenaliche Ausrottung beschlossen.
Der Relchekangler-des Landes, von Colourat, kaw von dew
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Lindtage

gu einem Herrn

wit Freuden,
aungerottet

soinen

von

Colditzsch unc

erzehlte

es.sei nun cinstimslg ausgem.cnt,
werden

Eedlenten,

sollten.

Da fragte

der Herr von

cer hinter dem Stuhle

ihn

cass sie
Colcitzsch

stand und selbst

zu den bochwischen Brucdsrn zehoserte:
"Simeon, was mcinst
du? weil alle so ecinstimmlg gowesen sind, wird es ichl so
hineusgehon?"
Simon anttortete:
“fs ist noch Finer dubui

yewesen, von dew ich nicht weiss, ob er nit eingcstimnt
het; ohne den aber wird Hichts deraus werden."
Wu fubr
ibn der Reichekenzler

allen nelehstaencon

heftig

ans

“Wer

ist der,

su widersetzon wagen deri?

cer

sich

Tas muesste

ein Verracther ves Vaterlandes und ein Erzschaik sein, der
nichts Basseres verdient haetie, uals Jene selbst."
Ler
Tiencr hob seine Hand auf gon Himmel unc sprach:
"Da c¢roben
vwohnt Ginors wem der nicht Ja duzu gesagt hat, so hzbt ibr
einen Rath bescholossen, eber es wird Kichts davaus werden."
Er hatte nicht Ja gosagt, unc es wurde auch Hichis daraus."
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THOMAS GUTHRIE

Thopas Guthrie is called ty Zdwin Charles Dargan
"one of the greatest wasters

of illustration

in his

time or

in eny times" ond by Arthur 8. Hoyt he is called "the

prince of illustrators, the Bunyan of the Scotch pulpit” 2
It seems

that it was inpoasible

for hi» to say anything

in

a plain, non-chetorioal manners,
While he
service

was minister at Arbilot he had an afternoon

for the young

people

of his

congregation,

he asked them quostions cn the worning
that the young
This induced

people rewembered

major

illustration,
painting,

the illustrations.

him to adopt the iliustrative

Lord Jeffrey
Guthrie's

sermon..He discovered

especielly

he is noted and to which
he owed wuch

premise

His three

persuading.

said that
and his

at uhich

style

of his

there

was

conclusion

for which

power.
one

and

5

step betieen

thet was en

"P's" are proverbial — proving,

4

Lewis 0. Brastow says of hips
"He was above

all a painter,

anc he kmew

hiwself as such, that another wight do with the brush or
the chisel he knew tha: he cculd do with the pen. He found
that it is the pictorial style that vividly impresses
average hearer, and he resolved to cultivate it."
His sermons,

"Sins and

Sorrows

the

of the City"

6

preached
on Inke 19, 41 is a fine exemple
of his pictorial

T

of Proaching"
e "The work of Preaching"

g:
ts
a

Vols
IT pe 550. ~~
p, 244

"Great Sermons of the iiorld" —Ps Mecantaer
"The iiork of Prexching"= Hoyt p.- 244

pe 481

"Great Sermons of the torld"

pp.

"Representative Modern

Preachers"

p. 578

— Macartney

455-449
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style.

He begins

this

sermon,

aia

as he does

practically

«ll of

his sexwons with an iliustretions
"There

is « remarkable

phenomsnon

to be seen

on certzin parts of our ovn coast. Strunge to say, it proves,
notwithstanding

such expressicns

as the

stable

and solid

land, that it is not the land but the sea which is the stable
element. On -some summer duy, when tlere is not a wave to rock
her, nor breath
of’ wind to fill her sail or fon a cheek, you
launch your boat upon the waters, end pulling ovt beyond
lowest
tide mark, you idly lie upon her bows to cxtch the
silvery glance of a passing fish, or watch, the movements of
the wony curious orcatures that travel tho" sea's sandy bed,
or, creeping out of their rocky homes, wander its tengled
mazes. If the traveller is surprised to find a decp-sea

chell embedded in the perbles of a mountain peck, how great
is your surprise to see beneath you a vegetation foreign to
ke: deent
Below your boat, submerged many feet beneath the

face of the lowest tide, avay dovm in these green crystal
aepeiay you see no rusting anchor, no mouldering remains of
some shipwreoked one, but in the standing stumps of trees

you discover the wouldering vestiges of a for:st, where once.
the wild oat prowled, and the birds
loves, had nestled and mursed their

of heaven, singing their
young. In counterpart

to those portions of our coast where sea-hollowed czves, wibh
sides the waves have polished, and floors still strcwed with
shells and sand, now stand high above the level of the
strongest strcew—tides, these stand these dead decaying
trees —entombed in the deep. A strange plienomwenon, which
admits of no other explanation, than this, that there the

coast line has sunk beneath its ancient level.

.

"Many of our cities present a phenomenon us

welancholy to the eye of a philanthropist, as the other is
interesting to a philosopher, or geologist. in their

economical, educoticnal, moral end religious aspects, certain
perts of this city bear palpable evidence of a corresponding
subsidence. Not a single house, nor a block of houses, but
whole streots, once from end to end the abodes of decency, and
industry, and weslth, and rank, anc :iety, have been engulphed.
A flood
of ignorance,

and misery,

and

sin, now breaks and

‘

roars above the top of their highest tenements. Nor do the
old stumps of a forest, still stancing up erect benoath the
sea wave, indicate a greater change, a deeper subsidence,
than the relics
of ancient

grandeur,

and the tcuching mwesorials

of plety which yet linger about these wretched dwell-gs,
Like evening twilight on the hills— like

some traces of

beauty on a corpse, The unfurnished
floor, the begrimed
and
naked walls,

the stifling,

sickening

atwosphere,

and custy window e-through which & sun beam, like

the patched

hope, is

eee Sy) _ ae

a

j
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faintly

stealing,

the ragced,

hunger—bitten

and

sad-faced

children, the ruffian man, the heap of straw where sone
wretched mother, in muttering dreams, slesps off last
night's debauch,
or lics unshrouded and uncoffined
ghastliness of a hopeless ceath, are sed scenes."
He describes
with this

the mwiseruble

conditions

in the

in the slums

Lllustretions

"Bent on soms mission of mercy, you stznd at
the foot

of a donk and

filthy

stair.

It conducts you to the

crovtied rooms of a tenemont, where —— with the
some old decent widow who has seon better days,
her fawily ave ali dead, and her fricncs are all
clings to Gcd and her faith in the cark hour of

excoption of_
and when
gone, still
adversity

‘end awid the ureck of fortune <= from the cellar-dens
'

belo: to the garrets beneath the roof—tree, you shali find
none either reacing their Bible, or even with a Bible to
read. Alas! of prayer, of morning ond evening psalms, of

earthly or heavenly peace,
that once knew them knows

it may be said that the .lsce
them no more,

But before you enter

the deor-way, raise your-eyss to the stone above it. Dumb,
it speaks of other end better times, Carved in Greek or Latin,
or ovr own wother

tongue,

'Peace be to this house.*

you decipher

such

texts as these:——

‘Except the Lord build the house,

they labor in vain that bulid it.!
‘We have e building of
Ged, an house not made with hands, eternal in the heuvens.!
'Fear God’; or this, "Love your neighbor.’ Like tlic uculéering
remnants of a for st th:t once rescunced with the melody~
of birds, but hears nought now save the angry dash or

welanchcly woen of breaking waves, these vestiges.
of plety
furnish a gauge which enubles us to measure how low in these
dark locslities the whole stratum of society has sunk."
There is a force
It is illusirated

which

cun

improve

these conditions.

in this ways

“Now there are forces in nature which, heeving
up the crust of our earth, may convert the sea bed again into
forest or corn land. At this moment theee forces are in active
operation. iiorking slowly, yet with procigious power, they
are now raising tho coasts of Sweden in the ole world and
of Chile

in the new, And sho Imows but these

subterranean

agencies, elevating our own cousts, way yet restore verdure ©
to those deep see sands — giving
buck to the plough its

soil, to waving pines their forest lend. 4nd thus on our

shores, redeemed from the grasp of the-oceam in some future
era,

golden harvests may

fall to the reaper's

forests to the woodwan's axe.

scng,

end tell

tie now uct whether this shall

happen. But I do now that there isa force at work
in this

world <= gentle, yot powerful —commonly slow in action, but
always sure in its results, which mightier than volcanic

e
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fires, pent-up vapor’, or rocking earthquake, is
adequate to raise the most sunken masses of society, and
restore the lowest and longest noglected districts of
our cities.to their old level <= to set them on tho platform
even of a higher

Christianity."

The conditions

of the city are ‘bad at

the present

time, but we can and should have hope;
_—

"We bave not to mourn
as those
who have no

hope. As on a sumer.day I have seen the sky at once so
shine and shower, that every raindrop was changed ‘op-sumbeams

into a falling diamond,

so hopes mingle here with fears,

and the promises of the gospel shed sunlight on plous sorrows:
Weep we mays weep we should -— weep and work, weep snd prays

But ever let our tears be such as Jesus shed beside the
toub of lasarus, when, while weeping, groaning, he bade
the bystanders roll awsy the stone -- anticipating the
moment when the grave at his command would give up its
dead, and Lazarus be folded, a living brother, in the arms
that four days ago, had swarthed his corgee."

Then Thomas Guthrie begins his second parte He
speaks

of the effeots of intemperance.

We should abstain

from drinks
"The aoaet ene
a brave, and, although heathens,
in many respects a virtuous people, hold intemperance
in the deepest abhorrencee When Christian mrets
initiate

their children in drinking habits, and == as we have seen
and wondered at -= teach them to oarry their glass to infant
lips, cOpy whom they may, the wise old Spartans are not
their model. They were not more

careful

to train the youth

of their coumtry to athletio exercises, and fron their
~
boyhood and almost their mother’s breats to ‘endure hard=
ships

as good soldiers*

in habits of strictest,

of Sparta,

sternest

than to rear

them: up

temperance."

"Well, once a year these Greeks assembled
their slaves, and having compelled them to.drink to

-

intoxication, they turned than out <= all reeling, staggering, besotted, brutalized
=— into a great arena, that the.
youths who filled its benches might go home from this
spectacle of degradation to shun the wine-cup, and ‘oultivate
the virtues of sobriety."

He desoribes a minister deposed for drinking;
"Once & year, indeed, whén church-courts
meot, our olty may present a spectacle which fools regard
with indifference,

but wise men with

canpassion

and feare

A pale and haggard man, bearing the title of Reverend,"
stands

at the bar of his

churche Not daring

to look up,he

j

;
ag
:

Li

oe

«
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bends

there with his head buried in his hands, blushes on

his face, his lips quivering, and a hell raging, burning
within him, as he thinks of home, a broken-hearted
wife, and the.little ones so soon to leave that dear sweet
home, to shelter their innocent heads where best, all

beggared and disgraced,
dud ah, my brothren

they mays

here,

ye enter not into temptation.’
a mother’s anxieties,

parsimonious
boye In this

college

‘Ah, my brother’

learn to

theret

‘watoh and pray,

that

See there the issue of all

and a father's

self-denying and

toil, to educate their promising, studeious
deep darkness
has set forever a brilliant

careere Alas? what an end to the solemm day of -

ordination, and the bright day of marriage, and all those
Sabbaths when an affectionate people hung on his eloquent.
lipst Oht if this sacred office, if the constant handling
of things divine, if hours of study spent over the word of
God, if frequent scenes of death, with thelr most awful and

stbering solamities,

.

if the irredeemable ruin into which

degradation from the holy office plunges a man and his house
along with him, if the unspeakable heinousness of this sin
in one who held the post of a sentinel, and was charged

with the oare of souls -- if these do not fortify and
fence us against excess, then, in the name of God, ‘let
him that

thinketh he standeth,

take

heed lest he fall.’".

-

He plotures the effect of drink upon the life of
a boys
"How it has wrung our heart

to

see
a poor

ragged boy looking greedilyin at 4:-window on the food he
has no one
to give

9 and dare

not

tough,
<= to watch

him, as he alternate.
listed his naked feet, lest they should
freeze to she icy pavement. He .starves in the midst of
abundance.

“eglested

among a people who would take more

pity on an ill-used horse or a dying dog, he is a castaway
upon the lands Uf the throngs that pass heedlessly by him to ¥.
homes of comfort, intent on business or on pleasure,
there is no one cares for hime Poor wretoht 0 if he Imew a
Bible which none has. taught him, how might he plant himself

before us, andbar our way to church or prayer-meeting,
saying,

as he fixed on us an imploring

eye,

‘Fure religion

and undefiled before God’ is to fecd me — is to clothe
these naked limbs <- is to fi11 up these hollow cheeks —
is to pour thelight of knowledge into this darkened soul-=
is to save me = is not to go to hourse of God or place of
‘prayer, but first

coming with me to our miserable

home,

"to visit the widow and fatherless in their afflictions,
and keep thy garmenta unspotted from the worlde'". .

He gives another picture of the effect of drinks

Oe

i?

=
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"In that

corpso you see the cold, dead body

of one of the best end godliest mothers

it was

ever.our

privilege tdimowe Sho had a sone Ho was the stay of hor
widowhood

<= so kind,

so affeotionate,

so loving.

are. taken avay from the ‘evil to como’;

Some

laid in the lap

of mother earth, safe benoath tho grave's green sod, they
hear not and heed not the storm that rages cbovee Such

was not her happy fortunee
disgrace,

and

all

Sho lived to see that son a

the promises

of his youth blighted

and-

@onee He was dravm into habits of intemperancee On her
Imees she: pleaded with hime On her knees

How uysterlous

are the ways

she payed

of Providence!

—

for him.

She didnot live|

to seo him changed; and with such thorns in her pillow,
such daggers, planted by such a-hand, in her heart, she Gould
not Lives She sank under these griefs, and died of a broken
hearte We told him soe With bitter, burning tears he owed

its; charging himself with his mother's death <- confessing
himself a mother’s murderers Crushed with sorrow, and all
alone, he went to see the bodye Alone, beside that cold,
dead, unreproaching mother, he Imelt down and wept out his
terrible romorse. #fter a while he rosee Unfortunately -=
how unfortunate that a spirit bottle should have been

left there -— his oye fell on the old tempter.

You heve

seen the iron approach the magnete Call it spell, call it
fasoination, call it anything bad, demoniacal, but as °
theiron is dravm to the magnet, or as a fluttering bird,fascinated by theburning eye and glittering skin of the serpent, walks into ints. envenomed, expanded jaws, so was

he dravm to the bottles Wondering at his delay,
entered

the roomy

and now the bed holds

they

two bodies

-

a

dead mother, andher dead=drunk sone What a sight! (hat
.

a humbling,

horrible

spootacle’

nd

what

heppy times, when night.drew her poaceful
the same son andmother

<--he,

like, vithin her loving armst
themost

fine gold changedl
Snother

@ sweet

a change from thode

curtains around

babe,

sleeping,

angel=

"How is the gold became dim,

°"

:

pictures

"In the oountry:I have often:seen a little
child,

with her sumbrowed

face and long golden locks,

sweet as any flower she pressed beneath her naked foot,
merry as any bird that sung fran bush or breke, driving
the cattle homes and with fearless hand controlling the
sulky leader of the herd, as with armed forehead and
colossal strength he qualed before that slight imzuge

of God.

Some days ago, I saw a different sight <= such a child,
with hanging head,

no music in his

voice,

nor blush but -

that: of shame upon his cheed,leading home a drunken father
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along the public street.

The man required to be led.

guided, guardede And into a condition hardly less help=
less large masses of our people have sunke i don't wonder
that

thoy

drink.

-

i
:
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HENRY WARD BEECIER
Henry Ward Beecher hes bzen called the "Shakespeare"
of the American pulpit.+ This

is not

only beceuse

of

"His

.

wide

knowledge of hunenlife and his subtle anelysis of numen peszions,

but because of tho fertifity of his imegination,
pictures

of truth,
He

found
fron

«nd his

strong

ues continuelly

thea everywhere.
shops cnd
Dr.

ztores,

Lewis

ern Preachers"

0.

appes£

on the

to feelings."

wetch

for

He took them

"frou

from

and ferry posts!

streets

Brastowin

sey of Henry

his

Ward

book

Beecher:

illustrative type of preaching." ‘

streets

He

and ferry,
5

"Representative
"Beyond

Mod-

the measure

the power of the

"He thought in images, end

gift for illustration has perhaps never been surpassed by eny

preacher of the Christien

church."

s

Beecher has many féraall compe
phors.
abstrect
the

:

illustraticn:.

of any other modern preecher does he illustrete

his

his sonderful

His style
terms.

abstract,

represented

he

is concrete
Instead
speuks

in concrete

sons

and graphic.

of spesking
of them as

He very

of things

they

sédom uses

as they ere in

seen or they may be

sesenblances.

1.

"The Work of Preaching"

Hoyt

p.245

2.
5.
4
5.
6.

Pulpit end American Life
Pulpit and American Life
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

Hoyt
Hpyt

p. 108
p.127
p»l42
pel59
p.159

-

end frequent mete=

We see these

characteristics

én idea

of tho activity

ho had,

end

tions

ihe meny

of his

sources

in the following

the many

from which

excerpts

Hark 12, 41-44; 14, 8.9.
Vol.

mind,

of his syle

taken

and gein

interests

he drow his

fron his

which

illustre-

sermon Heroisn,

(Found in "Plymouth pulpit Sermons"

Ipp.45-57) Speaking

of tie

widow who dropped

two mites

in the

treasury and Mary of Betheny who anointed the Savior with precious

ointment,’ He sayss
"These

two

personeges

stend

registered

in the

memorial of the pest.
Their portrelilts are painted on the
cenvess of time. Their statues stend in this niche of the
temple of God's Worg
that are to cove."

aud

will.stend

thee

for

all

To show that there is a difference

botwsen the heroic

actions of the past and those of the prescnt,
ture and

the eges

he turns to scrip-

ssyse

"Samson was & hero of the coarse nold.
He telonged to the rece viich, in Greek mythology, hed its Hercules,
and in other aythologies had its giants, mostly cruel
and des—
potic, but in some instances patriotic.
Samson was on instence

of intense patriotism;

althoug he was course,

anything out a type such a.
pler.
He was .illing to put
results for the sake of his
. Self; and at last he yielded

unmennerly,

and

weil shoud note set up for én exex—
himself in peril, end to achieve
peonle, by the sacrifice of his ow
up his life for their sake.
And

yet he was not so heroic «s David was in a much milder way.
In do.ng what he did, he was warlike and
returning from no victory, was & greater

heroic; but David,
hero. . Hated end

hunted of Soul, he went to tue camp of Saul,
and a cruse of water from his hesd, sparing
going to a distant hill, he rous:d the king
his life had been in his hands, end that he
Avid when Dsvid hid in « cave, and Saul came

cud tcok a speer
him; end then,
to che fact thet
had spared hin.
and was in his

power again, he cut @ piece from his robe and let him go in
stfety, and afterwards sent it to him, again spar ng his life.
There
7
8.

was heroism

in these

Plymouth pulpit Sefmons
Serine!

things."
Pp.45-57

ley!
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He refers
presont

when he

to

voth ancient

history

end

affairs

of the

says:

"In the ege when, in Snarate, stealing wes « virtur, not to steal was very heroic-——and I co not know but it
would tbe siill in our cites, though not in country villezes end
pleces where tompteti.n: are less strong than in the Custon—
House, in the Kevenue service, end in pleéces of public trust."
"There are things which made encther man é hero
in some aye that has gone by do not make you ons in tne pre—
sent age; because you iive upon ea highe: plane than he did.
fie are so educat.d and trained now that almost everybody does"
things which once mede men heroic."
He speeks
trate
when

the

statement that

they mow

pleudits

of & general

they will

ond

ordinary

nen can herdly

be considered

be praised

what

for

they

to be chronicied--Lt

ueroic

dos

which he passes turough

is not he that

is the mors

it is the poor soldier who is without « name,
he

to ilius-

"NIt is not the gener&l who knows chat tue nation's
await hig, that he is to stend in the history of

the world, and thet «ll of the periis
ére

soildier

shali probsbly fall

in battle

without

heroics

who knows thet

& record,

end

who yet

puts his life in peril for the sacred cause of his country;

for one buys his preise, and cen afford to rum risks that hoe
mey carn that celebrity which is sweet to him, chile the other
earns nothing external.
The latte: acts upon the higher prin-

ciple, and shows & more heroic element
He points out an instance
War

than tne former."

of heroism in the Civil

which was then moder: history:

NWhen, in the great struggle which we waged for
liberty—for

the universal cause of the working mau—we

were

blindly end unconsciously asserting the -ights of the working
men—we were Going it for the working man of the world and

of ell time, there was a sort of cim instlact, rather then of

luminous intelligence

of that fect,

in Englend;

and although

the stoppage of cottonalmost aid the English ports bere, end
well-nigh stopped ali their mills,

and threw thousands end thou-

sends of spinners out of work, they yet refused to give their
sympathy or contenance to those who abhored slavery, and stood

simply starving, and zuve thelr sympathy to those who were

for

our Government,

because

it meant

liberty to «11 men.

Thus

—

~

they stood. through long yesrs; and no efforts
or intisidate thom or bribe them, or*fletter

them,

could evail.

to persuade then,
them, or seduce

And I say that there have been few

:

more striking instences of heroism then thet :uiet , untoestful
and almost unregistered, patience with vaich, during our
strife, tue working men in Englend stood b us for the sake of
the principle which we represented."
He gives
from

current

another

exemple

of heroism,

this

time fron

events:

"There ere & greet many men who are well-nigh
starving for another principle; and according
to the measuro of their intelligence they are heroic; but they

are working in a bed cause.
the

roads

to victory.

they inaugurate them,
in the long rum,

more culture,

'Strikes'

are not nice,

These men think

they are

They ere not

end

therefore

They believe in them as 4 wiy by which,

working muon m&y b= raised

end to greeter power

to axpler

of menhood.

neans,

to

Seoking thet ond

they heve mistaken the road; and they are secking it, meny of
then, with greet suffering. It is not an cxsy thing for « men

to hear his children cry for bread.

It is not en easy thing for ~

& men to see his rainment, end that of his dear ones, growing
ragged, not knowing where toobtain ec change.
It is not an easy

thing for a man to behold the summer
to be idle,
breed."

when his household

d4nother

instence

are

coming and going awey,

dependent

of heroism,

upon

his hend

end & reference

and
for

to that

vhich hud but recently heppeneds

|

"There was a multitude of heroes that appeared
up n the scene when the steamer
Onc name stands out conspicuous

belonged

to my profession)

‘Atlantic! went upon the rock.
(and I am not sorry that he

the neme of the Rev. ilr. Ancient,

widunder circumstances that would deunt and that did deunt
professional seamen, on & reging sea,
shen storm wes in the
air, so thet there wes apparently no prospect of withstending

the violence of the ocean, went out In = boet undeunted,
unclesped a man who was bound to the riggin.,
in. That was heroic. The men was no reletion
easy it would have been for him to have seid,

and

and brougat hin
of his end how
‘Alas! that the

providence of God should meke 1t impossible thet I should follow
the dictates of my heart! The sea forblds, end the storm
:
forbids'. But noj his heart wes otronger then sea or storm; and
he said, ‘Yhat is my life worth? it is good for nothing but such
things as this.'"
A similar

illustrations:

“Anothor one, nearor

_

to our door,

should

be mentioned.

I lmow not his name, but 1t will be known; I mean the heroic |
engineer of thet ill-fated trein which wes wrecked near

:
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Stonington.

The

bridge

wes

:

swept

‘

away,

dovm the black chasm at nizht. He,

sant

end tac

oe

train leaped

standing upon

the engine

as it deshed forwerd with all spoed, unquestionably sev, by
the headlight, before he got to the place, that the bridge was
gone. 4nd yet hoe.did not seek to save hinsclf; for in the morning
he was found upon the engine, with one hend upon the lever, end

the other on the brake, He saw the denga;

but instexd of

Leaping from the train, he stood ot his post, and
rushed into the arms of death, etrempting to seve tae charge vhich
had been com eeee to h in. He wes a hero, though he did not
“knois it. 4e did not perform thet deed of herdism for the sake
of having wen say thet 1t wes heroic, but
ccause he felt that
it was his duty ~—- because he renembered those sho were on the
train behindhim. %o he died; but bsing deed he lives, Such men
should not be forgotten."
Ha gives

more

illustrations

from

common

life:

"There are meny servents in the kitchen who ere
havoic, end who ere spending cll that they earn for the seke of
others. Their slendexs weges are laid up. They deny thensclves
the conforts of dress, end 4 thousand other comforts; end through

yeers endyorrs | they send back thelr wages to their old

fathers

endmothers in *rcland, or in Germeny, There is meny = girl who
has wrought for ten years to bring: one by one, ellher brothers

and sisters from the land of penury to- the lend of plenty,
peteintly ,and often with mich misunderstending end blame.

livig
Go

to the banks, to the offices wuers exchenge is bought end sold,
and trece the strcems of benefaction which goes from the hends
of the hard-working poor. There is & track across the see which

all waves end storms camot wipe out, which God's sye follors,
and élong which
their farthing,
sea,"

the poor take their pittance, their two pence,
their mite, as it were, end send it across the

fgeins
"We do

Soe

something

for the

men on the Helghts pay dow

poor

end

suffering

in winter,

a hundred dollers to the Mociety

for the Improvement of the Condition of the Poor —sone fifty.
dollexs, come tucnty-five, some ten —— mon hose income is
anyuhere - from five to fifty thousand dolla s; end:-«hen
they heve done that they think they have done their duty."
énother

:

illustration from History:

"Among the generals end soldiers of the Crimesn wer were

many heros; but Florence Nightingele, who devoted herself to the
relief of the sick snd wounded
heroism than they."
A final

in hospitals,

showed

greater

one from Nature:

"So, then, do not think that conspicuity is See

tdneroism, Only now end then is a gold vein peed

end isonet

gold
ve:
lght; but the mountains are full ofoO
of‘pears
2 nig ent eta
‘is a peerl fn ‘but: ‘there“eer

ster

olfS=

benecth the weters of the sea. 4nd thors are mény hi oes obscured
b, coverings as homely es the oyster; end when God mekes up his
jewls, not only of them shell be left out."
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CHARLES HADDON SPURGEON
Spurgeon
spirit,

his manly

keen

insight

lical

truth,

pounding
habit

its

is noted for his
boldness,

his

tact

salient,

of mind and his

realism and oratorical

practical
skill

and

biblical

appeals

a great deal to the

his

nis

in illustration,

to note analogies

history

common

readily,

"His

.

ing in abstract
favored

thought

the culture

his rhetorical

observation

+

sin,

deal.
and

to

He

experiences,

He also had the

and frequently

knowledge

of suffering and, sorrow and

all this,

concrete

a ceauk

he uses

that which is unknown.

de uses pathos a great deal in his treatment

Scarce heart,

in ex-

an evengelisitc. preahcer

biography and

of hisg

his

of Bib-

ingenvity

and interests of his listeners.

says

sense,

his love

features,

that which is familiar to illustrate

Brastow

of

directness and forcefulness."

He uses

ability

common

nature,

in catching

He was distinctively

feelings,

sturdy

into ordinary human
his

“independence

of the

which

of texts.
familiar

cultivated

Dr.
scene

« naturally

in connection with his lack of trainand facility

of pathos

in

conerete

and inclined

’ and to make use of the material of pathos,

in the Soriptures." ©

expression,

him to seek

for

which is so abundant

.

Let us turn to his sermon "Songs in the Night", based
on Job 55,10, and look at nis manner of illustrations.

We will

find that his illustrations are very beautiful, bordering on
the poetic.

In describing

the

coming

of night;

he says:
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"The darkness draweth the curtains, and
shutteth out the light, which might prevent our eyes fron
slumber; while the sweet, calm stillness of the night per—
mits us to rest upon the lep of ease and therefforget awile
our cares, until the morning sum appcareth, and an engel
puts his hand upon the curtain, and undrave it once agein,
touches our eyelids, and bids us rise, and proceed to the
labors of the day."
The deseribes

the

songs

of the

night

in this wey:

"lave you never stood by the seaside at night,
and heard the pebbles sing, and the waves chant God's glories?
Or have you never risen from your couch, and thrown up the
window of your chamber, and listend there?
Listened to what?
Silence == save now and then a murmuring sound, which seems
aveet music then.
And have you not fencied that you heard
the harp of God playing in heaven?
Did you not conceive,
that yon stars, that those eyes of God, looking down on you,
were also mouths of song —— that every star was singing God's
glory, singing, as it shone, its mighty liaker, and ‘is lewful,
well-deserved praise?
Night hath its sone.
We need not mch
poetry in our spirit, to catch the song of night, end hear
the spheres as they chant praises wnich are loud to the heart,
though they be silent to the ear — the praises of the mighty
God, wno bears up the unpillared arch of heaven, and moves the
stars in their courses."

Notice how Spurgeon uses an illustration «s trensition
from the discussion

mans
have

"Man,

of the night

his night.

For

it is

true

around himg he is a little world;
almost

of the world

to the night

too, like the great world in which he lives,

everything;

that man

is like

he resembles

and if the world

hath

its

of

mst

the world

the world in

night,

men,"

so hath
E

Anyone, says Spurgeon can sing in the day time. He
illustrates this by sayings
"When the cup is full, man draws

inspiration from its; when wealth rolls in abundance around hin,
any man can sing to the praise of a God who gives 4 plenteous
harvest, or sends home a loaded argosy.
It is easy enough for
an Aeolian harp to whisper music when the winds tlow;. the

difficulty is for music to come when no wind bloweth.

It is

easy to sing when we can read the notes by daylight; but the
skillful singer
is he who can sing when there is not
a ray of
light to read by = who sing from his heart, and not from a

OLS
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book that he can see, because he has no means of reading, save
from that inward book of his own living spirit, whence notes
of gratitude pour out in songs of praise."
It is harder
Spurgeon
with

illustrates

the flowers

desert,

to sing when

this

troubles

are upon

one.

by saying:

"I will weave songs, weeve them wnerever I go,
that grow upon my paths but put me in a-

where no flowers are, and wherewith shall I weave a

chorus of praise to God?
Wow shall I make a crown for him?
Let this voice be free, and this body be full of health, and
I can sing God's praise; but stop this tongue, lay me upon
the bed of languishing, and it is not so easy to sing from
the bed, and chant high praises. in tne fires.
Give me the
bliss of spiritual liberty, and let me mount up to my God,
get near the throne and I will sing,,ay, sing as sweet as
_Seraphs; but confine me, fetter my spirit, clip ny wings,
make me exceeding sad, so that I become old like the eagleah! then it is hard to singe"
4n illustration

from Scriptures proving

this

same

pointe
‘
Ndetninks in the Red Sea anyman could have
made a song like tat of lioses——'Tiie horse and his rider
hath he &hrown into the seas" the difficulty would have been
to compose e song before the Red Sea had been divided, and
to sing it before Pharaoh's hosts had been drowned, while
yet the darkness of doubt and fear was resting on Israel's
hostse"

In the days

of sorrow,

people

turn

to God,

and

says "How, my God, I have nothing to sing of. but thee; I
must come to thee; and to thee only.
I had cisterns once;
they were full of water; I drank from them then;
the created streams are dry; sweet Lord, I quaff

but now
no stram

_ but thine own self, I drink from no fount but from thee'",
An illustration from a common object of daily life,
showing how God's word will cheer a Caristian:
"Qne word of
God is like a piece of gold, and the Christian is the goldbeater, and he can hammer that promise out for whole weeks.

I can say myself, I have lived on one promise
want no other.
into gold-leaf,

for weeks,

and

I want just simply to hammer that promise out
and plate my whole existence with joy from it."
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When we are
He will
wells

sad,

give us a song

thou hast heard

imst

pour water

some

up3

down

and so,

we should

in the night.
it said,

some

"Thou ao

that when

it first

Christian,

ask Him to pour

go to God for

of all,

when

joy down

@ poor dry

a pump

is dry,

you

and then you will

get

thou art dry,

thee,

comfort.

and

then

go to God,
thou wilt

get

some joy up from thine own heart."

The moment of our conversion is so pictured by
Spurgeons

"hat! man, canst thou not sing a little of
that blessed hour when Jesus met thee; when, a blind slave,
thou wast sporting with death, and he saw thee, and saidg
"Come, poor slave, come with me." Canst thou not sing of
that rapturous moment when he snapped thy fetters, dashed

thy chains to the earth, and said:
‘'I am the Breaker; I
came to break thy chains, and set thee free?!
What though
thou art every so gloomy now, canst thou forget that happy
morning, when in the house of God thy voice was loud, almost

as a seraph's voice,
em forgivens
many times

in praise?

For thou couldst

We should think
God helped uss

back upon

our past

hast thou buried thine own diary?
book

'I

and recall
;

"Come, man! I beseech tnee, go to
of thine experience, and pull up a few bulrushes,
into an ark, wherein thine infant faith may float
the stream.
I bid thee not forget wnat God hath
over the

sing:

I am forgiven.*"

of thy remembrance.

I beseech
Canst

the

the river
and eave them
safely on
done.
What!

theeyman,

turn

thou not see some

sweet hill Mizar? Canst thou not think of some blessed hour
when the Lord met with thee at Hermon?
Hast thou never been
on the Delectable ilountains? Hast thou never been fetched
from the den of lions?

Hast

thou never

escaped

lion end the paw of the bear?"
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To show the difficulty
believing

the promises

he relates

a personal

>

some people

Bieter:

have

of God and in trusting

|

is

in

in his mercy,

experiences
an old experimental

Christian

speaking about the great pillars of our feith;

"I remember

he was a

sailor; we were then on board ship, and there were sundry
luge posts on the shore, to which the ships were
fastened, by throwing a cable over them.
After I had told
him a great nany promises, he said, ‘I know they are good
promises, but I cannot get near enough to shore to throw
any cable around thems that is the difficulty.".
He

continues:

"Now,
and

loving kindnesses

but

we

it often
would

happens

be good

have not got faith enfoug:

that

sure

to

God's past

posts

mercies

to hold

tnrow our ceble

on to,

around

% em, and so we go slipping down the stream of unbelie:,
because

we can not stay

ourselves

Are we in trouble,
from

the

e¥-erience

by our

we should

former

mercies."

be willing

to learn

of others?

“never be eshamed of taking a leaf out of
another man's notebook or experience book.
If thou canst
find no good leaf in thing ow, tear one out of soneéne's

else."
We should’ be hopeful and sing beceuse of the
bitter

day that may comes

"J am preaching to-night for the poor weavers
of Spitalfields.
Perhpps there are not to be found « class
of men in London who ere suffering a darker night than they are
for while many classes have been befriended and defended,
here

are few who, speak up for she, and (if I em rightly informed)

~

they are generally ground dow within an inch of tieir lives.
‘I suppose their masters intend that their bread shall be very swee’

on the principle,
grass;

that the nearer the

for I should

think

no peo-le

ground,

have

their

the sweeter t:e
grass

so near

«he ground as the weavers of Spitalfields.
In en inquiry
by the House of Commons last week, it was given in evidence
that their average wages smount to seven or eight shillings
& week; and then they have to furnish themselves with a
room, end work at expensive articles, which
my friends
the ladies are wearing now, and which they buy as cheaply as
possible; but perhaps they do not know thet they are made
withtne blood and vones and marrow of the Spitelfields wes-

vers, who, many of theS* work for less than man ought to ex—
ist or have to subsist upon.
Some of them waited upon ac
the other day:
I was exceedingly pleased with one of them.

He said,
better

"Well,
times

sir,

it is very hard,

but I hose there is

coming for use"
A personal

notes

"Often do I cheer

myself with tie

thought of the coming of the Lord."
We shovld
"The

be patients
hustandman

waits

until

he reaps

his

harveste"
We can be comforted by the thought of heaven.
"Kneeling by

saint, last night,

I said,

the bed of en esparently dying

'Well,

sister,

he has been precious

to yous you cun rejoice in his covenant mercies, and his past
loving-kindness." She put out her hand, and said, "Ah, sir,
‘do not talic about them now; Savior of the Sinner.
I want the
sinner's Saviour es mic
now as ever; it is not 4 sainT's
Savior I want; it is still a si ner’s Saviour that I am in
need of, for I am a sinner stili.!
I found thet I could not
confort her with the pasts so I reminded her of the goluen
‘streets, of the gates of pearl, of the wells of jasper, of
the harps of gold, of the songs of bliss; and then her eye

glistened;

she said,

them by-and-by;

end

"Yes, I shall be there
then sie seems

We may have troubles

so gladj
noy,

but

soonsI

shell mcet

"
soon we will

ave

Joye
"Thy head may
now, but it shall ar a starry
be vilied with cares—it shall
of music.
Thy garments may be
be white by-and=by."
A reference

to

that which has

“Many of you

didn't you."

be crowned with thorny troubles
crown directly; they hand may
graps e herp soon, & harp full
soiled with dust now; they shall
jus”

sang very prettily

happened.
just now,

;

i
;

-
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Driving
matter

to sing joyful

home

Lee

the point

when

tiat

it is a different

in dangers

"I wonder whether you would sing very prettily,
if there were a stake of two in Smithfield Sr all of you who
dared do it?
If you sang under pain and penalty, that would
show your heart to be in your song.
We can all sing very nice—
ly indeed with every body else sings.
It is the easiest thing
in the rorld to open your mout::, and let the words come out;
but when the devil puts his cand over ycur mouth, can you
sing then?
Can you say, "hough he sluy me, yet will I
trust in him?"
That is he rty singing; that is real song that
&pringe up in the night."
Our
we

Christian

sing in the night wii}

joy will

be lasting.

The

songs

continues

"Wany songs we hear our fellow—creature:
singing in the streets will not do to sing by—and—by; I cuess
they will sing « different kind of tune soon.
They can sing
now-a-days eny rollicking, Grinki g songs; but they will not
Sing them when they come to dies they ere not exactly tzxe songs
with which to cross Jordan's billows.
It will not do to enter
heaven singing one of those unchaste, unholy sonnets.
No3 cut
ths Christian who can sing in-the night will not have to leave
off his song}
he may keep on singing it forever.
He may put

his foot in Jordan's s- ream,

and continue his melody;

he my

wade through it, and keep on singing s*ill, and lend himself
safe in heave; and when te is there, txere need not be 2 gap
in his strain, but in’a nobler, sweeter straink he may s*ill
continue singing his power to save . There ere a freet many

of you that thiniPhristien people are a very miserable

set,

don't you?
You sey, "get me sing uy song.!
Ay, but , my cesar
fricnds, we like to sing a song that will lest; we don't like
your songs; they are ali froth, like bubbles on the braker ~
and they wilisoon die ewuy and te lost.
Give me a song that will
last; give me one that will not melt.
O, give me not-the

dreamster's gold!

He hoards it up, and says,

they are songs I sing forever.
We should
beceuse

it will

sing

'I'm richg

"

songs

in the

night

of our troubles

cheer uz upe

"When you were boys living in the country, end
had
you
do
is

some distance to go alone at night, don't you remember how
whistled and sang to keep your courage up?
Well, what we
in the natural world we ought to do in the spiritual. There
nothing like singing to keep our spirits alive.

The Devil
says,

truth;

'The devil

does not like

it when we

"We have begun to sing;
can not bear singi:g.*

he does not like music.

sing.

and Martin Luther
Theat is about the

It was so in Seul's day.

én

evil spirit rested on Sauls bui. when David played on his
harp to sing we shnall remove our fears; the evil spirit rent
away.
This is usually the cases
if we can begin to sing re

_shall resove our fears.

I like to hear servents

sometines

humming a tune at their work; I love to hear a plowman
country singing as he goes along with his horses."

4n illustration taken from Literature,

Propress"s

"Jonn bunyalt
were going through the wolley,
place, and terrible demons and
and poor Christian thought he
just when his doubts were the

in the

from the Pilgrim's
soe

tells: us
hint as Christians
he found it e dreedful derk
goblins were all about hin,
must perish for certain; but
s*rongest, he heerd a sweet

voice; he listened to it, and he heard a man in front of him
saying,

death,

'Yea,

when I pass

through

I will fear no evil! Now,

the valley

of

the

shedow of

that man did wot know who wes

near him, but he was uawlttingly singing to cheer a mun behind.
Chris*ian, when you are in rouble, sing; you do not know zho
is near you-p—Sing!
there is some poor distresse: brother,
perhaps, simt up in the Cast e of Deszair, who, like King
Richard, will hear your song inside the Castle of Despair,
who, Like Kind Richard, will hear your song inside the Castle
of Despair, wno, like King Richardm will hear your song insice
the walls, and sing to you again, and you may be the means of
getting him a ransom."
We shovld be
attractéd

cheerful

so

that

others

will

be .

toward Christianitys

"Give the external as well as the inghal
evidence; "give the external evidence of your om life.
You
are sick; there is your neighbor who laugis at religion;
let him come into your house.
When ne was sick, he sakd,
0, send for the doctor; and there he was fretting and fuming,
and whining, and making all manner of noises.
When you =re sick, send for him; tell him that you are resigned to the
Lord's will; that you will kiss the chastening rod; that you
will fake the cup, and drink it, because your Father gives it.
You need not make a boast of this, or it will lose ali its

power; but do it because you can help doing it.

Your neigh-

~
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bor will say, 'There is Somthing in that.' And when you
come to the borders of the grave—-he was there once, and you
heard how he shrieked, and how freigntened ne was—give him your

hand and say to him "ApleI have « Christ that will do to die by;
I have

a religion that will

make

me sing in the night.

Let

him hear how you can sing 'Victory, victory, victory!”
A final

illustration

from

this

sermon

this one portreying the dama*ion of the godless:

b,

Spurgeon,

"MThere is a night coming, in which there wili
be no song of joy—dnight in which no one will even attemst
to lead a chorus.
There is a night coming when a song shell be

sung,

of which misery shall be the subject,

et

to thefmusic

of wailing @ gnashing of teeth; there is a nignt coming wien
woe, vnutterable wos, shall be the matter of an awful, terrible
miserere—when the orchestra shall be composed of damned men, and
howling fiends, and yellinz demons; and mark you, I speak, whet
I do know, and testify the Scriptures.
There is 4 night coming for
@ poor soul within this house to-night; and unless he repents, it
will be a night wherein he will growl, end howl, and sigh, and
ery, and moan and grown forever.
‘Who is that?! seyest thou.

Thyself,

my friend,

if thou art godless

eee

ne

Frain
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and Chrisiless."
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HUBERT L. SIUPSON-

vie now turn

cur attention

to a podern preacher.

find as we read the sermons .of iubert

Le Simpacn

fie -

that our

"present toentdeth century life is closrly depicted in then,
Tre following illustrations

cre taken

from his

cera

"A

Base Thought", pre chingon the text, Deutercnomy 15, 9.
as

He begins

this sermon with the suggested ricture

of a wan fumbling in his pocket for changes
i
"I fancy that there is no greater tem tation —
there is’ certainly. nc more frequently recurring one —— to
those who have stent. the firat gold of youth's ideclisz and
have to fumble for smaller change in tho business of life,
than to yield to the suggesticn that after all it does not
matter BOMVery; mach ein
Hea L One pene rase tian) we follow the
gleam
or not."

He speaks of the present dey attitude

toxerd sccial

reform and betterment:
"ET take it that in wost of us, especially
those of us who wear the ssiritual livery of the Nazerene,
there is, no thanks to cur sGlves, a certain persistence of
Gecency ubkich makes us morelly responsible for cleaning up
our corner of the Augean stables. It is not mecrly so

uncongendel a task to keep the proverbial «olf from the
door as it is, having done that duty by ourselves and by:

;
:

.

those who sre dependent upon us, to lend a hand in keeping
the dog frcp returning to Gartetn disgusting hubits that he
has, or the washed sow from once ageii: wallowing in the sire."
He gives

works

this picture

of tientioth

'

century

church

,
"are there any cqmpittess

where

tempers got

quite so easily ruffled as Church comittees?...- sre there
any weetins where pore time seezs
philanthropic gatherings? Has the

to be wasted than in
fold Adam! got a better

z

"

-159-

‘lest ditch’ onyshere than in the hearts of cert:in Christian
workers? Are there any people quite so difficult to co-cperate
with as social reformers?

Are there any who

can put their

foot in it quite so. impressively as ministers of the Church?"
"You Gon't realiy need to put yourself
if you don't go they will get someone

atten@ me:tings

aboutt?
clse

who will probably go doun betier than you cculd ever hore
to do. You wili never be missed if you
committee mecting. Do you really. think
effect the coming of the Kingdow of God
in your place in church each lord's Day
He pictures

the

experience

collector:
wan Like you.

don't turn up at that
that it is going to
whether or not you.
morning."

of a house-to-house
:
:

"You wonder why you accepted ofiice, a busy
You camnot think what pvssessed you to allow

yourself to be pressed into that irksome bit-of service. You
are a collector;

the money

are yous

Poor thing!

They

wil: never hive

ready for you, und they will lock at you standing

.

on their doorstep as if you were begging for yourself, The
.
very dogs will bark at you, And when you have written politely
twles, end c:dled three times, and kept your temper under
control, and generally grovelled as ycu would not do for’:
worlds, if it «ere.in your osn interests that you vere working,
you will ccnsider yourself lucky if you get helf-a-crcin,
.Stock warket issues’ are over-—subscribed wany tines almost
.
before they are put upon the market; but those Reople’ who
sing,

fiere the whole realp of nature mine,
That were an offering far too suall,
:

do not

.

rush to, invest hslf=-a-crormn in the grzatest enterprise in
the world, the Kingdom of Jesus Christ. Yes, there are
times and moods which come tc us all hen if we are not
vewpted to) Grom meer yest nel ec eisian We ote cere Damen nee
to become sceptical."
He

pictures

the wenner

in which we should

work

for the Church:-.
"Take up your collecting-book again as if it
were the roll of the Recording.
An.el. Go‘bsck
to your teaching

as if you knew that a Shakespeare and a Iuther and ea Josephine
Butler ere among
your pupils,

Attend
the work-psrty as

.

you would if Dorcas herself and Mary, the Lord's mother,
were your fellow-vorkers, and you knew that St. Peter himself.
might drop in one day to see the coabs and g-rments which
you were making, and whether your stitches wers as true as

his fisherman's

note in his net, and as ncat as the stitches

of

lary when she sewed a piece-of cloth on un old garment,

and did it so well that her blessed Son never forgot the
sight,

and made a parable

of the

scene.

Be as diligent

and

as ho:oful in your attendance at comelttees and court as if
the glorious company of the Apostles tlezselves were your
fellow-wepbers. Be as eager to attend the house of pra-er
as if the Nester Himself were to speak, the word of truth and

break the bread of life for yous
We pust not give

place

for so

He «ili."

to the th.ught

A

thet it

does not watter what we doz
the whole

line

"If you give in or give up you «111 «eaken
of resistance, Sup:ose the base thought had

been entertained by our sen 4m arnc, where would our national
freedcw have been? Surpose that. it had been entertained by
Cromeli, uhere would our civil liberties have been? Suppose
that Lt had been-entertzined by Knox and the Reformers, where

would our religicus enfranchisesent have been? Suppose that
it had been entertained
by the Son of God, where would our
couls! salvation h:ve been?”
He tells

“tis
nothing
was the

the story of Williop

Chalmers

story must have been true,

Burns;

for he got

for c.ming here — nothing excopt a grave.'
This
testimony of Chinese converts concerning iillicw

Chalwers Burns, the Scottish pioneer pissicnary of the
English Fresbyterlans
Wiesiin, who tolled for three years —
without
a colzosgue and for seven without « convert. ‘iis
story must heve been true, for he got nothing ior ccwing here
— nothing except « greve.! Half=a-crown a yeur would not

have inprissed them with the message of the Cress,
spent and laid down in China did.

Exactly

but a life

seven yezrs

Burns

waited for the first. signs of the Lord's release in thet
lend, but he did not wait with iolded hands, He was working
and witnessing

and watching

till

at last

the morning

broke."

:
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